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· In the complexity of South African history lies 
much of its interest. Cape affairs in the 1870's were 
complicated by those of Natal and the independent Dutch 
republics and also by the fortunes of Griquaa and Ba.sotho 
(Basuto) on the No.rthern borders, by the movements of native 
tribes on. the ]!;astern frontier. Within the colony lived 
subjects of DUtch, British and African descent. who were 
guarded from external danger by the British navy and from 





The British connection was still maintained despite " 
the mid-nineteenth centu.ry tendency wbich had been to look 
upon the colonies as survivals from a mercha.n.tilist era, 
unnecessary since the triumph of free trade principles.(l) 
Reapor~sible government; the control of the executive by an 
elected legislature had been gran.ted in Ca.nadat 1846 and 
in the Australian colonies in 1855. Though men such as 
Lord Durham, Lord John Russell and Lord Elgin had thought 
that independent colonies might still retain a vi tal 
connection with Britain( 2), after 1855 utilitarians were 
prepared to see !tnpe:rial bonds weaken. (3) Permanent 
officials at the Colonial office. Hernan l:hJrivale ·:.hen 
Under Secretary for Colonies and Sir ~'rederiah Rogers after 
him, looked forv;ard to a tir.:o when .Britain would "shake off 
all responsi.bly governed col<..nies ~ 11 (4) 
A muv·ement to lessen the expense of garrisons 
stationed in the colonies JJ:.ay.be associated witb ·the view 
which was held, for instance by Cobden, tr..at the colcnies 
were not of military advantage to .Britain. In 1859 a 
committee of repreaentati:ves from the Colonial office, the 
flar Office and the Treasury examined the matte.r of Imperial 
defence and recommended that colvnies which were not 
Imperial military posts should subscribe towards the.cost 
o.f Imperial troops and n:ake efforts to strengthen local 
militia.. When the report of a Select Committee of the 
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House of Commons on Colonial .Military Expenditure (1861) 
was accepted by parliament and the colonial office, it was 
apparent that Britain contemplated relinquishing control 
of native policy in colonies where abe might relinquish 
the task of defence.Cl) 
The situation in South Africa with regard to 
responsible government, was more diff'icult than in Canada, 
Australia or even New Zealand~ There wao a native problem 
i,n New Zealand, but tbo ratio of colonists to Ma.oris was 
5 to l, and tho extent of ·the t:eori po-wer was known. Two 
of the .four .European communi ties in. South Africa were 
outside .British control, in three the nativos outnwnbered 
the colonists; a.nd none of them could carry out a policy 
which wou.ld not affect the others. (2 ) 
In 1867 a new arrangement was announced by which 
tile Cape, which paid at the time only £10,000 towards its 
defence, should. have instead of i:'ive battalions, four,of 
which. the strength of one battalion was to be divided 
between Natal and St. Helena. For the three remaining, 
there would be no charge in 1867, in 1868 two were to be 
furnished without oost and the other paid for at the 
Australian rate of £40 per man. Thi,s was to be the 
charge in 1869 for all infantry in excess of one ba~talion. 
For the next three years payment was to be made for the 
whole force at the Australian rate, and Britain might 
withdraw the troops i:f' paymeut was not made. { 3) 
The Governor at the Cape 1 Sir Philip Wodehouse, 
was in favour of strengthenins the executive rather than 
granting responsible government, but his proposals were 
rejected in 1867, and. Britain decided not to withdraw troops 
for tbe time being. ( 4 ) In 1869 the Sear eta ry of State 
for colonies wrote that British troops could not be retained 
for colonial purposes and would be gradually withdrawn 
except for one regiment to defend Simonstown. Cne regiment 
was to be withdrawn in 1870, another in 1871-1872 and the 
Cape Mounted Hifles to be disbanded as soon aa possible .• 
Colonial defence was to be left to the Frontier Armed and 
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responsible ministry in control of a local defence force.(l) 
Wodehouse's views on the proposed changes are 
interesting in the light of later evente. He objected 
that defence should be what was necessary and not su'bject tc 
a pecuniary bargain between the Cape and Imperial governments. 
Defen.oe ohould be adequate or altogether withdrawn.< 2 ) He 
oonsid.ered the ooloniate unfit to control native policy a.nd 
thus for reaponuible govcrnmont,(;) and thought that the 
troops should be rata.ined and tho po\ver of the governor 
left undiminished~ 
HO\'Yever, if reaponai.ble governmant were granted 
he believed troops should be withdrawn and the colony left tc-
bear tho responsibility for injudicious policies. He realised 
that a reeponeible ministry over wbiah the Imperial government 
could not exercise any control would have to advise about 
troops, and a Governor as Commander-in-Chief of British troops 
would be in the awkward position of being obliged to receive 
advice, possibly a.ga1net his own judgment.< 2> 
He was aware-that the interests of Natal and the 
Cape were the_aa.me aa far as native policy was concerned. 
He pointed out that the natives in Natal, Transkei. 
Basutoland and the Oape Oolony should be regarded aa none 
mass, as regards all questions on which the interests of 
Na·ti vee and. Europeans are widely opposed." Control of-
Natal could ,not be separated from that of the Cape and 1 t 
would. be ~m.possi ble to leave a small body of 400 troops 
in Natal without support if Imperial troops were withdrawn 
frcm the Cape. ( 4,) 
Closely associated with the mattar of responsible 
gcvernmen.t a.t tho Ce.pe was that of f'edo:ra tion. The idea 
of federating tho sta tea and oclonies in South A:frica. had 
begun to be entertained by tile Colonial Office after 1866.(5) 
It wa.a hoped that Britain might be relieved of the cost of 
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and that the colony might federate with Natal and the 
Republics. A federal government might then be .responai ble 
for defence and all internal affairs. (l) Withdrawal of 
' 
troops, respons.ible government and :federation may be 
considered the aims .of Bri tiah policy towards the Cape .in 
the 1870'e. 
Tile lack· of interest in colonies in the 1850's 
m.ay be illu.strated by tbe abandonment of the Orange River 
Sovereignty and the Conventions made in 1852 and 1854 with 
the Dutch :farmers beyond th.e Orange River. By these the 
inhabitants of the Orange .Free State and South African 
Republic obtained their independence from British control. 
By the Sand River Co.nvontion of 1852 Britain pledged non-
interference and disclaimed alliances with the tribes 
North of the Vaal River. By that of 1854 the Griqua.a were 
left to their own rc.auurces. ( 2 ) 
The short-sightedness of a policy whiob ha.d sought 
to limit British expa.n.eion in South Africa, soon began to be 
criticised~ Sir George Grey thought the conventions particu-
larly mischievous because boundaries had been left unsettled 
and outstanding questions with neighbouring tribes had. cau.sed 
constant difficulties. He thought Britain had been pla.ced in 
an unfortunate position with regard to native tribes in South 
Africa. She was debarred b'om making treaties wh.ile the 
republics could make any they thought proper. She was bound 
to prevent nativ'e tribes from obtaining supplies of a.rms and 
ammunition while bound to permit the inhabitants o:f th.e 
republics to obtain suah supplies.,, regardless of the object 
for which they might be used.{3) 
Transvaal action had led to Grey's complaints. 
Pretorius had attacketl a Bakwena chie:f' and sent an ultimatum 
calling upon him to disarm and olose the road to the I{orth 
against English traders.< 4 > Attaok:s had been made on the 
Baralong in 1853 and the Detlarin. who oecnpiad land as far 
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in their labours • Livingstone whose ho·u.se was sacked, 
Edwards and Inglis who were.expelled from the hlarico. 
December 1858 Moffat of the L .. M.S. complained of not 




~h.e Colonial office, WlSympathetio to Grey • a 
scheme for federation, were extremely suspicious of his 
complaints, but they were echoed. in the Cape press in 1859. 
The ru.mour of an attack to be m.ade on the L.M.S. station of 
Kuruman awakened Cape merchants to the de.nger that the 
Transvaal might close the Northern road to traders. Seeing 
a threat to their Northern trade t and the powerlessness of 
the British government in the face of the conventions, a 
section. of' Cape o;pinicn began to hopo for a rev·arsal of 
Br.i tish policy. The conventions \vere denounced in the Cape 
papers. (2 ) I·t \~n.G agreed that tho c1aotion of Protorius a.s 
President of the 0 .]' .S. was a violation of tho conventions,· 
allegations cf slavery ware ~nde against tbc Transvaal-(3) 
If it could be proved. that the agreerrent had been violated, 
Bri ta.in would be relieved of the neceee:.t ty of ab.iding by it. 
The discovery of gold at Tati in 1868 led to a 
campaign for annexation of the Transvat:Jl and an attack on the 
Republic for alleged slav·ery.. An Eastern province member 
made a plea for federation of I~atal, Trans·vaal, 0 .1!' .S. and 
the .Eastern and. ·,vestern provinces,.(;) 
On 29th April, 1868, Pretoriua proclaimed that the 
Transvaal extended to Lake Nga.mi and Ku.ruman and to Delagoa 
Bay. Southey, Colonial Secretary wrote to Sir George Earrow 
that the Transvaal had absorbed. tho terri tory of 'friendly 
natives through which passed. the road to the interior, and 
was likely to interfere·with trade from the Cape. He 
pressed the point that slavery was carried on in the 
Transvaal under the na.mc of "apprenticeshipu. Southey had 
great weight with the Colonial office on account of his long 
experienco and local knowledge. Sir Frederick Rogers 
minuted that if slavery could be proved he n should not WllCh 
hesitate to d'1olare his gov·ernment no longer bound. by the 
treaties"~ though "thEt c:1se should be strong and they shou.ld 
have an opportuni.ty of replying to it'! <4 ) 
~~l 
(4) 
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The British government may be considered to have 
modified its former attitude by 1666 and begun. tQ think of 
abrogating the Conventicns. This is indicated by the 
reception of tb-e Basotho as British subjects in 1868, the 
discouragement of .Pretorius' efforts to aggrandise the 
Transvaal, and the refusal to recognise the right of 
Portugal to Delagoa Bay. (l) 
The interests of colo.nists favoured the policy 
of expansion and further annexation. Cape traders had 
banef.i ted from ever inoreaa.ing oont!.tct with native tribes, 
and from the wars waged on the Et\storn frontier. Colonists 
benefi t<1d fror!l a policy of expansicn a.e they acquired fresh 
land for settlem(~nt The demand :for labour noticed in the 
1820's(2 ) 1ncroa.sed as more land became available for 
J£urcpoana. 
The interests vf the na·tivea were cha.mpioned 
against the rapacity of the colonists by various mi.eaionaries. 
Dr .. Philip aimed to preserve a.clequate la.nd first for 
Hottentots, ( 2 ) and later for natives on the :£astern frontier 
and Griquas in tb.e North. 
After his tour of 1841-1842 Dr.Philip became 
increasingly aware of the danger to the Griquas.from Boers 
trekking frum the colony and Uatal,(;) and advocated 
annexation of the land to the tropics by the .British govern-
ment. When 1 t was clear tha.t this course would not be 
adopted be pressed for treaties with the Griquas. Treaties 
were made with Adam Kok and Moshesh in 1843 but tb.ey failed 
in their object as there were no adequate courts to decid.a 
disputes be. two en :Boers and natives. (4) A fresh treaty was 
made 'll·ith. Kok in 1846 which a,ttem.pted to set aside part of 
the Grtqua lande as inalienable and prevent a mixture of 
blaok and white in the same areas and the displacement of 
tho Griquaa, ( 5) Ho!lH~var Si-r Harry Smith's annexation of 
tho Orange River Sov.ere:ignity in 1848 deprived. Adam Kok of 
the lands ~ecu.rad to him ex.capt the inalienable reserves.( 6 ) 
and the exper,imant ended. when the Convontiona wore made with 
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On the .:!as tern front :l.er. the pel icy followed after 
1847 of allowing black and white to live t~g~thor in the 
same regions was the opposite of that fer whi.ch Dr. I111ilip 
had striven in thH interesta of the natives. New tracta 
of land were i.rwluded in tbe colony by the extension of the 
boundary to the Kei Rive.r in 1847(l) :following the war of 
1846. The Ngqika {Gaika) were moved from their homes in 
the valleys of the Amatcla Mountains and tlle Tywnie and 
Kaiskamma Rivera to a more open tract of coantry betwe~n 
King Williamstown and Queenstown .. {2 ) The vacated area was 
settled with Mfengu (Fingo) and l!;uropean soldier settlers 
and became known as the district of Victoria East.(3) 
After the conquest of the Xhosa in 1853 the process 
was repeated in British Kaffraria. Mfengu were given land 
in the King Williamstown division. Europeans were settled 
in the land.s confiscated from the Kat Rivor HottentotfJ who 
had joined the rebels in 1851 and on strips of land round 
forts in Kaffruria which were allotted on military tenure.< 4) 
Territory occupied by the Thembu wa.s included in the Cape 
Colony as the district of Queenstown, and the people, 
deprived of much o.f their land were gathered into "tho Tbembu 
location. (5) Buropeana were settled on about 400 farms in 
the district so tha·t there would bo a buffer between 
Kaffrariu and the Colony. (4) 
Confiscations of land followed the cattle killing 
episode of 1857. In the; Kin.g Nilliamstown district 1,000 
m.e.n of the German legion were settled, with their Irish. 
wives. ( 6 ) The Gcaloka were driYen beyond ·the Baabee River 
and a large portion of tileir territory settled with natives 
who were moved into the Transkei f'rom the colony.(?) The 
newly aettled regions were known as l~'ingoland, where Mfengu 
~ were given land, Emigrant Tembuland, where some Thembt+ from 
the Queenstown loca.tion, which 1 t had been proposed to vacate; 
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of native people wer~ located .• (1 ) The Goaleka were 
allo~'Ved to return to the regivn between the Kei and the 
Bashee after 1862, and 1 t rapidly filled up with m.embers 
of the tribe some of whom had gone into service in the 
colony after 1857.( 2} 
Further settlements took place in Nomanaland, 
a region .which a.djoined Natal and th.e Pondo territory and 
had been ceded by the Pondo in 1861. Here \Vere 'located 
Adam Kok and a few hundred people from Ph111ppolis who 
had been promised a place to live when the Dloam.f'ontei.n 
Convention was made in 1864, and Basotbo under Lebenya, 
Mfengu under Zibi and Batlokoa under Lehana.(3) 
Since these changes deprived the natives of land 
on wh~oh they were living or which would have provided for 
the natural increase of population it is apparent that 
they threa.tened to disrupt the old form of society. Thus 
the main interests cf the chiefs were land and independence. 
Relations between the Cape and Imperial govern~ 
menta from. 1072-1678 were largely influenced by the Britioh 
desire to place upon the colonists the responsibility f~r 
native policy and defence and to federate the states and 
colonies in South Africa. 
Resistance was shown to British policies when 
they threatened to involve the Cape in expense, and to 
change a condition of affairs which wa.s regarded. as 
satisfactory. Thout;b they were not directly involved 
in a constitutional sense the presence of the natives 
within and beyond the colony influenced most perceptibly 
the colonial Imperial relations since the Gcvornor had 
special powers conferred on him in virtue of the High 
commission, and since they made it impossible for Great 
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NATIVE POLICY. 
The nativeo living in the .::;astern districts of 
the Cape Colony and beyond the Kei frontier to Natal 
belonged to four main tribal divisions of the South Eastern 
Bantu, the Thembu. Mpondomise) .Mpondo and Xhosa, to pla.ce 
them in order of senior1ty.<1 
In 1872 .Britis.h influence among the tribes in 
the Transkei and responsibility towards them varied 
considera.bly. The Mpondo, subordinate to whom were the 
Xeoibe, had previously ceded a portion of their territory 
to the British government, were alli~Hl by treaty and the 
chief eubsidised.( 2 ) In actual fact they were quite 
independent and co.nsidared to ha.ve an axaggora1;sd idea of 
their own importance. 11 ttle respoot for Christia,ni ty or 
civili.eation, and to ba unlikely to invito the restraints of 
civilised government.(;} Mpcndo intrigue was recognised 
as being a.t the base of moat of the quarrala and feuds \Vhich 
d.istraoted the neighbouring tribes. <2 ) Adjoining the 
Mpondo ware the Bomvnna under the chief moni who bora no 
.relation to the gvvernment except possibly as an adherent of 
Rhili ( "Kreli") the Gcaleka ·Chief. (2 ) 
The Gr.:i.quas who lived. in Nomansland had occupied 
the terri tory as Dr1 tis.h subjects and had large num.bers cf 
native.a, also British subjects, subordinated to them as a 
ruling clasa.(2 ) ~hough the original intention had been 
that Adam Kok should rule over his people for a time, he had 
been left uncontrolled and irresponsible to rule on British 
territory, by government appointment, since his pvsition 
as an elected chief had been made·permane.nt owing to 
Dritiah support, tribes many times the number of his own 
people, consisting of some 8000- 10000 fighting men.< 4) 
It was boped that the Griqua.s would help to civili.se the 
tribes around them, but thi;s d.id not occur a.s they 
retrogressed in contact with leas civilised people·. ( 5) 
Holden, - "T'he Past and Future of the Kaffir Hucos 11 -
Page 142. 
A.l2. 1873 -Memorandum of Crpen. Page 11. 
G.H. 1/73 - July 19th, 1876 - tiemorandum of Shepstone. 
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There was no resident guvernment official with 
the Griquas, with tho natives under Lebenya, Lehane. and 
Zibi, nor with the other 'tribes who lived on territory ceded 
by the Mpondo, Baca, Mfengu and Mpondomise under Mhlon.tlo 
("Umhlon.thlo") and Mditshwa (uumditchwa"). (l) 
The Thembu were ruled by their chief Ngangelizwe 
( "Gangaliswen) who \~as subsidised by the colony and had a 
Residant living with him.(l) They were reported to be 
industrious and to desire to improve their social condition 
by acquiring rruropean babi ta and custom.a. <2 ) . 
The .Xh.oaa were thought to have been a consolidated 
people for the pa!~t three hundred yaare a.nd to hf1Ve escaped 
the vicisai tudes to which most other trlbee: wa.re st~bjeot 
during that time. This fact may accou.nt for the atrongth 
of the tribal feeling which had survived. a.loost a hundred 
years of intermittent war with the colony. There rJere two 
main sections of the tribe known a.a the Gcaleka (Galeka) 
and Ngqika people. The .Paramount Chief was Rhili who was 
regarded witll a aort cf sacred and religious veneration on 
account of his position by tribes for many years virtu.a.lly 
independent of hie au.thority. Some of the Gcaleka h.ad 
been brought under the colon1a1 government by the extension 
of the frontier to the .Kei. The chief of the Ngqika 
section of the tribe, which lived wi·thin the colony, wa.s 
Sandile ("Sandilli"). (3) 
A'lisaionaries had had less success among the Xhosa 
than with the M~engu, Baaotho or Thembu and as a people 
they clung to their chiefs and national customs. Rhili'a 
bearing was independent, witchcraft flourished in Galekala,nd 
where the people were rich in sheep and cattle but there 
were no signa tha.t progress in civilisatio.n ha.d been made. 
The chief was known. ·to object to his people taking to 
civilised customs.< 4> A Resident wa.s stationed at hie 
kraal, but authority had been only slightly exercised over 
Rhili since his return to hie country in 1862_(l) 
!.1agistra.tes and police were stationed in Fingoland, 
~migrant Tembuland and tbe Idu.tywa Reserve, though no taxes 
were colleotecL (l) The Mfengu were remnants of broken tribes 
which had received preferentia.l treatment during ·the preceding 
A.l2. 1873 -Memorandum of Orpen. Page 11. 
G.44. 1872 - Report (further) on Social & Political 
Condition of Natives in Transkeian Territory. 
G.21. 1875 - Pa8e 124. 
G.34. 1873 - .Page l. 
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;t. forty years. Missions among them had had some success 
and despite the .opposition of chiefs, some Mfengu had taken 
up individual titles to plots of land granted in colonial 
locations. ( l) Those who had tn.oved to the Transke1 were 
reported to be loyal to the government an.d anxious to advance 
in civilisation. They .ha.d subscribed £700 towards the coat 
of roads in Fin.gole.nd and £100 for a. med.ioal man to reside 
among them. ( 2) 
The condition of the imigran.t Thembu. was described 
as not worse than that of lleathon Thombu or t=fen:gu in. the 
colony, leaving much room. for improvement. (2a.) The people 
were socially in an uncivil.ised state and witch doctors 
were active amont them. (3) They had been moved f~rom. the 
colony under the condition tbat their hered.itary or superior 
chiefs were to have no power over them but that they would 
be subordinate to a ma.gistrate.{3a) They did not desire 
annexation to the colony, having a dread of colonial laws 
and taxpayitlg. A su.per.fic.ial report .from. the Idutywa 
Reserve·aaid the people were steadily advancing in civilisa-
tion but there was need for a resident .b"u.ropean mission.ary. ( 2b) 
The purpose of the Imperial government in exteading 
the fronti.er and removing and settling many tribos, may be 
consid.ered to have been to keep the colony safe from a.ttack. 
For this reason. the Ngqika had been moved. from their ancestra.l 
home and. M.fengu friendly to the colony located in their 
stead in the King. ~Villiamstown and Queenstown districts .. 
Tribes were separated from one another by gra.nta of land to 
Europeans and warlike t.ribes were purposely separated from 
each other. {4 ) Tbe location of tho sami .. ·civiliaed Griquas 
in .Noman.sland was oonoiderad to be a military advantage to 
the colony, which wa.e raaognitH~d when the qu.oetion of 
greater control over the Griqu.as(S) and the annexation of 
Ncmansland waG discussed .. ( 6 ) The annex.ation of Basutoland 
which took pls,ce in 1871 wa.s an advantage in tho military 
aenae. (7) Shepatone thought cvn.trol of the region would 
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African politics" so far as natives were conoernod.(l) 
Ev·ente in the 'l'ra.nskei led to the assumption of 
further control by the colonial government, in the interests 
of peace. Bound.a.ry diapute~1 between the Mpondo and their 
neighbours threatnned to disturb the frontier in 1872 (2 ) 
. A quarrel between Rhili and Ngangelizwe which their Residents 
could not compose led tc fighting in ''-hich a otrip of l.a.nd 
on the Then:bu bordor <r1as devastated 'by the Goaleka. (3 ) 
There was alarm on the front.ier and the Fron·tier tlou.nted 
Police (F.A.M.) wer~ concentrated at Komgha.< 4 > Defeated 
by !\hili, Ngangelizwe a.sked to be taken c..ver with hie tribe 
as 13ri tieh .subjects, but the offer was not accept ad and was · 
withdrawn when the Gcalaka consented to .evacuate the 
OOWltry • ( 5)" 
A commission was appointed to settle the dispute 
with the M.pondo and enquire in·to the situation in Nomansland,( 2 ) 
and another to invas'tigate the quarrel between RhUi and 
Ngangelizws. (4) It wa.s hoped that the boundary arrengeme.nts 
would last for the time being and that the new responsible 
ministry would undertake the matter of'the Transkei. The 
commission recommend.ed that the \Vhole of Adam Kok'a territory 
should be brought under Dritiah rule without delay as the 
country was i.n a deplorable state. {6) Tf:iey also advised. 
the extension of British control over all the Transkei tribes 
except the lJpondo. Sir Henry D::~rkly did not recommend that 
the proposals should bo adopted since the colony was on the 
eve of responsible government and its claims for British 
a.eeista.nce in regard to pa::;t transactions would. be 
strengthened if Bri.tain assumed f11rthcr control in the 
T.rans.kei. A resolution affirmi.ng the ad visa bil.i ty of 
annexing t.be Tranakei had boen dofcn·ted in the Asaembly. ( 6 ) 
Tho Governor hoped .that a responsible ministry 
would not attempt to solve the problem ot relations with 
native tribes by arbitrary interference or fruitless threats 
and would continue ti:le firm yet cautious policy of his 
preceaaors.< 4) In the end the slowness of the government 
in assuming control led to inconvenience and war .. 
~
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The memoranda for the 3eloct Com.mi ttee for native 
affaire in 1873 lay stress on the legal position of many 
Transkei tribes as British subjects. The purpose seems to 
ha.ve beon to bring to public notico tho respcnnibili ties 
t1lready incurred therfJ by the Bri tia.h gove.rnce.nt and the 
need for further control i.n tho area. It ia clear th9.t 
the autbority oxerciscd over ~Igafl8elizwe. and Rhi11 by their 
respective Residents was slight but the condition of the 
people was regarded. as better than that of tho 1/.pondo, 
Mpondomise, .Baoe and Xesibe described as "sunk in the very 
lowest depths of barbarism, practis.ing all the worst and 
moat revolti.ng heathen customs." (l) 
In 1873 Mr. J. Orpen(2 ) was appointed as 
magistrate in Nomansland to take charge of Zibi, Lebenya a.nd 
Lehana, and thus extend government influence in the rear of 
the Thembu. and Gcaleka.(3) Aa a. result control was assumed 
over the Mpondomise, .Mditsbwa and Mhlontlo at their ·request, 
to prevent the aggressions of the Mpondo and curb the 
influence of this tribe. 
Adam Kok enquired in 1874 whnt position he was j_n 
future to occupy and seemed ready for his country to be 
annexed, as was the Cape government.(4) Bu.t no effective 
control was assumed till 1876 when Captain Blyth became 
magistrate in Eaat Griq.ual.and. The delay caused. a certain 
amount of cppveition. e.ftcr the death of Adam Kok. (S) 
Trouble was cauaod by la.nd opaculotora from Natal an.d rumours 
\f'ere spread by Nehemiah Moaheab. This discontented chief 
had been influenced br reports of federation proposals to 
.begin an. intrigue with the Mpondo and. ot.hcra to re2ist a 
combination of the whi.te men against the natives. (G) 
. -
Captain Blyth managed to restore order with little trouble 
but remarked that tile disaffection might have been avoided 
if a Resident had been placed with the Griquas in 1862 and 
their relationship to the government more exactly d.efined. (7) 
(1) 
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Hoatilitiua between Gcaleka and Tbembu began 
again in Octcber 1675 !ollowi.ng a brutal a.ssaul t by 
Ngangelizwe on one of his wives, a niece of Rh.ili. ( 1 ) The 
Thembu. chiefs petitioned to be received as Britis.h subjects 
under government, while retaining control of their own 
people. Their request was acceded to but Ngangelizwe waa 
temporarily deposed and a f'ine imposed upon him. Arrange-
ments were made for the territor) to be administered by a 
mat;istrate and two assistants.<2 A joint resulution of 
bo·th Houses affirmed the e:xpediollcy of the annexation of 
Tembuland.(3) 
Great anxiety was oaueed by persistent rumours 0f 
war in 1876. They we.re ascribed. to reports of the war 
being carried on by the South African .Republic against 
&ekhukhuni and thus ind.irectly to the Convention of 1852. 
Unrest was caused in Basutoland by rumours that the territory 
was to be given back to the Orange Free State.< 4 > It w:1s 
genera.lly believed that the depcsi tion of Ngangeli.zwe had 
caused the reetless.neea among the tribes, even Rhili had 
indicated hie sympathy with the 'l:hembu chief. ( 5) The 
sympathy of the chiefs was ascribed to a fear that they 
might be deposed in thc1ir turn Feeling was particularly 
strong among tba 1'hembu in the colony, especially those of 
t.he tribe of Gungubele who reaontcd the idea of interferenC·J 
with a chief•s powers. (6 ) 
However, the policy pu.r.aued in the colony since 
1656 and as far as possible in the Transkei, had had 
precisely this aim in view. After 1872 the policy of the 
responsible ministry was recogn.isQd. as being a continustion 
uf that inaugurated by ~ir George Grey. He had realised 
that to leave native subjects in the colony to the jurisdic-
tion of their ancestral chiefs was an anomaly, and introduced 
a new scheme in order to weaken the hold of the chiefs on 
their adherents. They were not arbitrarily deprived of tileir 
authority but they and their councillors received annual 
allowances and had to surrender fines and confiscations. 
They could still hear cases and. give judgment but v1ere no 
longer to have the power of enforcing their decisions. 
Dissatiafi.ed litigants could appeal to tb.e magistrate 
(1) 
(6) 
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appointed. over each tribe. ( l) The aim was to break. the 
power of the chief.a by the introduction of European govern-
ment and contact with .l!.'uropeans settled among the natives. 
It was thought that these measures would afford 
relief to the common people from the *'grinding oppression" 
which tt1ey had been accuatomed to suffer under the despotic 
rule of chiefs. ( 2) But it may be noticed that the.re were 
limitations on the arbitrary powers of a chief. Should he 
attempt to carry out an unpopular policy it was possible for 
his people to move away to another chief. He was surrounded 
by councillors many of whom had a local jurisdiction over 
sections of the tribe, without whose advice no decisions of 
public importance were taken. (3) Nati.ve institutions were 
described to have been of a remarkably representative 
· character by Or pen. ( 4 ) Sheps tone stated that the chief 
was un.a.ble to go aga.inst the "voice of the people". (4-) The 
success of the administration in Basutoland was partly 
attributed to the holding of annual pitsos or meetings in 
the Baaotho fashion, whero public opinion could be expressed 
and grievances ventilated. (5) 
In.corporation.in the colony bad. meant that colonial 
law waa extended automaticall:r to a region. As the policy 
followed was to aettle Europeans and natives side by aid~ 
it was ob·viously impossible to have one law for white people 
and another for black. However, allowances were made for 
native custom which it was impossible to change abruptly. 
Native law of succession operated in respect of grants of 
land made under individual te.nure. Appeal to the governor 
in cases of native heirship was allowed. in the districts 
originally constituting British Ka:ffraria. ?!he administration 
had power to lay down by Proclamation the usages to be 
observed in regard to the administration and distribution of 
property in such na.tive locations as might be proclaimed. ( 6) 
It waa recognised in 1871 that the extension of 
colonial law to regions inhabited mainly by nati.ves, for 
example the Wittebergen and Thembu locations in the colony. 
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powers of special legislation when Basu.toland. was annexed 
and enabled to apply by Proolwnation such colonial laws as 
he should deem fit. The region was administered by the 
Governor's Agent, Mr. C.D .. Griffith, with the as.sistanoe of 
three magistrates. (l) 
~o further diminish the powers of the chiefs, Grey 
had proposed to break the social system of which they were 
the pivot by subdividing native locations an.d granting 
individual titles to land. (2 ) Between. 1662 and 1863, 714 
gran.ta .of gard.e.n and building lo·ts on qui trent tenure were 
me.de in the Mfengu location of Vict~oria East. (3) Individual 
~rants on luitrent tenure \vere made in tba Wittebergen. reserve 
J.n 1863(3a and in a locatio.n near Lovedale. (3b) 
Under the tribal system of land tenure the ba.aio 
idea was occupation by the tribe as a whole.. Theoretically 
the land waa regarded as the property of the chief who held. 
it as a true teo of the people who Qcoupied it and used i.t in 
subordination to him - land was not regarded as a negotiable 
aaset. The individual tribesman, though not the owner of 
an allotment, h.ad rights over it recognised Ulider native law. 
He ccn:tld cultivate .it or not as he choee and no-one else h.ad 
the right to do so, crops belonged to him personally. Though 
theoretically the land reverted to the chief on the death of 
its holder, in practice the heir succeeded to the deceased 
persona rights over the land allotted to a particular 
household. <4 ) 
Magistrates repeatedly recommended grants of 
ind.i vidual ti tlea to place occupiers of land on a more secure 
footi.ng,( 6) pr menti.oned that natives felt insecure without 
such grants. 
Missionaries, who had always regarded. the chiefs 
as the fiercest defenders· of paganism a.nd an evil influence, ( 5) 
were in favour of tb.is policy. Holde.n, the Wesleyan 
missiona.ry who believed that the natives would have to become 
civilised or porish, thought the grant of individual titles 
would be an incentive to industry. He went so far as to 
suggest a certain amount of forced. labour. in return for 
itJdividual grants to eradioo.to the habit of indolence among 
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bethought some natives might hold land without labour 
obligations. He seems to have had a genuine desire to 
promote the welfare of the natives by civilisation and more 
especially Christianity, and for this cause to have d.esired 
the break up of their old form of society. However, he 
was emphatic that ample land should be secured to them and 
legal title to the land. (l) 
Though the scheme may 'be considered philanthropic 
by intention, since the grants of land. made were small, it 
had. the effect o:f' obligi.ng n~tives to supplement their incomes 
_by going out to work for the colonists. An. official suggested 
bcfora a oommiasion that grant of individual title would. be a 
good. plan as it would fHlable the land to pass into .Suropean 
bands. (2 ) .Free trade in land whieb waa allowed in tho colony 
had the effec.t of diaposoesaing nat.ivas as will be seen in th.e 
case of Oba and in the.t of Gungubele. 
de Kiewiet ia confident that desire for native 
labour influ.e.nced Cape nati vc policy. ( 3) The demand for 
labou.r in the 1870's was eo great that schemes for introducint.; 
Indian and Ohinoae labourers were discuaaed( 4) and emigrants 
from Portugese East Africa and the region beyond the Sou.th 
African Repu.blic were em.ployed on railway works • ( 5) In 1873 
magistrates were to inform natives that mora.l superiors wou.ld 
be appointed to accompany parties of 50 natives to encourage 
pa.rents and missionaries to support labour recruiting. Labour 
bureaux were established at King Williamstown; the government 
offered to }ay for the sea voyage from .Port Elizabeth to 
Capetown. ( 6 Farmers complained of a shorta.ge of labour due 
to higher wafea paid at the public works and even when wages 
w·ere raised. ?) · Colonial desire for labour is indicated by 
the imposition of a hut tax on .natives living on. crown land 
i.n 1869 and. the Location Act 6, 1876, which taxed natives 
living on European farms if not Hmployed by the farmer. 
Sir George Grey had seen the possibility of 
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would open u~ the country. and by establishing schools and 
hospitals. (l To the cruder object of colonial defence he 
had added the mo!"al aim of introducing good government and 
civilised habits. 
The colonial administration must be considered to 
have had these aims in view. Officials within the colony and 
in t.he Transkei were asked to comment on the state of civilisa-
tion of tho poopl·o un.der them and were expected to encourage 
civilised babita and discourage barbarous practices to the 
best of the.ir abili.ty .. <2 ) It was hoped that the example of 
rfJgiona where magiatr.ates were at~Jtioned and chief's and 
people considerately trca.ted and well governed. exempt from 
the disorders of other tribes, would lead. to a gradual 
exten.aion .of' colonial authority. ( 3) The colonial government 
contributed mo.rt.ey for the advancement of educa.tion and 
patronised the efforts of the missionaries to eieva.te and 
enlighten the na.tiven and. raise them in the scale of 
ci vi lisa ti o.n. ( 4) 
It is presumably due to the desire to Europeanise 
the natives and integrate them in a new society tha·t there was 
remarkably little recognition of the violence which the policy 
ot the government was of:f'eri:ng to their old society. A 
realisation of the imm.ensi ty of the change which 1 t was hoped 
to bring about by discounte;nancing native customs is evident 
in a report of Mr. J .. Orpen while magistrate with Mhlontlo in 
whiob is included an account of a conversation with the chief 
about practices to do with the upbringing of girls.. The chief 
had said prohibitions would be uaelesa as ... they would inevitf,!l.bly 
·be disobeyed.< 4a) A remark in which a rare sympathy with 
no:tive ouatom is diaeornable is that of' Mr. B .. Shaw, magistrate 
with Mhlon·tlo nt a lot or date, who waa of. tbe opinion that as 
much could. be said f.or tho cu:;t0m cf ukulobola as aga.in.st it, 
and that haste in ohanging such a fundamental law as that 
pertaining to .marriage and inheritance was unwise. ( 5) 
·The colE>nial ministry felt in 1875 that the adminis-
tration of native affairs in tho Cape had been a sucoess.( 6) 
Their claim seems to have been. based main.ly upon the :fact that 
there bad been no disturbances in the Tranakei since the 
settlements made in 1873, and that the appointment of a 
!4) 5) 6) 
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magistrate at the Gatberg had suppressed the feuds among the 
Mpondomise.(l) There were other encouraging signs. Progress 
was notiood in Baau.toland where the people had recovered from 
the pitia.ble condition. to which they had been reduced by the 
war with the Ore.nge Free State~ Howe·ver, Griffith complained 
x that delay in ratifying the convention of Al1wal North and 
prvviding for the administration cf the region had. given the 
chiefs the opportun1 ty of rs:~co·vering their authority which 
had been oonaidera bly broken. during the ~var Material an.d. 
political progra.sa was noticed but not mtlch improvement in 
the social condition of the people.. 1111agistratea referred 
to the need for education, particularly of girls, if the 
Dasotho were to advance in oivilisation.( 2) In 1874 there 
were 44 schools in Basutoland in which 1;983 children were 
enr.olled. ( 3) 
Despite the im!>Ort of guns into the territory the 
Dasu.tola.nd system of government wa.s pronounced by Illagistratco 
in 1878 to have been successful.. This wa.a attributed to the 
isolation of the region and tho fact that the Basotho had not 
been intermingled with European settlers. In particular the 
sale of spirits could be prevented by this condition. The 
war ot 1877 prod.uced little agitation in. Basutoland. (4a) 
In the Transkei the Mfengu under Captail Blyth 
showed signs of civilised progress. An absence of wine in 
the region was attributed to the lack of oa,nteens for the 
sale of bran.dy.. f•1ore: land was brought under cultivation and 
£1,484 raised by the .Mfengu for an industrial school. ( 5) 
tihen the school, known as Blythsw?od, was opened in 1878 the 
pecplo had contributod £,,000 towards thn cost. Self interest ' 
kept thein loyal tc the government. ( 4 ) 
The pooplo in Emigrant Tembulan<i end the Idutywa 
Reserve ware lesa advanced than the Mfengu. Some progress in 
agriculture was reported but much seems to have depended upon 
the energy and tact of the magistrate. .Mr. C. Levey reported 
the holding of an agr.icultural show in Emigrant Tembu.land in 
1876 and the su.bacription of £700 towards the coat of a bridge. 
An effort to encourage agriculture rather than pastoral 
farming was made by forming an association of a h'Wldred of 
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their houses and their style of agriculture. The association 
decided to call itself nThe Emigrant Tembookieland Society 
for Promoting CivilJ.aetion" ~ l) By the next annual meeting 
membe:ra wore expected to pos~esa equare houses! Levey managed 
to kocp the .country quiet during the war and two chiefs took 
tha field with him a,gainst the Gcalek:a. He reported in 1878 
that but tor the war and the drought. he would have been able . 
to report moat favourably on 'the growth and im.provement of 
agriculture seeing that wheat. a crop which did not fail, was 
produced in ten times greater quantities than in previous 
years.· (2 ) 
The Residents with Rhili and. !;gangelizwe were less 
successful. They were unable to p.revent hostilities in 1872 
and 1875.. The old customs continued and the old methods of 
pastoral farming. It was noticed that the increase in the 
Thembu population was such that the territory would be unable 
to support it if no change from pastoral htlbits took place. 
Within th.e colony the power of the chief was 
thought to be steadily diminishing by 1874. Petty chiefs 
usually did not interfere with the control of the magistrate 
in the Mfengu location of Victoria East where individual 
titles to land had been gra.nted and 700 men were qua.lified for 
the colon.ial franchiee.<3o) There were seven elementary 
schools in the diatr:tct to which the gover.nment contributed 
£290 per year. At the Lovedale Missionary Inst:i.tution 353 
pupils wero enrolled of whom 32 ware European boarders.(; 
The ,government had done nothing a,bou.t education in the 
IIi ttebergen Roser,ve though when grants of land on qu:i trent 
tenure had been med.e in 1863 it bad been stated that the 
qu1 tre.nts would be devoted to ed,ucat1onal purposes~ ( 3a) 
.In the King \filliam.stown district where lived most 
of the Ngqika the power of the chiefs was thought to be 
gradually dying out though civilising agencies were counter-
acted by increasing drunkenness. Brandy could be obtained 
from aa.nteana on the borders of the location. Self-interest 
was considered to.be the motive attaching the Thembu to the 
government. Those in the Wodebouse division were mainly 
heathen as were those in the Queenstown district, described 
as wedded to their own customs and beliefs. Yet the influence 
of the chiefs was believed to have been in a large measure 
destroyea.< 3) 
~~l 
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T,be Civil Commissi.oner at Peddie th.ought the natives 
had advanced li·ttlo in. propo.rtion to the efforts of school 
teachers and :missionaries among them and. considering the 
length of time they had lived surrounded. by f!.'uropea.ns. (l} 
Xbough such remarks indicate on the whole a gradual 
change in tile d.irecti,on desired by the government, they must 
be read with others wh:J.ch indicate a less satiafactory state 
ot affaire. Magistrates were aware that in the locations in 
their districts the authority of the government was 
insufficiently exercised.(l} Native customs continued to be 
tacitly recognised though the law of the colony was in force. 
~n the ~ueenstown district 1873 the .magistrate waa obliged 
to leave headmen administering areas very largely to them.sel'Ves 
and wrote of the neglect of the Mfengu in the Kamaatone and 
Oxkraal locations who had been left to their headmen for 
several years paet .. (l) It waa remarked that the lease and 
sale of farms to natives waa a dra,wback to their advancement as 
they could continue their old mode of life and establish their 
old system of tribe.l gove:lrnment on such f'arms.< 2) Very pointed 
remarks on the slackness o.f the gov'ernment in native adminis-
tro.tion wore made by the Defanao Coromisei,oners of 1876 who 
recomroanded that the government ah·ould take ttp the task of 
governing the colonial natives tlnd, not leave them to their 
own devices. ( 3). 
In the Ngqika location Sa.ndila had recovered much of 
hia power by 1877. Though the region was nominally under 
colonial law, every process of court to be executed in the 
location w.a.s referred to the chief or his headmen.< 4> Due to 
negligence on the part of the officials concerned, the Ngqika 
were living in their old fashion.(5) In 1867 the Civil 
Commissioner with the Ngqika, f.ilr. C,. Brownlee, had been 
removed in order to reduce expenditure and a.n inexperienced 
young man appointed in his place. Sandile was satisfied as 
those people who had stood by the magistrate and 1fnored the 
chief were ntm obliged to submit to his authority. G) 
The lack of district and local police in and near 
n~tive locations was a grave defect of the colonial administra-
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such a folice force bad not been made uae of to any great 
extent.· l) 
The policy of introduci.ng individual land tenure does 
not seem to bave been a sucoeas, though Mfengu were reported 
to be moving back from the Transkei after it was known in 1875 
that titles ware to be issued in the location at Queenstown. 
Few natives took up the title deeds due to heavy fees for 
surveys, the unsuitability of much of the land for cultivation 
and alack of appreciation of the new system, perhaps due to 
security under the old communal land tenure.< 2 > 
.Native hostility to the policies of the government 
was inevi·table. It was shown by the war of 1850 and the 
.cattle killing of 1857, of which Brownlee thought Rhili to 
have been the chief instigator. During the 60's the Ngqika 
rea is ted a plan to move them across i;he .Kai as did the Thambu, 
only a portion o:r whom moved to be indep11ndent in Finigrant 
Tembuland.(3) Hhili particularly, was known to have been dis-
affected since the seizure of h:io lands in 1858 a.nd longing 
for an. opportunity to regai.n his old eacenda.ncy. 
Dislike of tbe .new government arrangements and 
oppoaition( 4 ) by the ohi·efs wan noticed in Basutoland. (5) 
An epidemic of hysteria among women took the form of 
danUC:ciations o.f civilised cuatoma and innovations. (G) 
In general the reaoti~n o! the chiefs seems to have 
been to offer a determined resistance to European missiona.ries 
or government officials who wished to change the customs and 
undermine the cohesive forces of their society. Witchcraft, 
the most powerful part of the machinery of government by the 
chiefs, was reported to flourish in Rhili's territory and in 
that of Ngangelizwe. {7) It was ge.nel .. ally believed that th.e 
·Ctliefs were behind the movement to obtain guns. 
Griff'i th noticed in Basutoland tha.t the .introduction 
of magistrates in 1871 had led to a reaction on the part of 
the chiefs which manifested itself in a simultaneous rush of 
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purpose of acquiring arms and ammunition.(l) In 1875 Basuto-
land magis tra.tes reported the import of guns by natives 
returning from the colony and t~~-- diamond fields. From King 
Williamstown the Civil Commissioner reported that a decrease 
in drunkenness was attributed. to an increased desire for arms 
and that this d.esire was prevalent in other districts throughout 
the colony and into Natal. He commented on the significance 
of the matter ai.nce 1 t waa impossible to prevent natives from 
acquiring arms a.nd ammunition. (2 ) The import continued in 
Baeutoland 1876. It was suggested that the possession of 
guns gave a feeling of' security to na.tives who were timid and 
suspicious and that the govern.ment had been wise not to prevent 
their introduction, thus showing tba.t its subjects were neither 
feared nor suspected. (:3) An a.ttempt to apply the law strictly 
and confis·cate gu.na fro.m men r~tu.rning from railway works in 
the colony, led to a. protest in :Basutoland where this action 
was looked upcn as want of.confidence. (4) Import into the 
colany was reported till 1877. 
The Governmentta land policy had produced serious 
overcrowding by th.e 1870's which ia indicated by the number 
or nattves who sought work in the. colony from 1865 onwards.< 5> 
Emigration of Mfengu to the Tra.nskei in 1867 did. not relieve 
the congestion in the Victoria East d.istrict. (7) A shortage 
of grazing land was noticed in the Wittebergen district in 
1874 due to the large population. (S) A movement of natives 
onto government leased farms as s.quatters was noticed in 1875 
in the East London districts and overstocking in the Kamastone 
and Oxkraal locations o.f the Queenstown distriat.(9) When 
the Ngqika chief Oba bought land in the.Victoria district in 
1876 at ·twice ita value and moved from the King Williamstown 
district, the land he had vacated remained overcrowded as 
Ngqika from the Transkei m'oved into it. ( 6 ) Mr. Rose-Innes, 
Civil Commissioner at King 'Nilliamatown, realised that the 
need for land would increase with the natural increase of the 
population wbile the natives remained pastot"aliate, and 
remarked on "the condition of overcrowdedness admitted on all 
sidea tc exist." He thought that neceasi ty might produce a 
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change, as in conditions of drought, stock would die and 
youths be obliged to turn to tz·ades for a. living. In the 
meantime employment of natives .on railway and harbour works 
would relieve the suffering caused by the present drought.(!) 
Going out to labour for the colonists was regarded 
by offici.als as a solution to the problem of overcrowding or 
distress. Oba •s people, apathetic to the efforts of G .M .. 
Thoal tc get them to work to improve the dreadful condition 
into which they had fallen on thoi.r fa.rm du.:ring the drought }2 ) 
were obliBed 't<J become labou.rors along with many others 
ruinod by the war of 1877·-1878. (3) 
Hostilities began on. the Fingolan.d.-Gale.ka.land border 
after a collision between Lfen.gu and Gcaleka on August 3rd, 
1877. Colonial troops were sent tc protect the Mfengu and 
an engagement took pla.ce on Septem.ber 26th betwe.e.n F .A.M. in 
alliance with rtifen.gu against the Gcaleka, which resulted in 
a slight success for the Gcaleka. (4) 
The war may be considered the ou.tcome of the policy 
of t.he preceding twenty years made possible by the weakness 
of the colonial government in implementing it.. It broke out 
during a. drought which had begun in Basutoland(5) in 1875 and 
continued in the Eastern districts of the colony and the 
Transkei during the following years. Food was scarce as 
improvident farming left no surplus which could keep natives 
from want during a bad season .• ( 0) 
Cramped into ever amaller regions, the natives were 
faced with the alternatives of adopting an attitud.e of d.efeat,-
lo.bouring for the colonists and changing to European methods 
of farming., or adopting an attitude of defiance - making a 
stand for independence which meant government by their chiefs 
with the old methode of fat"roing nnd the old socia.l customs. 
It ie significant that t.he Goaleka were consid.ered to have 
had ample territory in which to maintain themselves in 
af.flucn.ce if they had taken the trouble t,o oul tivate their 
~ands, as their neighbours tho .Mfengu, more amenable to 
G.l2. 1877. 2age 112 
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hUZ"opean influence, had done. (l) The possession of guns and 
the :fact that the young men had no experience of war with. the 
Colony, encouraged them to hope for success as did the know-
ledge of the weakness o:f the Tr:1nsvaal in the war with 
Sekhukhuni • 
After a campui.gn during October Galekaland was 
reported cleared of 1 ts in.habi-t;ar.lts who r;are in. full flight 
towards Domvanaland and ?ondolaml. (;) By December 4th the ·::ar 
seemed to ba over .. ( 4 ) However:, towards the end of the month 
the Gca.leka returned having left their cattle and families in 
safety beyond the Bashee River, and t.be war spread into the 
colony as a rebellion of the Ngqika and Rarebe clans(5) and 
the colonial Thembu. By no means all of the Ngqika espoused 
the cause of the paramount Xhosa chief th.ou.gh Sandile gave in 
his adherence to Rhili. An effort was made to separate loyal 
f.rom .rebellious· Ngqika and the loyal ones, estimated at about 
2,400 ae against 700 rebels, were moved to a apeeial place 
away from the others. Many of those who followed Sandile had 
opposed the war policy, but they did not aband.on their loyalty 
to the chief and went with. him to destruction.< 6) 
The disaffection in the fJ:Ihembu location was noticed 
after Gungu.bele got into difficulties over payment for a farm. 
Against the advise of magistrates he had bought a farm for 
£2,200 and in January was being sued after failing to pay the 
second instalment, to showcauae why hie estate should not be 
sequestra, ted. There were throt1ta of violence if judgment 
against him should bo carried out e.nd outrages on members of 
the tribe \Vho were loyal to the government. Complaints were 
made againat twenty three of the chief's followers which led 
to the despatch of an expedition und6r Mr. Hemnling, the Civil 
Commissioner of K.ing •1illiamotown, to assist police in 
carrying out the arrest of the troublemakers. 
The Thembu as a whole did. .not join i.n the war against 
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assistance against Rhili. 
Resistance in the Thembu location ended after columns 
led by the Commandant General of the !t1rontier Mounted Police 
had reinforced Hemming and inflicted a severe defeat. (l) 
The strength of the Gcaleka was broken after the 
battle of Kentani on Pob:ruary 7th in which the natives were 
led by Rh.ili and Sandilo in person, but tf'o war continu.ed in 
the colony till June,(l) by which ti~e Sandile ho.d been 
killed( 2 ) (May 29th+ 1878). 
The war exposed t'he weaknesses of frontier administra-
t~on, the need for more effective control over natives in 
the colony as well aa in.tbe Tranekei, and the weaknesses of 
colonial defence • 
.It was evident that there had been a lack of vigour 
in the administration.(3) Frere noticed that there were not 
enough of.fioials for the work to be done as few changes had 
been made in the civil establishments during the past twenty. 
years. He thought the salaries offered to magistrates were 
low and seems to have thought good magistrates were rare.< 4) 
Be made the interesting suggestion that a native branch of the 
civil service to be established at first for the Transkei would 
tend to abolish the evil influences of tribal chieftainship. 
"It can hardly be said that educated natives, 
carefully selected and trained. are unfit for the 
duties and responsibilities of deciding the polio.e 
and magisterial duties of a, kaffir kraa.l when we 
allow - uneducated natives, not selt'lOted and not 
trained! b11t simply bocause they are chiefs, to 
exercise almost unchecked, absolute control over the 
lives and fortunes of hund-reds and thousan.da of their 
:follow-tribesmen." (5) 
He conaiderod the matter of a police force moro important 
tlla.n the military question and urged the necessity of 
organising a preventive and detective force to punish stock 
stealing and.maintain order, thus leaving to the F.A.M .. the 
duty of being a protec·tiva force. Ilia suggestions included 
'the formation of a ministerial department of Military and 
.Police affairs, and legislation to enable ·the government to 
proclaim rebellious districts and disarm persons carrying 
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New magisterial d.istricta were creatad on the 
Eastern border in 1877 at Cathcart, Stutterheim and Komgha.(l) 
Grea.t c.hangea took place in the Tranakei where new magistracies 
were created, thus increasing the influence of. the govormr.ont. 
Fingoland, the ldutywa Reserve and Nomanaland were annexed 
in 1877. (2 ) 
After the wa.r tbe Ngqika. and 'rhembu who .had rebelled 
were diapoeeeesed of their territory which was sold to 
Europeans. The people of the Ngqika tribe were considered 
to have forfeited their claim to the land where they had been 
settled in 1853, by bad behaviour, out those who had remained 
loyal to the aovernment wera·settled ·in land over the Kei in 
Ga.lekaland. Here they were given ten acre plots with rights 
to commonage and titles to their land, and placed under the 
supery.ision of magistrates. (;) 
• 
The feeling among the Ngqika may be illustrated by 
the death of an old chief named Tyhali on the eve of the 
removal. As he had stated that he wished to die owing to 
the misfortunes which had come upon his tribe, his death was 
aaori bed to e. broken. heart. ( 3) 
Rhili oea.s ed to .rule over his tribe, the remnants 
of which were resettled in Ga.lekaland. Captain Blyth moved 
from East Griqualand to become magistra.ta of a region. known 
as Tranekei comprising Fingoland, Galekala.nd and the Idutywa 
Reserve with assistant magistrates un.der him. ( 4 ) Tembuland t 
Zmigrant Tembuland and .Bomvanaland were . united under a chief 
magistrate ·Of TembularuL Mr. C. Brownlee became magistrate 
of Griquala.nd .8ast in 1878 whi.ch comprised soven. districts, 
the four districts of Adam Kok's territory , and the Gatberg, 
now known as Maclear, where lived the people of Lehana, 
Lebenya and Zibi, Qwnba where lived M.hlontlo's people, and 
Tsolo, Mdi.tshwa.•s. people. (5) 
It ha.s been asserted in condemnation of the Cape 
government that 1 t continued to .regard the native problem as 
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fifty years of contaat.(l) This opinion seems to be 
bor.ne out by the policy pursued which was designed to keep 
the colony safe from attack, by the lack of effective 
governmen.t in the ta.atarn districts; and tbe lack of police 
for preventive and detective work. 
But paradoxically, the dilatoriness of tbe Cape 
in making provision for its defence after 1872, was the 
·reason why the administration of the frontier districts 
waa not more vigorous and wby the control exercised over 
Transkei chief's such as Rhili and Ngangelizwe, was slight. 
If the natives were to advance in civilisation, which was 
one of the avowed objeots of the government's policy, it 
was necessary that the European popula.tion on the front.ier 
should feel eecure.<2> Thus when efforts were made to 
improve the administration an act was passed whereby the 
disarmamen.t of natives was made possible(;) and arrangements 
were .made to increase the strength of the colonial forces.< 4> 
(l) de Kiewiet - "Imperial Factor in South African - Page 148. 
~
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CHAPTER 111 
The need for defence was an important factor in 
determining the relatione V'lhioh should exist between the Cape 
colony and Great .Britain.. I! the colony was to be responsible 
for its internal defence it followed that it should have 
control of policy. 
There were col?nial protests at the scheme to withdraw 
British troops. A petition stressed the dangers of a 
situation where in two ·bord.er divis.ions the re,tio of natives 
to Europeans was 12 to l and ll to l, and drew attention to 
the .fact that two measures had recently been undertaken by 
Her Majesty's governm.ent under the auspices of the High 
Commissioner, for which the Cape government was not responsible. 
These were the settlement of the Transkei five years since 
with Mtengu, Thembu and Goa,leka, and the reception of the 
Baaotho as British subjects in l868.(l) · 
The utmoat co.n.ceesion tho British gove:rnmettt ·would 
make was to leave one regiment in the colony temporarily for 
colonial purpoaos, to give the colony time to supply its 
place~( 2 ) The decision wa.s repeated in November 1870 in a 
despatch to Sir Henry Ba.rkly .(3) Despite the realisation that 
responsible government would be difficult because of the 
situation in the colony where the white population wa,s out-
numbered by a native population many times its size, and 
connected with similar tribes beyond the frontier, it was hoped 
that Darkly would. be able to introd.uce such a system, as the 
colonists had rejected Wodehouse•s plan for constitutional 
amendment. ( 4) Sir Henry llarkly had had. parliamentary 
experience in England and experience of Crown Colony, 
Representative and Responsible Governments. He had been 
governor of British Guiana (1848), Jamaica (1853). Victoria 
(1856) where he summoned the first responsible legislature. 
and Mauritius. He had been auccesa~ul in Guiana in over-
coming local hostility to the CJ.overn.or and in Jamaica in 
A.lO. 1870 - Report of Select Committee. Page l. 
11 S.A., Cape Responsible Government" - April 7th, 1870 -
Granville to ~·iodohouse. Pa.ge 6. 
G .H. 4/l - November 17th, 1870 - Kim.barley to Darkly. 




bringing about better relations between the legislature and 
th.e executive. (l) He seemed to be just the person to 
conciliate Cape opposi·tion to responsible government. 
The subject was mentioned in the Opening Speech in 
1871( 2 ) but a bill for the introduction of responsible 
f government, w1 til tlle provision that a commission should be 
appointed to co.nsid.er the exped'ienoy of federation, though 
it passed the Assembly, was defeated in the Legislative 
Council .. {:S) 
>( 
The term ntederation" was used at the time to 
.indicate the possible division of the colony .into two or three 
separate uni.ts which might be united un.der one general 
governm.ent for certain purposes, as well a.s a scheme for 
jo.1ning the Cape with Natal and the Republics. There was no 
clear id.ea as to ita precise mea.ning. ( 4 ) A Resolution was 
pa~eod during the session of 1871 approving of responsible 
government and roqueatitlg the appointment of a commission on 
federation. (S) A sommisaion .... ,ao appointed and the governor 
authorised to commu.r.doate w1 th tho Lieutenant Governor of 
Nt;rtal and th.e Presidents of the .Republics on the subject if 
.requested to do so by the Commisei·one:rs or the colonial 
·les1slature. (6 ) Two conditions, however, were to be met by 
federation, the adoption of responsible government and the 
united provinces were to undertake to keep order in their 
terr.itory and d.ei'end its frontiers. 
It was known in 1871 that President Brand of the 
Orange Free State favoured federation if the diamond fields 
matter were settled.(?) During interviews in London, 
Mr. l:l.amelberg, representing the Orange Free State, expressed 
himself strongly in favour of such a policy and thought it 
would be acceptable to the Orange Free State if responsible 
government were established in the colony. The Secretary of 
State urged Barkly to terminate the diamond fields dispute 
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Dritieh support for tho scheme is indicated by a. 
Resolution of the House of Comm.ona, May 28th, 1872, that 
facilities for confederating the states and colonies of 
South Africa should. be afforded by all practicable means.{l) 
In his Opening Speech in 1872 Barkly stated tha.t objections 
to such a federation were not regarded as insuperable and 
sketched the benefits of co-operation, particularly with 
.regard to native affair.s. ( 2 ) 
Unfortunately the annexation of Griqua.land West in 
1871 coming after the annexation of Basutoland in 1868 had 
rU;ined the chances of federa.tion and the commission reported 
that the pros)ect of union of the South African communities 
wae rem.ote. ( 3 The evidence taken showed a great differe.noe 
of opinion on the Q.uestion of the franchise and property 
rights of natives. None of the Orange Free State natives 
were considered civilisedt they could not vote or hold 
pr.o,perty in land. In the Cape nativ.es \Vera not debarred the 
franchise en ground. of race and could aoqui re property in 
land. ( 5) Saul Solomon saw in this difference an ine·vi table 
source of trou.ble if stntea which ga.ve no politioal rights 
to natives were admitted to a union.(4) 
There were o'bjections to rcsponsi ble governme.nt on 
the grounds tha.t roughly two-thirds of the Cape population 
was in a state of barbarism or semi-barbarism and that with 
tho franchise law which amounted to a universal occupation 
aufferage since all male inhabitants occupying fixed property 
of a value of £25 could vote, the effects of the numerical 
preponderance of' the natives might be serious. (5) The fact 
that the Dutch speaking people in the oolony were in the 
majority and entertained strong prejudices against English 
habits and institutions, partioularly because of the control 
they imposed on colonists in their treatment of native races, 
was urged as a reason for not making the ohange.<5) 
Though federation did not come about in 1872 the 
bill for the introduction of responsible government was passed 
in June of tha.t year ( 6 ) and l•1r.. J. C.. Molteno became the 
first South African Prime 'Minister.. Barkly had been able to 
give assurances on. matters be had foreseen would be raised -
ll 2 ~· 
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the length of time the Imperial troops should be retained, 
the continued liability of the Imperial government in reapeot 
of native affairs, and the possibility of federation ·between 
the Eat:rtern and Western province.a. fie had thought federa.tion 
should follow responsible government; though. this v.iew was not 
generally held in the E~ste:rn province.. The opposition had 
warned of the withdrawal of Dritish troops when responsible 
government was introduced, o:f the romoval ·Of the Queen's 
protection from na.ti vea then· en: joying it"; Malays in Capetown 
had petitioned against t.he bill leat they should. be sent to 
("1) defend tbe f'rotltier iu.atead of the traop"'. ... . 
The Imperial troops were retain.ed of necassi ty, . but 
o.o the distinct understanding that this was but a temporary 
m.ea.sure. <2 ) The precarious .aa.t~are .of the settlements i.,n the 
Tra.n.skei was recogni.sed .. I.t wa·s plain that Rhili would very 
soon at·tack the colony .if the troops were withdrawn a.nd 
defence l$ft to the F.A.M. and Volunteers .. (;) 
.It was deoided that the Cape should assume the 
responai.bility fo.r frontier clefence aa i.t was impracticable 
to entrust the government of .natives inside the colony who 
were in contact with those without, to one authority and 
expect another to undertake the conduct of wars which migltt 
ariae f'.rom the policy of the fi.rat authority. (2 ) Referring 
• 
to this despatch P .A. Molteno cri tic1sea Sir 'Bartle :&1rere for 
violating the principle here la.id down, without recognis.ing 
the fact that the Governor held a separate office as High 
Commisaioner.(4) · . · 
With the introduction of the new .form of government 
it was necessary to decide what in these circumstances ~ere 
the powers conferred on ·the Governor by Her Majesty • ·s High 
Commis·si·on, ( 5) · and to what extent as High· Co.mmiss.ioner be 
was .independent of the colonial ministry. Tha.t 1n fact the 
lll 0 .H .. 23/31 }!u.ly_ '5rd, 1872. No .. 76 .... Barkly to· Kimberley .. 2 G.B. 4/1. November 17th. 1870 -Kimberley t.o Ba.rkly. :; Be.rltly. Papers Extra.ot ,_ D(~oambor 12th, 1872 - Barkly to 
Kimberley.. . . . . . . 
(4) P.A. Mol1;eno. ~ "Life of _J.C .. fJolt.eno 0 - '(ol.l~ Page 162. 
(5) A.22. 1865. High Commission to Sir P .. W·adehousa. 
" ••• High Commissioner for the ,aettling and adjustment of the 
affairs of tb.e tert>itories in Sou.tll A.friaa; adjacent and 
oonti.guou.s to the Eastern frontier of our a aid Colony. . 
And we <h? hereby require and. enjoin you, as such our High 
Oommisaioner, in our name and on our behalf, to take all such 
measures and to do all sueh matters a.nd things, as ean and may 
lawfully and discreetly be dona by you for preventing the 
recur.rence of afl;y irruption .into our ·said Colony of the tri bee 
inhabiting the territories aforesaid and for maintaining our 
· said Colony i:n po(;tce and safety and .:f.or :promoting, as far as 
m.ay be possible, the good order, civilisation, and moral and 
religiou.a instruction of the tribes afore!3aid and with that 
view, for pla.cing·them under some settled form of government." 
(Sir H. :Barkly and Sir B •. Frere held similar commissions) 
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High Commissioner, even before the grant ott responsible 
government, was uncontrolled. by the Cape legislature, was 
disputed by Wodehouse, who considered that the position was 
really that of the governor under another name.{l) 
[Lor.d. Kimberley stressed the necessity for 
co-operation between the governor and his responsible 
ministers.t (2 ) and in accordance with these views Barkly 
informed Molteno a.n.d his colleagues when they took office 
that he was prepared to be adv.ised by them in all matters 
connected with the management of native affairs beyond the 
borders, re!larvation being rnnde as a. matter of form, in respect 
of tribes to the North East of Natal in oon.jun.ation w:l.th the 
goverrLfftent of that Colony. With res. poet to Griqualand West, 
they were only expected to advise when the matters at issue 
appeared to affect the interests of the Cape Colony.(3) 
The question as to hov. far the gover110r was prepared 
to receive advice about the state of the Eastern frontier 
~ 
arose in January 18Th more particularly because :rin:.C. Brownlee 
who had given up his position as Oivil Commissioner at King 
Williamstown to 'become ~ecreta~y for Native Affairs • was 
knovm to hold decided opinions as to what policy should be 
followed. Barkly dispelled misapprehensions by his assurance 
that he was ready t,o hear the adv·ice of the Cabinet. ( 4) 
The matter came up for debate later in the year when 
Brownlee, after drawip.g up a report on his mission beyonrl the 
Kei, was attacked for assuming unauthorised the responsibili-
ties attached to the Imperial government.( 5) It was generally 
ccns.idered, though no definite conclusion was arrived at, 
that the acts of the Governor a!l<l High Commissioner could not 
be separated as far as ministerial responsibility was concerned. 
During tbe d.ebate Mr. J .. Orpetl tried to draw the 
ministry into a statement of native polic;r which should accord 
with his own views on Imperial obliga t:i.ons f but Molteno 
accepted the alternative of a Select Committee on Native 
Affa1rs.< 6) Though Barkly thought it would be injudicious 
, for such a committee to inveatiga·te the question of relations 
between the Imperial and Colonial gcvernraents]. Orpen 
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Memorandum on the subject.(l) He considered the office was 
distinct from and not subordinate to that of the constitutional 
governor. A similar opinion was held by Mr. Froude in 1875, 
but Barkly thought he h~d no fround for the assertion ''of ao 
anomalous a state of th1ngs." 2 ) It was clear that the High 
Commissioner waa responsible for tbe external policy of the 
Bri t.iah colonies in South Africa but how far he ought to 
receive advioe from. his miniatera·on such subjects seems to 
have been a matter of opinion and there was no certainty on 
th.e poin.t. Carnarvon, Secretary of State for. the colonies 
under a conservative government, wa.e to diaapprove_of Ba.rkly's 
conception of hie constitutional position. 
Considering the ecntomplated. wi:thdrawal ef troops, 
the neoesuity cf improving the colonial defence forces was 
urged in. the Opening tlpeech.es of' 1870 ( 3 ) a.nd 1871. ( 4 ) They 
consisted. of tb..e 1!"\ro.ntier Armed and Mounted Police and. 
Burghers and Volunteers wh.o might be called out to meet an 
ertergency, assisted by. Nati·ve Levies.. The F.A.M. (Act ;,1855) 
had been formed for the parpose o.f apprehending thieves and 
suppressing stock lifting and known as a crack force under 
Sir Walter Currie; of a eem1 military nature. The Burgher 
Act of 1855 which empowered the governroent to raise a 
militia force was admitted by 1870 to be valueless.(;) Its 
weaknesses were that no Burgher could be sent to serve 
outside his own district a.nd no fine exceeding £'3 could be 
im.posed for absence from musters .. (5) The Burghers were known. 
to have been an undisciplined force, under no proper organ.isa-
tion. (6 ) 
A Select Committee on the working of the F.A.M. did 
not report in 1872 but printed evidance which seemed to 
suggest tba.t all was no·t woll with the force·. <7 ) Commandant 
Bowker reported in 1872 that aince 1670 serious changes had 
taken place, particularly th.tat the great or part of the 
e.fficient men bed left the force .for the diamond ficld.s, and 
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bcfore.(l) Despite his efforts he had been unable to 
maintain the force at the proposed strength of 600 men.< 2 ) 
He suggested better pay as an inducement for good men to 
remain in the service, also that a recruiting depot should' 
ba oet up in bin.gla.nd and nn experienced officer put in 
ohargc o:f.milita.ry and quartermaater'a stores. Alternatively, 
he suggested utaking up the deficiency in the numbers by a 
Sikh troop from In.dia. Ue did not ndviae cha.ngea in the 
organisation, bluntly otating that .be "'anted .no amateur 
policemen interfering with the F.A.M. but he thcught the 
force should be increased to 1,000 men to defend the frontiers 
and gi·ve aid to farmers. A hundred men. sho'U.ld be detailed 
fer detective work.(3) 
The pa.rliament of 1873 was asked. tv sanction an. 
increa.ae of 150 men to the foroe< 4 > 'as serious disturbances 
had· taken place on the frontier during the previous year and 
though peace had been made between the tribe a, the poa.i tion 
was still. unsa:tisfactory ~ ( 5) I·t granted. increased pay to the 
force. which had the effect of checking the departure of time 
expired men. ( 6 ) £1,000 VJaa voted for field artillery and 
ammunition(7) and £1,500 for the erection of stations for 
defence £rom the Kei mouth ·to the Wittebergen.. It was 
arranged that Lieutenant J.L. Robinson, R.A., should act as 
instructor in artillery drill and practice to the F.A.M.{B) 
organise 
expanses 
An Act was passed whereby Divisional Councils could 
an. additional police force by contributin.g to the 
thereof. ( 9) 
[The ori ticimna bogan tc coma in 1874 when the 
Select Committee, and Sir Arthur Cunynghame the new General 
and Lieutenant-Govt:~rnor, re·portod on. the state of colonial 
defence~ The committee su.ggocrte.d. higber pay as a.n 
induceme~ to ro-enliatment and that a system of small posts 
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It criticised by implication the discipline of t.b.e foro.e 
by suggesting that mora power should ba placed in the hands 
of of.:f'ioera • subject to revim' by the oiv11 power M 
Vol~antoers should be better organised, on a militia. basis, 
atld subject to moro immediate control by the govorrunen.t. ( 1 ) 
Ounyrtghame euggested that a force of militia. · 
conscripted as in Canada, should.'be enrolled, and offered 
to place one of.' hia offiaers at the o.ispoaal of the govern-
ment to organise such a force. He considered that even if 
the organisation of th.a F .A .16:. v;ere improved., to trust to 
that force, assisted only by Volunteers under the present 
regu.J.a.tions, and the Ihu'ghers who could be enrolled under 
the present law, would be to ha·ve the defences of the colony 
in an unsatisfactory, if not dangerous, poaition.< 2> 
{The evidence taken by the Select Committee is 
illuminating as regards the Volunteers, considering the 
d.ivorgent views held about them during the Gcaleka war, and 
iihat the bill to imp:l*ove their organisation failed. ·to pass 
the Assembly in 1870 as did the Frontier Defence Bill of 1877. 
It also shows· vvhat views "101 tano held about the enlistment 
of native Levies and the use of' Imperial troops, 
t!o!.t~no did tiot think 1 t would. be a good plan to 
substitute t:or. the standing army rap:resonted by tlte F.A.M. 
a yeomanry or militia system. Aakod to enlarge upon his 
reply that he thougbt the F.A.M .. sufficient with the other 
forces at the disposal of the govornmon,t to .suppress a.n 
outbreak, he mcnt~oned that British troops were still 
sta.tioned in the colo,ny at a tlost of' £10,000. Aa in the 
paGt, assistance might be ,expected from portions of the 
nati vea ~ and no general out break was fear eel \Vh1cb \vould make 
such services impossible.. Besides these forces were the 
Volunteers who "to a certain extent I have no doubt would 
do good service'', and the 1nha.bi tants in general who would 
give assistance in a real emergency. He thought volunteering 
was a desirable thing to be encouraged and that frontiersmen 
should be trained to arms but that "at the time that we moat 
wanted them we could perhaps depend least on gett~ng them, •• 
(l) 
(2) 
A.6. 1874. Page iii 
G .. II. 4/1.~ Report of Sir A. Cunynghame. 
thus they could rlot be a sub~Jti tute for a standing army. ( ~ 
Bowker thought e. !~utiny Act was necessary to keep 
Volunteers together and roplied ·to the suggestion that 
disorganised. bodies wHre n~;tt to useless in a.n. et1ergencyt 
"yea, worst~ than useless. I have known t.hem i.n time or war 
to be more tro11ble to ue than the Kaf:f'ira." (2 ) 
The increase in numbers in the F.A • .M. had come 
about by 1875 when the .force numbered 750.mounted men and was 
considered to be in an effective and a~t:i~~f'actory condition. (3) 
During the year an artillery force was attached to the F.A.M. 
and the policy of hav.ing sni~ll seven pounder mountain guns 
was pron<rll!lced a success. An expedition was made into 
Tembuland after the death o:f' Ngangelizwe's wife had cause;; 
a disturbance and threat of war. On this oc;:aaion thG 
spirit of the F.A.M.. was considered excellent, despite heavy 
rain. and exposure to weath.er.< 4) 
Widespread unrest oocurx-ed irl 1876 "the year of the 
wa.r scaro" .. (5) By fJuly the .frontier waa excited, there were 
rumours of plots in which the natives were said to be 
combining a~inst tha government, panic in Queenc!town and. 
Dordrecht, ( ·) pet1 tic.ns against the gun trade. The governmont 
toc,k steps to enau.ro paacQ, sent En.a:ppliea of arms and ammuni-
tion to the frontier, cgncantratad tbA F.A.M. near places where 
a rising was fearedt sent Brownlee to visit the Ngqika. (7) 
Tbe Governor auggeated that tbe rel1.t~f for the 32nd Regiment 
might be sent before it wa.s due so that there should be extra 
troops in the aou.ntry.. I.n November, as the frontier 
continued reatlosa, beside tlle tendency to panics among the 
colonists, he detained in the Gape .five companies of Her 
Majesty's 3rd Buffa which were to have gone to Nato.l .. (S) This 
precaution wa.e taken as tho ministry wished to take a firmer 
attitude to Rhili who aoemcd inclined to dispute the settle-
ment of the boundary line between his people and the Thembu.. 
Having not~d the inadequacy of the Cape defensive 
forces in 1874, the General stated on August 18th, 1876, that 
(1) A.6. 1874 - Evidence taken by Select Committee on 
Front.ier Police Bill. Pe.ge 8 - 10. 
Ibid - Page 11 - 18. 
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the colony was unwilling to undertake ita own defonce,. Ilia 
comment elicited the reply that the contribu.tj.on of the 
colony towards the cost of their defence. was large considering 
the revenue of the colony and the questions of Imperial 
interest involved, also that the ministry had successfully 
coped with difficulties arising from the situation in the 
Tra.nske1 without cost to Her Majesty's government or calling 
for the services of' British troops.ll) 
There seems to have been a d.ecided difference of 
opinion on the matter. Carnarvon, aware of the precarious 
situation on the Cape frontier, supported the General's 
request for additio.nnl guns as he thought the equipment of the 
troops at the Ca,pe should be kept at the highest point of 
ef.ficiency.{2) Though trusting Barkly's judgment of the 
neoessi ty for detaining the Buffs at Eaat London, he wa.s 
evidently uneasy about.this action, considering the preparations. 
for wa.r that Cet;ywayo seemed to be ma.king on the Natal border; ( 3) 
but more particularly because i.t indicated the weakness of' the 
colonial defence force if 500 men ;:;ould. not be moved into the 
Transkei for a demonstration wi·~bout diverting Imperial troops 
from their pttopar destination. These circumstances led him 
to conclude th.at tlH1 miniatz·y had not provided for the defence 
of the colony aa t.hey were in duty bound to do when responsible 
government was gran.ted. ( 4} The Ministers referring to their. 
reply to similar charges by th~ General, would not e,dm1 t that 
they had neglected their ·duty.(5) 
F.A. Molteno enumerates and. commends the measures 
taken by the ministers in conjunction with the Governor to 
defend the colony and allay the panic of 1876.(6) He refers to 
the remark of Carnarvon that he did not wish to criticise the 
policy which he had on various occasions praised for being 
prudent and liberal in dea.lin,g with unciviliaed and half 
civilised races. But r~tber significantly he Blurs o·ver the 
other remarks in the despatch which criticise the ministry for 
not defending the colony properly. In the light of this 
co.ndemnation, the former praise reads more like a. determined 
attempt to be fair than unqualified. approval. 
Tha matter of colonial defence came up for discussion 
when the repo:rt of tho Gommi.esion on Frontier Defence waa 
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opinion as the Secretary of State ·that the colony had 
neglected ita du·ty o:f providing for defence and that prepara-
tions for increased security could not be delayed. They 
were satisfied that the native tribes, especially the Thembu., 
were disturbed and restless. The sole provision for 
defence was 800 .mounted police. They h.oped that the .recent 
scar~ wou1d be taken as a. warning of providence and 
emphasised the seriousness of the si tua.tion.. (l} 
The commissioners recommended an increase in the 
numbers of the F ... A.M. to 1, 500 men, and that 1 t should be 
made responsible to a Comm.ander of colonial forces to be 
appointed.. Nhile co.ns1der1ng the present force might be 
improved and made a d.ependable force, they ari ticiaed the 
training of recruits, the inability of the men to r.id.e and 
. . (2) 
shoot and the state of the horses and erma of the force. 
Volunteer corps 'Rere pronounced a failure by Mr. R.ose-
I.nnes as there were no moe.ns of enforcing penal tics for 
absence from mu.at~ra and. reliance had. to bu placed on esprit 
de corps, lta(fk:i.ng, he tbcugh t, in South African human nature. 
The report of an inspection of Volunteers in the Eastern 
districts in 18'76 had not been. enthuaiaatic. Recommendations 
were made for a Burghor Bill and for regulations to m.ake 
Vol~mtee.rs .subject to th.e officer in charge of colonial 
defence in the Ba.me way as tho Burghers .. 
The provisions of tha Bill for ~1ront1er Defence were 
regarded as i;rn.provements on the Commissioner's re commenda-
tions{~) but the ilill failed to become law. 
Sir Bartle Frere who succeeded Sir Henry Darkly in 
April 1877 was less sanguin$ than .Barkly or Molteno of the 
possibility of continued peaoe.< 4> Barkly had written "I think 
I may safely predict that you will .find no native difficulties 
G.l. 1877. Page 3. 
Command.o.nt Bowker would not accept these criticisms. 
He regretted tha.t he had not been present at the 
concluding sessions of the commission to prevent 
their ineerti,an in th~ report. stating 11 I have no 
htrsi t&tion in .saying that for riding, shooting and 
ordinary r:JimJ:,l€1 movements of drill they are eq.ual 
to any irregular ·force in the world~" 
G.30~ 1877~ Page 2. 
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G.H. 23/34 - July 2nd., 1877. No.48. - Frere to 
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to deal with ae far as thia colony is concerned." (l) 
In July he thought it safer. looking to th.e 
situation in Zulula.nd, not to diminish tha force stationed on 
the frontier. and aaw in an incident in Basutoland evidence 
of unrest that mad.e outbreaks of violenc(~ seem likely. He 
pointed out to his ministers the uns.atisfactory footi.ng on 
which Volunteer forces were placed, suggeati.ng the.t an active 
young officer should undertake inspections and assist with 
correspo.n.dence, and that a tempor.ary act embodyint some 
clauses of the Dafence Bill should be introduced .. 2) 
The neoesaity of better organisation of the defence 
f.orces waa demonstrated by the war in 1877. It was with a. 
s oldi ar' a trai nin.g that Frere c ri ti oieed 'the F .A.M .. , the 
Voluntee.rs and Bu:rgh.ers .. 
He had no fault to find w1 th tbc qual.i ty of tbe men 
of the F..A.M. though a vary largo proportion of them were raw 
recruits(;) but tboy we:re d.eficien,t in 1tnowledgo of drill and 
disorderly .in their habits.< 4> The style and tone of the 
N.,C.O .. 'a was slipshod; ·though they prided themselves on being 
rough and rea.dy, Jlrere thought this waa oimply an excuse for 
untidy and ineffi.cient ways of doing things- He was particu-
larly critical of the inordinately long hours of duty, the 
lack of inspection of men going on duty, and the conditions 
under which the men lived which were bad for health and 
discipline.. H.e deprecated needless exposure of .mea. and 
horses, a..nd the wastage of young men from illness which could 
have been prevented, pa.rticu.larly dye entry from chills and 
eating insufficiently cooked food, rheumatism and heart disease. 
It is to be observed that Commandant Bowker who retired during 
the Galekaland campaign waa suffering from rheumatism.(5) 
Bowker was absolved from some of th.e blame for the 
state of the F.A.M. since he had previously pointed out d;efect~4 ) 
but Frere commented on the shortage of officers a.nd experienced 
N.c.o•s.(:;) and noticed .. office work had been neglected. When 
Colonel Griffith took over returns showing the number and 
poai tio.n of the men and the amount of arms were only produced 
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the whereabouts of an artillery seven pounder could not be 
discovered. After many enquirj.es 1 t was accidently found by 
Mr. J.X.. Merriman in a coachmalter's yard in King Williamstown, 
where it had lain for monthe.(l) The force was found to be 
200-300 below ita sanctioned strength(l) and in November 
Frere thought it might break down any day under seve:r.e trial. 
H:e thought too, that the men should know ·the 
districts where they were stationed and the language of the 
people. He was astonished that, ostensi.bly policemen, their 
duties had been purely of mil:i. tery occupation rather than of 
maintaining order and suppressing crime and that the F.A.M. 
did not aaem to be in touch with the civil authorities 
r~aponaible for these matters~( 2 ) 
!rare rom!.trked that the, Volunteers h<'ad no legal 
ats.tua ot• reoogniar:Jd official position and that though 
excellent in spiri.tt they wara few in number l'lnd imperfectly 
·, •· organised. ( 3) He stressed tho need for a ltUi making their 
actions legal and ensuring n r-eaaon.ablc amount of discipline 
.and <fbedienoa to authority.. Volunteers could. not be trusted 
w1 th he.rd and uninteresting bu.t esBentia.l duties such as 
guard1~ poate and convoys and keeping up communications. 
].lore particularly they could not be true ted to sit still and 
abstain from fighting without orders. The colonial forces did 
not have the advantage of superior discipline which they ought 
to have possessed. For practical purposes he .regarded the 
Burgh.ers Act as useless and noticed that everybody else did 
too .. (J) He thought there should be a. reorganisation of the 
F.A.M. and colonial defence forces. 
It is evident that by 1877 the colony was not 
indeperuient of Br1 tiah troops to effect its defence.. All 
available troo.pa had to be ruoved to the frontier leaving only 
59 men to guard the dock areas at Simonstown with. the help of 
loea.l volunteers. Defence had been treated as a party matter 
and ministerial attempts to m.ake the colonial forces more 
numerous and e:ffieie!lt had not been sucoasaful. Thus 
responsible government, granted to relieve Britain of 
reeponaibili ty for nativ·e policy and the coat of defence had 
not achieved its object by 1878 and a sor1oua crisis was to 
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C'IiAl?TER .lV. 
TI..ULANNEXATION OF GRIQUALA.ND WEST. 
The first significant diffe:r·enoe of opinion between 
the colonial and the Imperial governments after the gra.nt of 
responsible government, concerned the annexation of Griquala.nd 
!'lest. Sir Henry Darkly had annexed the terri tory in the 
name of tho British government in October, 1871, and proclaimed 
the Griqua chief ·:latorboer and his people to be Dri tiah subjects. 
As the Orange li1ree State consid.ered that part of i te terri tory 
had been included in the annexation and that by ita action 
Britain had violated the Bloemfontein Convention of 1854, 
there began a bitter dispute which was not ended till 1876. 
The position of the Bri tia.h gover.runent was due to the 
reluctance it had shown to extending· the l:iort.hern boundary of 
tho Cape and taking over tba government of the Griquas and 
natives living beyond ·the Orange River. 
The ·matter affected the colony as the annexation 
had only been authorised on condition that the Cape should 
take over the government and defence of the region. The 
unresolved dispute with the Orange Free State which arose from 
a change of policy by the British government, was largely 
responsible for a refusal on ~he part of th& Cape to implement 
.a Resolution of 1871 which had .favoured annexation. 
In 1868 diamonds were discovered in the Vaal Barts 
area and later in richer diggings south of the Vaal. Unfortu-
nately the ownership of these regions had been in dispute for 
years. David Arnot, an unscrupulous lawyer, had hoped to 
bring the road to the North unaer British control and thus 
profit from increased land va.lues.. iii th Henry Harvey he 
beoa.me attorney to Adam Xok o.f I-hilippolis. Harvey sold Kok's 
lands to the Orange Free .3tate when Kok and his people moved 
to East Griqualand in 1861, including also "the lands of the 
late Cornelius Kok 0 bequeathed to Adam Kok by the Griqua 
chief at Cam.pball. Arnot purauaded Kok to deny authorising 
the sale of this land and claimed 1 t on behalf of \Vaterboer, 
Griqua ohief at Griquatown, on the grounds that Cornelius Kok 
had been a vassal of Waterboer.(l) 
President Brand had been willing in 1864 to submit 
to arbitration the q·uestion of the ownership of the lands 
North of the Vaal, bu.t considered that the farmers ,settled in 
the area Vaal-Ramah Platberg-Vetburg line, had a right to be 
( 1) "Cambridge History of the Bri tiah h"mpire" - Vol.B, Page 431 
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there as titles to farms in this area had bean issued by 
Major W.arden in the days of the Orange River Sovereignty. He 
considered that when the Conventions were .signed Britain had . 
not objected. to Orange Free Sta.te encroachment on Griqua land~l) 
Arnot skillfully made it appear that the Orange Free 
State .he.d violated .Griqua rights sa.feguarded by the trea.ty 
of 1834 when. in reality the treaty states had. broken down and. 
the fs.rmera had pen.otrated into a sparsely populated. area. 
He induced i'la.terboer to apply for British protection .. (l) 
The Britiab govornment had become highly suspicious 
of Republ1ca,n native policy and. wa.s confirmed in its 
suspicions by Arnot and Richard Southey. the Colonial Secretary. 
who brought their influence to bear on Acting-Governor Hay in 
1870. This a.tti tude is indicated by ?ilinutea on despatches 
from Hay - "any combinatio.n of the Dutch Boers and l!inglish 
immig.rants for the purpose of e.xpelling or overpowerir1g the 
native occupants should be averted by all practicable meana.,{2 ) 
Southey•s motive in urging the annexation of the diamond 
fields was to check the movement of t~e Republics to limit 
British expansion North ot the Cape.< ) He was supported by 
colonial opinion in the Eastern province as traders at the 
ports hoped for profits as they were nearest to the fields.(:;) 
Thus the Acting-Governor at the Cape took up the 
cause of Waterboer and sent John Campbell to act as magistrate 
i.n the disputed territory under the foreign jurisdiction acts 
by which jurisdiction might be exercised in areas not under 
civilised government, while the Orange Free State sent Truter 
to Pniel to act as Llandroet. (4) 
Uay pressed tha cause of Naterboer on the colonial 
officef stating tha.t the disputed territory had undoubtedly 
once ·belonged to him and he had not ceased to protest against 
its occupation by Free State Boers.(5) Transmitting a. 
petition of t'/aterboer to be accepted as a British subject with 
hia people and that this government would proclaim authority 
over G·riqualand ltest, h.e recounted the treaties between tho 
Griqu.aa and the Dritiah government and referred, to letters of 
.Sir George Grey and Sir George Cathcart which indicated that 
( l) 
(2) 
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though formal treaties had not been preserved after 1852 
payments were made to Nicholas Watorboer and his succession 
recognised. "Showing that we were prepared to continue in 
the son•a case the treaty alliance which had existed with the 
Father." He went on to allude to the Griquas as being in a 
peculiar state of civilisation, essentially different from the 
natives and that it seemed that through such people others 
might be oiviliaed.(l) 
Tbo Colonial Office seems to have been convin.oed 
that the Orange Froo State had encroached upon Griqua 
terri tory and. to ha,ve been anxious lest auoh movements "which 
could open to the Boers an extended field for their slave 
trading operations and probably lead to mu.oh oppression of the 
natives and disturbance of the paace, should be checked."(2 ) 
Yet the Governor was warned not to annex any territory or 
pledge Her Majesty's Government without instructions. The 
warning was repeated in the New Year ttnot to be u party to the 
annexation of any territory which the Cape would be una.ble to 
govern by 1 ts own unaided. resources." ( 3) 
The British government, hoping to secure peace on 
the Northorn f.rontiGr,were anxious not to take on further 
rospona.ibilitiea in South Africa. (4 ) It was hoped that a 
responsible parliament a.t the Cape would underte.ke.the adminis-
tration of the terri toriee o.f \flaterboer where a large community 
of British subjects was then established on the diamond fields 
by 1871. if the natives and d.iggers d.Gsired annexation. (5) 
Thus the problem of Griqualand .Vest made more significant the 
matter of responsible government at the Cape. 
The reasons given for the decision to annex were th.e 
presence of British aubjncto o.n the diamond fields and the 
proba.bili ty that they would inoreaoe in numbers; the d.anger 
to tho Cape of diatur'banaes on tho frontier if regular 
authority were not cstablishod \Vitbout delay in Waterboer's 
terri ~ory, and the desire of the chief and new sottlors a.t the 
fields to ac-me under British rule. (4) Barkly later justified 
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by Britain of her native allies, when the Conventions were 
made. (l} 
The Colonial Office thus approved of Barkly'a 
despatch of the F .A.M. to Bopetown after the Ora.nge Free 
Stat a had sent a commando to assist Truter tbougb it sta.ted 
that Her Majesty's government had no wiah to violate any 
right belonging to tho Ora.nge \f!"s ~ State- It refused. to 
enter into arbitration on the point raised by Brand as to 
Orange Free Stato rights under Article 2 of the Convention 
o.f 1854. ( 2 ) It was hoped th.at arbitration would follow 
annexatio.n.(3) 
The dispute between the Br1 tisb governme.nt and the 
vrange ETee State concerned the ownership of the lands ~outh 
of the Vaal and North of the Vetburg line. It became 
protracted owing to the stubborness of both parties. Brand 
at first refused to submit the matter to arbitration but 
later consented to a foreign arbitrator. Ba.rkly thought 
the suggestion would be acceptable to the British government,< 4> 
but the Colonial Office insisted that since the Orange Free 
State had taken its stand on an interpretation of the conven-
tion of 1854 made between Brita.in and her subjects, the matter 
was a domestic one which nshould be settled amicably amo~ 
ourselves," as it concerned no-one outside South Africa.{S) 
President Brand ~ished to know how Britain 
regard.ed the second e.rtiole of tbe Convention -
"whether Her Uajeaty•s government maintains that ••• 
1 t can at any time and under a.ny circumstances 
assent to the a ppl.ication of a;ny native chief with 
whom the Orange Free State government may happed to 
have any difference, v;1 th.ou.t affording to the 
Orange Free State a full opportunity to show that 
its interests would thereby be affected and that 
Her Majesty's government is to judge fo·r 1 tself, 
without any reference to the government of the 
Orange It'ree State, whether tho granting of auoh a 
request will or will not be injurious or prejudicial 
to the interests of our government. 11 (6) 
Bu.rkly put forward tbe Br~tish view of tb.e Convention -
" I:t was meant •••• to give fu.ll astTura.nce to that 
small body of settlers that the powerful native 
tribes by who.m they were surrounded would never 
directly or indirectly be aided or encouraged 
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by the British government i_n any a.ggraaaione 
they &tight oommi t, but it was never d_esigned 
_to pledge that government to refra.in in the 
improbable event of those settl·ere becoming in 
the course of years numerous enough and strong 
enough to dispossess tha _natives of lands 
beyond the ample territories made over to th.erri; 
from lldopting su.ch measures a.s the ·.-;alfare of 
the Capo Colony or the seou.rity of its frontiers 
might render expediont." 
He;referred to the :reception of the Basotho in 1868 
as being in accordance with theae viewa and foresaw similar 
beneficial results from the reception of the Oriquaa 
" •••• to suppose that in either oaae the substitution 
of British for native rule is likely to prove 
injurious or prejudicial to the Orange Free State (l) 
is a bypot.hesia which need not be seriously discussed.{! 
Brand indignantly denied that slave trading 
operations existed i.n the Orange Free State, and stated that 
there was no desire on the part of his government to encroach 
on the territory of others or to oppress the natives .. <2> But 
the attitude of the Imperial government is shown by the 
following detail. A letter of Mr. Hamelberg, who as pleni-
potentiary from the Orange Free State desired to present his 
credentials; was passed on to the colonial office marked 
"Slave Trade I.mmediate .. " (3) · 
In a.ctual fact the annexation assumed that the 
claims of Na,terboer were valid without aubmi tt1ng them to the 
scrutiny of a cou.rt as far aa the Vetburg lan.da were concerned 
and was effected becauae it was expedient. The British 
refusal to have this action reviewed. trom the legal a tandpoint 
of the Conventions only made the. Orange Free Sta.te government 
more determined to press ita legal rights. 
iBefore proclaiming the annexation, Barkly tried to 
obtain a pledge from the colonial government that it would be 
effected as Her Majesty's governm.ent desired. A Resolution 
introduced by Southey waa carried. It affirmed the exped.iency 
of the annexation and pledged the colony to make proper 
provia.ion for the gover.runent and defence of the terri tory and 
the expenditure thereby 1neurr.ed. Molteno's amendment that, 
considering the constitutional questions before parliament and 
the existence of di.aputea ~OJith the Orange Free State as to the 
territorial rights of the Orange Free Sta:te and natives. the 
House should not oonsider annexation, was defeated 27 - 25~ 
1
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The motion of Sou.they wa.s paaaed in. the Legislative 
Counc.il by 13 to 6 votes but an amendment that annexation was 
desirable but should not be carried out till the question of 
tha dispu·ted terri tory wa.e settled was defeated by 10 to 9 
votes on.ly. ( 1 ) 
The Governor remarked on opposition in both houses 
to immediate action, but also tha.t no attempt had been made to 
cri tioise the policy o.f tha colonia.l govo.rnment no~. to justify 
the course which the Orange Free State had. pursued. S.aul 
dolomon who had voted against the measure, assured him that he 
nad no sympathy with the O:range liTee State and approved the 
JJOlicy of t.b.e Imperial Go"Vernment though he "ra tber dreaded 
unnexation o£ ao distant and troublesome a territory.n( 2 ) 
.. ulteno told him that there was a strong feeling that.the 
h-ip erial g.overnment wished to $h:lft th.e quarrel with the Cra.nge 
rree State off its shoulders onto the colony and that "war 
with the Orange Free State was repugnant to public feeling 
here •11 ( 3) Southey had been unde.rstood to m.ean war by saying 
that the Cape government intr::nded to lay down a line and stand 
by 1 t. u1ol teno also said that th.e colony would. be willing to 
annex Griqualand :.vest when the d.iapute with the Orange Free 
Sta.te was settled but that Britain t¥O·uld have greater weight 
with Preside.nt Brand than the Cape, especially if foreign 
arbi traticn was refused.. 1!his he had bee·n told by 
Mr. Hamelburg. ( 3) :However1 it wa.13 obvious to Barkly tha,t any 
extra woight the Bri tieh governmont TIJight have with the Oran,ge 
:b1ree State would be neutralised when 1 t wao knowa by what 
ac.all m.ajori ties the Resol.u tion had passed tho Cape parliament, 
without whose sanction the Orange Free State knew Britain 
would never act. He told M.ol teno that the Bri tiah govern.m~nt 
had been led into its present position by Addresses from the· 
Cape and the unanimity of the .Press in favour of annexation 
and that it would withdraw aa soon as it could in. honour do so 
if the Cape left it in the lurch.-
Barkly would have been content to leave the matter 
as it stood after the passage of the first Resolution but was 
obliged by his instructions to endeavour to have a bill passed 
that territories annexed ahould at a. given date become part 
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~:he Executive Council reported that there wa.s no 
hope at tho present stage of the session when. some mambere 
had already left Capetown of carrying a bill and strongly 
recommended that the Governor should limit his endeavours to 
obtaining approval of the retention of th.e F .A.M. at the 
diamond fields and the adoption of such measures as might be 
required. for the administration of justice. On August 5th 
the resolution of the Colonial Secretary was adopted as an 
unofficial motion by the Assembly and Legislative Council 
11 that pending the adjustment of the boundary disputes and the 
passing of a law for the annexation of the diamond fields to 
this colony -.this committee ia of opinion that the Governor 
should be requested to adopt such measures a,a may a.ppear to 
him to be .necessary and practicable for the maintenance of 
order among the Diggers and other inhabitants of that territory, 
as well as for· th.e collection of revenue and the administration 
of Justice. 11 
Darkly hoped. that these resolutions would be 
accepted e.s "substantial complia.nce" with the wishes of Her 
Majesty's government a.nd that any further steps which he 
might bave to take would be sanctioned by the Colonial Office. 
He foresaw tb~at he would have to make similar arrangements 
.for governing Griqua.land ilaat as had been made when Moshesh 
e.nd his people were roceivod as British subjects. (l} The 
Secretary of Stats approved the resolutions. Though 
co.mmenting that they did not amount to formal com.plianoe 
with tho conditi-on laid down, he was content to trust to 
Darkly's judgment and discretion .. <2> 
r~egotiationa with the Orange Free State having 
entirely failed and no bill having been introd.uced in the Cape 
parliament, Barkly decided in the circumstances he had no 
alternative but to proclaim Waterboer a Bri tiah ,subject and 
annex the territory of Griqualand West which he did on 
October 27th, 1871. The step was approved 'by the Secretary 
of State who wrote that he was convinced Barkly would not 
have acted in an.ticipation of formal provision for annexation 
being made by the Cape parliament if it had not been necessary. 
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The Ca,pe view· of the annex.a.tion became olea.r in 
1872 when a 'bill for the in.ocrporation of Griqualand ;1est 
into ·the Cape Colony had to be withdrawn. (l) Barkly seems 
to have been surprised at the failure of the scheme and 
remarked that the press had been fairly silent about the 
provisions of the bill and h.e had had .no reason to expect 
disfavour. He had thought that the provision that the 
boundaries were to be those decided by arbitration with the 
Orange Free State would sa.tis:fy moderates among those who 
favoured the claims of the Orange Free State and that the 
electoral arrangements for the regi.on were generally 
favoured. 
However, Saul Solomon who had ·opposed the Resolu-
tions of the previous year, brought in an amendment that 
until the boundary dispute was settled and in the absence of 
information about the population of the diamond fields and 
ita position, annexation would not be expedient or even 
discussion. as it would in.volve diacusaion of the political 
representation of the inhabitants. Ha was supported by 
John X. Merriman who hat! favoarod. the annexation in 1871 and 
by «atermeyer t a conai.stont op:pcment of the measure. Since 
the ant.i-rasponsibles were. expected. to support Merriman. and 
the Responsiblea Xatermeyor, Sout.hey wi thdrow the :motion. ( 1 ) 
The Governor thought that the bill had failed owing 
to the political circumstances arising from the struggle· 
between the Eastern and. iestern provinces over the matter of 
responsible government, not frcm a fear of incurring ex)ense, 
or from a desire to embarrass the .Br.i tish Government. <2 · He 
recognised that the Cape ministry felt they were in a better 
position in entering on Responsible Government if they were 
without the additional task of administering Griqu.aland West. 
The opposition of the Eastern province members to 
a policy which they had previously :fa·voured. arose from a desire 
to e.xploit the bill in order to s-eparate the Eastern and 
Western provinces.. It was thought the diamond ·fields mifht 
be attached to the Eastern province as a separate colony. ;) 
Yet a d.e.eper reas en behind the Cape refusal to annex 
was the Conventions. The Dutch of the Western Cape sympathised 
wit.h tho Ora·nge Free State in their ola.im to the diamond fields 
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and were not anxious for annexation while the bow1d£"try dispute 
wa.s unresolved. People of English origin in the East were 
inclined to criticise the British government for what they 
universally regard as the false step of creating the Orange 
Free State; as to the expediency of which the Cape parliament 
was never consulted 11 and thus to be unwilling to shoulder 
burdens arising from this policy such as the government of 
the diamond fields." 
Barkly thought Griquala.nd West might continue under 
ita present government for at .least a year and hoped to have 
another opportunity of introducing o. bill for annexation, 
even though tho Q.ecutive Council drew up a memo urging the 
Br.i tiah government to take a.ction a. a they thought it 
improbabl~ that a tHllonial r:a.ct \~~culd ever be passed. ( 1 ) The 
Colonial Office waa diaploa.sod and hoped. that the proposal 
to incorporate Griqua,land West would be renewed after the 
formation of a responsible government at the Cape as the 
British Govornmea.t had never expe(rted, to undertake the govern-· 
ment of the territory except aa part of the Cape Colony.< 2 > 
However, in January 1673 tbe .Responsible. ministry announ.ced 
tha.t they refused all responsibility for Griyuala.nd Nest and 
wo11ld not introduce a bill for annexation.(3 Letters Patent-
creating a Constitution !or the l-Tovince of Griqualand West 
were received at the Cape and the Governor was for the time 
being to be governor of tha new province. Richard 9outhey 
became Lieutenant Governor of· the Crown Colony of Griqu.ala.nd 
·i!est. 
Relations between the British and Colonial govet:n-
. . 
menta continued to be influenced by the matter of Gri(ualand 
,7est. Darkly, foll01 Jing suggestions made by Southey, 4) 
endeavoured to pursuade the Secretary of State in 1874 :that 
it would be advantageous both to the natives and to Great 
Britain if terri tory .North of Griqualan.d ~'1est were annexed. 
If the South Africa.n Republic ahould expand to the Nest 
beyond the limits of the Reate Award which it had repudiated, 
and to the Limpopo, the supply of labour for the diamond mines 
might be cbeaked. Using the familia.r a.rgument of the slave 
trade, Ba.rkly suggested that i:f civilisation wa.a to be diffused 
in Africa and the slave trade stamped out. it seemed a 
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questionable policy to allow the safest and healthiest route 
to the North to be dominated by the Transvaal. He reported 
that merchants from Hopetown and Port .Elizabeth were in :favour 
of this annexation but that the Cape Ministry had declined 
to advise him on the matter.(l) 
The Secretary o.f State {Carnarvon since April, 1874) 
most bluntly refused to involve the British government in 
native disputes North of Griqual.and West and stated most 
pointedly tbat fa.r from baing a mattor which did not conce.rn 
the Cape ministers, he considered the Cape was under an 
obligation to annex Griqualand N~at and that this should be 
done if there were no obstacles.< 2 ) Serious doubts were 
thrown on tho wisdom of the annexation of 1871 and a hint 
dropped that tho p:rovinca of Gr1qualand iVeet might be abandoned. 
Southey waa rebtlk.ed tor trying ·to commit tho British govern-
ment to intervention which might lead to a collision with the 
Transvaal. (3) 
Barkly did not publish the whole of this despatch 
which he called a "disheartening comm1lll1oa..tionu , ( 4 ) explaining 
to the Jecretary of' State ·that to do eo would shake C·Onf'idence 
in property in Griqualand West and might encourage the Orange 
Free ~tate government to continue its resistance to 
arbitration. To Southey he stated that it would put an end 
toall chance of arb1tration.< 4> By October 1874 it seems_ 
to have been acknowledged that a new method of settling the 
dispute would have to be tried. The Secretary of State wrote 
nthe best course under ·the circumstances may be to allow th·e 
negotiations to stand indefini.tely in abeyance." ( 5) 
The h.ypooricy of tho original annexation in 1871 
after IVaterboer had bflen proclaimed a B:ri tiah subject was 
remarked by Froude in 1875.(6 ) He considered tbe Republics 
bad been wro.nged by the abandonment of the Conventions. There 
had been ao little feeli.ng for. ,~r~terboer tha.t the territory 
claimed in hi:a name had been oplit into 1.500 farms .of 7000 
· acres each, only 150 of which had been allotted ·to the chief 
and his tribe~ 
(7) 
·rn 6tockenotrom's judgmant(7) March, 1876, 223 
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native claims baaed on grants from Waterboer were disallowed, 
only 36 ware accepted and these were mainly held by ·h"uropeane. 
164 Free State claims in the disputed area based on grants 
from Cornelius Kok were declared valid. The reat of owner-
ship laid down was effective occupation thus Waterboer's 
claims could not be upheld. Overlooking the last 60 years 
of their existence, the Griquas were ruled to be noma.ds and 
unable to acquire property in land. Native and Griqua 
chieofa "were chiefs over tribes, not over territories, like 
all chiefs of nomadic tribes they exercised personal 
jurisdiction over their followers. but territorial jurisdiction 
wae to them a tbil)JJ unknow.n~,(l.) Southey stated in later 1ears 
tha.t the injustice sustained by the Griquas was gross.< 2 
Th·ough the interests of the Griquas were neglected 
after the annexation, th.eir ca.use which bad been made the 
excuae for British intervention l~orth o.f the Vaal to check 
Republican expansion, remained as a dispute between Britain 
and the Orange l!'ree State. Criticisms of British policy 
which had repudiated responsibility for natives North of 
the Orange by the Conventions of 1852 and 1854 were made to 
justify the reception of the Griquas as Britiah subjects. 
Criticisms of a change of policy which led to the annexation 
of Basutoland and Griqualand West and thus.violated the 
Conventions, were made to justify the Orange .Free State in 
its uncompromising assertion of ita rights. The Cape 
colonists benefited from the situation by avoiding the 
troubles of Griqua.land t'iest during the first years of 
responsible government. 
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CHAPTER V. 
FUHTiiER INFLU.BNCE OF GRIQUALAND W~ST. 
Free State objections to the annexation of Griqua.land 
I1est were not lessened by observing Bri tiah policy there, 
particularly with regard to natives. Cape politicians were 
confirmed. in their decision not to annex by observing the 
difficulties of the administration. Not only were there 
innumerable d":i!apu.tes about tho ow.norship of land, a turbule.nt 
collect:i.on of diggers to be governed with no backing of force 
except troops hundreds of miles away, but the fact that 
diamond mines of seemingly inexhaustible depth an.d richness 
were worked by a few hundred white men with thousands of black 
men to aid them, presented unusual problems.(l) 
Before taking off'iee as Lieutenant Governor, Southey 
had stated. that he would oppose acy plan to impose laws on 
natives which would be applicable to them alone.(2 ) Efforts 
bad been made by the first Diggers• Committee elected at 
Klipdrift on the Vaal River, to prevent natives from holding 
claims; but by Proclamation No.71 which appeared with the 
Proclamation of annexation, natives were permitted to hold 
claims, and in 1872 .Barkly cancelled a p.roclamation of the 
local commissioners of Griqualand West preventing natives and 
coloured persons from holding digging licences.(:;) In 1871 
the Cape Masters and Servants A.ct was applied to Gr1qualand West. 
The sale of liquor to natives was prohibited but frequent 
complaints show that this law could not be enforced, nor the 
provisions of the Maste.rs and Servants Ac·t rela t.ing to contracts 
and passes.(;) 
Though black and white were equal in the eyes of the 
la,w, the d.iggers would not allow the pux-chaae of claims by 
na.tives and. the law waa of no a.vail against 5,000 determined 
men. {4 ) Howeverrg natives were a.lloVJcd to work poor claims 
and there •.vere non-F..'uropean diggers at the alluvial diggings 
of ~kly cVeat. ( 5) It was observed that ma.ny people favoured 
the policy of the Oran.ge trree State only a few miles distant 
where servants might be sent to the nearest Field Cornet and 
receive "a roWld dozen or eo on vague charges and. unsupported. 
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Southey thought that discontent in Griqualand West 
in 1874 had been increased by the determi.nation of the govern-
ment to protect native labourers from oppression and "artfullf 
fomented by persons belonging to the neighbouring Republics. ft l) 
After he had been relieved of hie office in 1875 his native 
policy was abandoned. Natives oould no longer hold claims 
or wash debris and thu,s had to work as labourers. ( 2 ) 
The strongest objeetion of the Orange Y.1ree S·tate was 
to the free trado in· guns which wns allowed in Griqualand ilest. 
It waa considered. to bo a violation of the Conventions and a 
m~lnaoe to the safety of the Rt.>pnb1ics. ( 3) .But the trade 
ocntinu.ed as it was an effective ince.ntive to induce natives 
to work at the fieldo. 
The importa.tlOe of the trade was recognised 
digger a. A deputati.on met Barkly in 1872 to impress 




it was estimated that there were 10;000 natives on the diamond 
mines who worked on an average :for three to five months. The 
time was just sufficient .for each man to earn enough to buy a 
gWl, which coat from £5 to £7.10. Od. .• ( 5) 
Orange Free State sentiments, and their influence 
on the Oape • v1ere indicated by an incident concerning a party 
of armed Baaotho returning to Basutoland from. Griqualand West. · 
When stopped in the Free Sta.te by a party of Burghers and 
police 1 the men refused to surrender 
they offered to return to Griqualand. 
killed and two severely woun.ded. (G) 
judicial investigation of the matter 
their guns and though 
West, two of them were 
Barkly demanded a 
but instead of .replyi.ng 
to his letter t.he O:range 'Free State government wrote to 
Mel ten.o saying no further inv·eatigation was necessary. It 
seemed that an e.ffort was ·neing made to enlist for the Ora.nge 
Free State the sympa.thy of the Cape ministry. 
The advice of the ministers was requested sine~ the 
.Basotb.o were under the Cape government. 1'hey seem to have 
felt a definite aym.pathy for the Orange Free State. They 
"were not. disposed to risk. a serious .collision with the· 
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facility with which natives could obtain firearms a~ the 
Diamond Fields and in regard. to which t.herefore, in the view 
of many persons in the Colony, the Free State had great 
reason to oomplain.,"(l) Sir Arthur Cunynghame considered 
tha.t 11 ttl a blame could bo attached to the Or.angc Free State. 
The law th·ere prohibited tho currying of arms by natives, 
very wisal~~ and they ha.d e, right to i.nsist on the law being 
observed.< Barkly protested at the lack of Imperial 
support .in t.his !.and similar complaints • but Carnarvon 
decided to take no further action considering the difficulties 
concerning tribes and states adjoining British territory and 
the complaints of the Orange Free Sta.te about the gun trade 
at Griq ualand West. ( 3) 
Though the trade was making relations between 
:Sri tain .and· the Ora.nge Free State even worse, and the Cape 
sympathy continued tc be enlisted for the Republic on this 
account, Carnarvon was not disposed to check the trade. If 
further restrictions besides the necessity for obtaining a 
gun licence were imposedt he thought any .advantage would be 
offset by the impetus which would bE:1 given to th.e contraband 
trade. He saw an advantage in having the trade in the hands 
of reapeota"ble dealers, not smugglers,. if restrictions had 
to be enforced at any time, the armed strength of natives in 
Griqualand Wes.t could be controlled by excluding supplies of 
ammunition from the territory, if necessary. ( 4.) 
A more aerioua dis·turbanae took place in Natal at 
the Gtl.d cf 1873. (5) In this colony Shepstone, as Native 
Administrator, had aet tl ed. SO, 000 nati va ra.fugo.es in reserves 
since l845t and recreating the Ol"Oken tribal system had 
appointed ohiefs a.nd ad.ministered native lawa un.de.r the 
Lieutenant Governor aa SuprGme Ch..iet. ( 6 ) 
· The petty Zulu. chief, Langalibalele, clashed wi tb. 
the Natal government over the matter of the registration of 
guns obtained from the d.1amond :fields and fled into .Baautoland 
in November.(7) Two hundred men of the F.A.M. moved into 
Basu.toland, troops were sent to Na~al, Orpen from Ilomanala.nd 
led a. band o:f 600 men furnished by Adam Kok, and Langalibalele 
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was capt11red in December. ( 1 ) 
A vory stnrn so.ntonce was passed upon the. chief who 
was sentenced to imprisonment. The lands of his tribe were 
confiscated and hia people dispareed.( 2 ) The Cape Governor, 
with. the advioe of hie m1nieto.:rc 1 complied with a request from 
the Lieutenant Goveruor of Na.ta.l that Langalibalele should. be 
placed. upon Robben Island a.fter his trial and conviction and 
an Act was later passed "to provide. for the Imprisonment in 
the Colony ·Of certain criminals sentenced in the Colony of 
Natal, n No., of 1874. (3) Barkly noticed that a despa.tcb of 
the Secretary of State to Lieutenant Governor Fine referred to 
the fact that no pr.iaoner could be transported from a colony 
urtleas by arrangement made under the Colonial l'risori.er' s 
·Removal Act (32 and 33 Vic. Cap.lO) which required th.e assent 
of Her Majesty in Council, He presumed that thi.s would not 
prevent the detention of Langalibalele on Robb.en Island as he 
was already there, \'lbere 1 t was best for his safety and comfort 
as wall as for the peace of South Afri.ca, that he should stay~ 4 ) 
Biabop Colenso~ hOW'-'Ver., oon.cerned at the needless 
cruelty of the sentence, travelled to England. a.nd was successful 
in launch.i.ng a campaign em behalf of Langalibalele and his 
tribe, which threatened to embarrass the ministry of Disra.eli. 
Carnarvon, anxicus that th~ ma.ttf'l' should be reported as 
settled, when parliament mot a.t tho beginning of the seasion,( 5 ) 
informed Barkly of the Bri tiah decision that 1J8.ngaliba.lele 
should b~ moved from Hobbetl Island to a location. on the mainland. 
He explained that ·the proceedings in Natal had been irregular 
and the aen.tence impvsed beyond the competency of the court 
which pronounced it. Act No.; of 1874 would be disallowed 
when the prisoners had been moved. It was made plain that the 
tiecretary of State laid no blame on the Cape legislature 
whose desire to help a sister colony, and interest in Natal 
affairs waa appreciated.( 6 ) Writing personally to Barkly, 
Carnarvon pointed out that there had been a miscarriage of 
justice in .Na.te.l both towards the chief' and towards two large 
tribes and that he cou.ld. not have done leas than ask the 
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considering pu.b1ic feeling in l~nglan.d, and "in conscience 
and in justice." He expressed his anxiety that no difficul tieE 
abould be created i.n the delicate matter o.f relations between 
the douth African coloni~s and the native tribes) and that 
Barkly should urge compl:~.anoe on the ministry.<1 
CT.he agitation creertr..Hl by Colertao and the reports in 
British Papers alarmed the .ministry. Molteno wrote, 
preawnably before the arrival of Carnurvon•s despatch, 
admitting that the sentence against La.ngalibalele and his 
subjects had been harsh though it had been redressed as far 
as po.asible, but saying thut the chief's defiance of the 
government was deliberate, that serious di~turbances would 
have tak~n place if he had not been CE~.ught, in nati·ve opinion 
he was justly puniGhod and that hio release would be a calamity. 
It would disturb the peace and satl.sfactory conditions of the 
past twenty years, and add greatly to the difficulty of native 
administration at tho Cape.. He questioned whether the Cape 
htl.Ving re.oponsible government could be expected to bear the 
brunt of a policy which was not its own .• (2 ) 
The Cape ministry wr.rr•e emphatic against what was 
considered. Dri t1sh interference. They rt::fu.oBd to have 
Langal:tbalel.e on the mainland, claitr.ing thara was no law to 
enforce restrictions against enteri.ng t~atal upon him, i.e. 
he was likely to oscape, and that the decision bad been made 
wi.thout prior consultation with the Cape a.s to whether ita 
r:l.{';hts were affected. ( ;) The points on which they feared 
attack. in the Assembly were, whether the British government 
had the Wll.iDli ted right which it claitned • of transferring 
prisoners to the Cape colony, and whether it had a right to 
interfere in the manageme.nt of na.ti ve affairs without 
consulting the Legislature or the Natal Oouncil.< 4 >J 
Barkly thought the ministers were anxious to carry 
out the plan of the ~eoretary of Stato as far as they could 
venture.to do so, but that tbey had not misjudged the feeling 
of the country. Newspaper articles had suggested that the 
liberation of Langa11balele would go far to sever the 
connection between tiH1 Cape and the 'British Empire. Mol ten.o 
thought that, far from being a reflection on the working of 
responsible government, it was just as well that the issue 
should have arisen after tho grantin.g of re.sponsible gover.nment 
aa the indignation caused by the articles in the British press 
Barkly Papers - Deoebl'l'er 16th, 1874 ..,. Carncrvon to Ba.rkly. 
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was so great that had a Governor attempted to t.ranster 
Langa.libalele to the ma.inland on his owu responsibility, a 
revolution would have occurred .. (l) 
. There was a general fear that the release or escape 
of the chief would hav·e repe.rOll.St'31ons on th.e tribes ad.ja,cent 
to the Cape. :Brownlee produced the information tha1; Langaliba-
lele had a great reputation as a magician and 'that floods at 
the end o:f 1874- were attributed to hi~ captivity. He was 
known to have connect ions with me.tly of th.e tri bee through his 
very large family ('54 sons and 68 daughters:)~ Of the prisoners 
who had 1?nen plaaed ori. Rob ban I a land. in tbe days gone by t 
l•'iacomo, the ttl"Ctl.t gerl.'eral, ba.d: died 1-iher.a; Umblala he.d ortly 
b"'""'"'' ..... -..1.;<>""'11 "'_." '·''P 4""',..."' "~on!• '"'mntJv·it··v; r·''"ll"" -P.,_,·,m·1 ·.-.r.:: i·n· 1·910 ~""i"-11~~ ~~··1\;;:i,.,,u~~:;-it.W'W\ol r..:ldo,- \J;x;il. Grt. A· . '-:_A '""'·M•«:' ·.1 · J t. ;o'U._J J:..t..\·' J.,~ ... \o.i·~ · -- ,;.~ t 
he d. diGd~ tryitlf; tel ·eeca.pe. If Langali bnle lc were released, 
j 
J:te would b~. r0ga.rd.ed as .grs~tter . then ell these. There were 
fears loot .Rhili should j c.in \"i.1 th other tribes .if th.ere 
aeemecl to be ~1 prcspt"mt of rr.~gaining lands which he had 
:for-f~ite.d in 1856. lt V\laa knorrm that this chief v.ras ragard.ed 
. . . (2) 
as tl:teir Paramount by tbe Ngqik:a and wielded great influence. · 
Commandant DO\Vker of the F .A.M. reported on the 
li·vely interest~ shotJ.n by Rhil1 and other Tranakei chief a when 
~angalibalele fled t~om Natal;·which had prevented him from 
accompanying the pa.trcls to Basutoland amd Nomaneland as the 
frontier could not be left unguardeci.(3) So general had the 
fear of dis't·lll'bance been that people in frontier towns had 
shown themselves eag·er to .form Volunteer Corps for tb.eir 
protection .. (4) ~'lhen the panic bad died down the incident had 
been regarded with satisfaction BE:l ha.v:ing created a strong 
impression of tb.e power and resources of the government in 
Basutola.nd. { 5) where the chiefs had shown :friendship to 
Lang.alibalel.e, and. in the territory frOm the Cape to Natal. ( 6 ) 
Yet Bowker, tH>n:feeaing himself to ba an alarmit'lt, feared trouble, 
.and G·riffitb thou.ght the effa.i.'l"' might lead to further mischief~?) 
{xt '\1/o.a Barkly's task to t.ry to :re:conci1fd the· ministry 
and the Secre·tary o.:f' Str::.te. To tld:;1 end h~ sent a memorandum 
to tho mi.ni;gte:re w1 th :)n:r.aa::rvon • s J a.tost d.P.spa:tch urging 
compliance · w.i~Gb his views as i-m.pri~o.nment on· tb.~S mainland of 
the colony waa ·the safest and least objectionable alternati·ve 
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since the Queen had determined o.n the release of Langalibalele 
from :Robben IslH.nd. (l) With becoming diffidence, Mel teno told 
th.e Governor that his action was a de·viation frum the usual 
constitutional procedure. By sending the memorandum he had 
placed the ministry in a position where t1 instea.d of the 
advisers of tbe Governor, they would be looked upon as merely 
acting ·thereby.n( 2 ) H·owever, despite this second protest at 
unconati tutional procedure, the rrJ.nis·ters deo.ided to bring 
in a bill next seas ion to repeal Act :J • 1874, arld meet the 
requirements of the Secretary ·Of State. ( 3) Regula.tlons were 
dra~vn up for Langalibalele and Mahlam·bule,niis;son,to be detained 
at the.farm residence and eovernment grounds at Uitvlugt, an 
area of about 1,650 acres.{4) 
Carnarvon had stated in so many words that be had no 
wish to dicta.te to the colony 'hi matters where they were 
rcspcmai ble ltnd.er the Con.stitut:i.ou of the Colony, 'but that 
the Colonial. Aot had set asid• tha proviaiona of a British Act. 
He h.tid. urged oompliancs with his de~ patch sayiug that though 
Act 3 would d~fini tely be d.i,aallowed, be 'bad delayed doing so 
to enable the Capa to eubst~ tu.te other l0gisla.tion fo.r it and 
to take administrative aoi<i on~ He had also :mod .. ified the aot.ion 
of the Cape as lit-tle as possible to meet the .demand.s oi' 
.justice as well as pu.blio opinion ... ( 5) 
The ministry, lc:no~ving that Act 3 would be tlisallowed 
if they did not repeal .1 t and that the imprisonment of 
Langalibalele in the peninsula was preferable to his return to 
.Natal, had 11 ttle choice in the matter. The opposition to·ok 
advantage of their posi.tion. to attack ttl~H~ for allowing the 
Imperial gov.er.runent to dictate the policy of a responsible 
minis try. They 1nad e . out that the Bill was Carna.rvon' s rather 
.. · ' 
than Mol terw • s and that the m1nis·try were indifferent to its 
fate.( 6 ) This atti.tu.de was regarded as superficial by the 
uca.pe Argus'1 which referred. to intrigues whose real. cpbjeot was 
the overthrow of the ministry. It became plain that the matter 
of Langalibalele • s removal from Robben Isl}~~d was le~e 
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Molteno took his stand on the position that 
questions might arise on which the colony should at a.ll 
hazards oppose the Imperial government bu:t tbe present matter 
dicl not "Narrant such uction .. {l )J .Minister~ were cl:larged with 
inco,naistency and with no·t taking a stand on principle 
(though the "Cape Argu.e 11 comLJented it was not made plain 
wherein principle rested in tbis instance(l)). :Mr. Sprigg 
thought Langali bale.le wculd be worse off on the mainla.nd. 
He cond,emned the ministry for not resigning on receipt of. 
Carnar-von*s despatch and said people should have taken the 
same stand as th.ey did itl the anti-convict agitation of 1849. 
He oh,f3:rged the minis jber$ w.i th "btd.n.g weak a11d incompetent and 
t:ruokling to the Sec:rt::tary of St;~d;;tl. { 2} · Nir.. Patera on openly 
wished to tu.rn out the mird.~ters with the except.ion of the 
Prime !v:i:t"niGt~?Jr. ( 1 ) The Bill passed the Second Reading 34 - 21 
an.d paaaed the Secund aeuding itl "~.;ho Legislative Council on 
June 2nd by 15 ·" 3. ( 3) Tho matt!l1" had excited the colony 
for monthJL 
The Chiaf interest of ·the Langali'balolo in,oident 
lies in tho fa.et that i'~ de:monatrated the necessity :for a 
more uniforru native pol:i.ey in South Africa, and ·the close 
interoo.nnecti\Jn between the interests of separate colonie.s. 
Free trade in guns at tbe diamond fields ha.d been.partly 
responsibl·e for the panic in Natal.-. Cape sympathy had 
reati-1 ted in the pas saga of an Aot to imprison Langa.l.:i.balele 
on .Robben Island. This had embarrassed the British·govern-
ment. The decision :to d.isallow th.e Act had caused a 
oonsti tu.tional crisis and an attack on th.e ministry.. It was 
remarked tha.t Langalibelele'.s powers -as a magician .had bee.n 
. amply demortatrated. 
{The inoiae·nt also s.howed the temper of the 
government at the Cape., Th.l! min.is·tsrs tried their best to 
l ... esiat Imperial interfer.e.nce in a matter connected w:i.th 
native policy, a.nd. great eJ-:citeroont wae caused by t.heir final 
acquiese:<~.nco in the wiBh~s of tl1e S>5oreta.ry of State. They 
i-1ero likoly to b~ quick t<> defend their indE>pendence 1n futurJ 
(1) 11 Capa itrgu~~~ - May 6th, 1875. 
(2) I bid. -· May 11th, 1875 ~ 
(3) lbid - June 2nd 9 l875e 
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CHAPTER Vl. 
FEDERATIOD 1875- 1877· 
The necessity for co-operation between the states 
and colonies in South Africa, because of the strength of 
native tribes by which they were surrcunde.<t and the desi .. re of 
the Cape colonists to be free of: I~perial· i.'nter:ference in its 
affairs, led to further difficulties between the Colonial 
'and Imperial governments. 
'
The· close inte:r.-rela.tion of tribes in different 
regions o South Africa had been no·ticed before 1875. Wodehouse 
had drawn attention to the similarity of 1nterest.e.amo.ng tribes 
from. the Cape to. Na·tal. ( 1 ) The Select Committee which 
recommended the annexation of Basutoland in 1871 remarked that 
through this region communication took place between the 
frontier tribes and. the Zulu.. ( 2 ) Molteno, disturbed lest 
La.ngalibalele should oaca.pe from detention on the cainland, 
drew atten.tion to the relationship between the Natal chief 
and. the Transkei tribes, and was aware that no steps could be 
taken in Natal which would not have repercussions on the Cape, 
so intimate were the conneaticna between tbe nativea in all 
parts of South A:t'rica. { 4f( · 
Brownlee had wdten of Langalibalele's influence in 
the Cape. In a. long and fascinating memorandum on the 
frontier tribes(5) he described the changes which were taking 
place among the natives as a I·esult of the defeat of the 
Mata.bele and ~u.lu by the Boers and. the protection of weak 
tribes by the white men. Strong tribes had begun to make 
alliances with those they had previously oppressed, e.g. Zu.lu 
and Langalibalele. A great impetus had been given to the 
movement by the di.acovery of diamonds and the coming into 
contact at tbe fields of men from many tribes. The same 
meeting "combination and association" of men from tribes 
unknown to each other or previously hostile was going on at 
the public works in the colony. Drownlee recognised tha.t the 
change among the natives called for a change of polioy.towa.rda 
them1 and that the days when. the direct relations of the 
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were over. Formerly whon the colony was at war wltb one 
tribe, others would very likely look on with indifference ur 
satis.fa.ction that a rival was being .hwniliated, but matters 
were seen to be changing. 
aeports such as these, the desire to settle the long 
standing-disputes with the Orange Free State over Griquala.nd 
,'/est, and with the South African Republic over the Keate 
Award, besides the hope that the Republics might be persuaded 
to adopt milder policies with regard to native tribee,(l) led 
Carnarvon to decide on a South African conference. fie was 
convinced of tho necessity for confederation, to cheapen the 
administration of gcrvernment in South Africa., to lessen the 
possibility of demands for aid in money and Imperial troops, 
and a.bove all to provide a strong native policy.(2) 
Barkly, who had been obliged to drop the matter of 
· confederation in 1873 aa his ministers wished to give their 
attention to other matters, (3) had· agreed w.i th t:olteno in 1874 
that the tim.e for federation had not come as it would check 
the process of amalgamation going on between the Eastern a.nd 
.iestern provinces.< 4 >· Yet .it is clear that he hoped to solve 
the problem of Griqualand Rest by such means. 
In the famous despatch of May 4th, 187?, Barkly was 
informed of the plan to hold a confe.rence at which Dri tain and 
the South African states and colonies should be represented. 
Attention was drawn to the Langalibalele affair which had 
brought into prominence native policy in Sou.th Africa. and the 
danger of having d.ivergent policies in different states. The 
danger of "widely extended disaff'eotionu wae mentioned and 
the high coat of defence. It was hoped tb.at a mor·e uniform 
course of action on various matters might tie discussed besides 
the arrest and eurrend.er of criminals and minor territorial 
matters.(5) 
Fed.eration waa mentioned only as a poaaible topic of 
oonvcrsationt but it was made clear that Her !.:ajesty's govern-
ment would favour::.~bly consider any suggestion on this all 
important catter nassuming always a. due regard to certain 
considerations of Imperial and native policy."(S) 
(l) 
(2) 
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Barkly was distinctly ordered to send on the 
despatch to the Presidents of the Republics and the 
Lieutenant Governors of Natal and Griqualand West after 
considering it in conjunction with his ministers. Carnarvon 
requested that the despatch should be given the fulles~ 
publicity without d.elay so that all to whom it was of interest 
should understand precisely what the British government had 
in view.(l) 
A moat decided hint was contained in the despatch 
that Bar.kly should not be the President of the proposed 
conference. Sir Arthu.r Cunynghame as Lieutenant-Governor 
was mentioned .~s e.n a.l tc:rnative. Suggestions were made as 
to the possible delegatee from the colonies - M.r. Molteno for 
t.he Nestern province, 'Mr. Paterson for the Eastern province • 
. Mr. ~hepstone for Natal, Mr. Sou.they for Grijualand ,'Jest .• 
Mr. Froude was to represent Great Brita1n.<1 
It was unfortunate that the despatch arrived on the 
very day that the bill for transferring Langalibalele to the 
mainland was passed. The ministers had been taken seve~ely 
to task for allowing the British government to dictate to 
them in a matter concerning native polioy.< 2 > Notwithstanding 
the divergencies vf policy in different regions in South 
Africa,· and. the realisation that the time was at hand for a 
change in policy to m.eet chan.ging conditions ar.1ong the natives, 
they advised against accepting the invitation of the Secretary 
of State. They objected to the proposal for represen·tatives 
from the Eastern and Western provinces lest the unfortunate 
distinction which bad in times past caused much inconvenience, 
should be revived, and also the.t the number of delegates from 
the Cape should have been laid down and namaa suggeeted.( 3) 
Darkly decided to await further instructions 
through Froude a bout a ending on the de a patch. ( 4 ) He was fa.ced 
with a dilemma since his ministers declined to advise a 
conference and th~ea.tened to resign. if he published the 
despatch. It seemed. to him likely that the ministry would be 
returned to office if he accepted their resigna.tion. ( 5} 
The despatch was laid on the table of the House of 
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Assembly, accompanied by the ministerial minute;(l) .it had an 
unusual reception. Rumours of the contents had got abroad( 2) 
and members listened with the greatest attention as the Clerk 
of the House began reading the despatch, some with necks 
outstretched in order to get a better view of him. When he 
ca.me to the .me.ntion of Sir Arthur Cunynghame there were roars 
of laughter which were repeated. when Mr. Froude • s name was read. 
The suggestion of tir. Paterson as a. d.elegate completed the 
joke "and the remainder of the document was listened to as if 
it formed part of a comedy~" Tbe ministerial minute was 
received with cheers.(3) 
The ministers were supported on. this occasion by 
Mr. Sprigg and the Resolution of ministers against the 
acnverence was confirmed by ;2 votes to 23.( 4) Froude remarked 
that even in the height of the revolutionary agitation in 
America no despatch from .europe had been treated as this one 
had been. ~he violence could only have been exceeded if it had 
been ordered to be burned by the Hangman.< 2> The fact that 
there had been no previous intim.a.tion that auch an invitation. 
was likely seemed to indicate a high handed attitude on 
Oar narvon's part and tb.e suszJicion was confirmed by the 
suggestion of the names of the delegates which included. the 
leader of the opposition and was regarded as an attack on the 
ministry. 
The views of the ca.binet on the native questions, 
the discussion of which was to have been the main purpose of 
the conference, conflicted with Carnarvon's suggestion for a 
unified policy. It was pointed out that in the Cape, where 
the government had to deal with the largest numbers of nativest 
policy had varied with varying conditions and that the natives 
in different parts of South Africa did not live in similar 
con.o i tiona, thus n.-eoded different treatment. The danger of 
combinations of natives was described as "utterly unheard of 
in Soutb Africa." In all previous wars di.suni ty am.ong na.tive 
tribes had been a factor in the white man's favour and native 
allies had been used by colonists. It was alleged that 
Carnarvon's policy would bring about combinations of natives 
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The ministers stated that they saw no reason for 
a discussion about the gun trade. The laws of the colony 
were framed to prevent guns reaching natives; as were those 
of Natal and the Republics. They suggested that if this was 
not the case in Griqwiland \'Vest. the matter might be remedied 
by legisla.tion,"no conference seems necessary on the point." 
Th.ey added that in the Cape; coloured people could not be 
debarred frcm possessing arms, and that even if there were a 
common agreement, it would not prevent natives from obtaining 
arms from outside the confederated states.(l) 
However, the Cafe laws were defective as is shown 
by magistrates reports. (.2. sir A. Cu.nynghame notieeq that 
tbare was no need for guns to be sold under auch fictitious 
names as nbaboon•s thighs 11 by which they were known to natives. 
Even the highest law officers, he alleged, were unable to 
explain the laws about guns.(;) The old law that a gun 
could, be taken .from a man was in force, but 1 t conflicted 
with a law permitting the parchase of guns and powder. In 
no case was the mere possession of guns 1llega1.< 4> 
Froude's comments are 1llumin.at1ng. He reported 
that the Cape statement that laws about guns were well 
executed, could hardly be taken seriously, and mentioned 
instances to prove his assertion. He thought the universal 
passion for obtaining guns (20,000 into the locations in the 
last four years) was more easily ·~.mderstood than th.e cynical 
a.tti tude of Cape mer.cha.nts. These men, safe in the Western 
province. shielded their actions with the pretence that 
natives armed with guns were lees dangerous than those armed 
with asaegais, an opinion unintelligible to soldiers. Sir 
Garnet ~Voleeley agreed with him that the arming of na.ti vea 
presented a aerious prcblem.(5) 
It is difficult to believe that ministers were 
hcneet in their replies to Carnarvon's despatch, considering 
the views they had expressed shortly before ita arrival, but 
the magistrate's reports for 1874 had given some cause for 
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remarks about Cape native policy. Molteno and Sprigg 
expressed themselves entirely satisfied with a policy which was 
exceedingly successful. (l)' "Bas there ever been a time within 
the memory of the oldest cember of hie House when the natives 
whithin and be)ond the border were more peaceably disposed than 
at present." <2 Saul Solomon said. there wera no questions of 
native policy to settle in the Cape,. and that Carnarvon himself 
bad admitted that natives there wore progressing rapidly 
towards civilisation.('3) The feeling of the government was 
expressed in a speech by Sprigg to his constituents at Port 
i.!lizabeth, tha.t the greatest kindness the Imperial governme.n,t 
could show to the colony was to leave 1 t alone. <4 ) , 
It was clear that the Cape had much to gain from 
remaining isolated for the time being, and ministers were 
anxious not to be mud,e liable for the defence of Natal, nor 
for the management of the native pt.~pula.tion there. ( 5) . They 
drew attention to the fe.ot that a new policy had been inaugurated 
there by Sir Garnet Wolselcy which would need great care, 
besides time a.nd "a very considerable amount of extraneo·us aid" 
if it were to be successfu.l. ( 5) This may be considered the · 
main reason for the refusal to join a conference,. 
Speaking during the debate which followed the reading 
of Carnarvon's despatch, Saul Solomon destroyed one of the 
arguments abou.t Natal which was later put forward by Froude( 6 ) 
who maintained, that be came with no policy but that Bri.tain 
wished f.or aclvioe e. bout Natal, wh.i·ch it was admitted affected 
tho Cape~ Solomon drew attention to the fact that Britain 
had introduced a new policy in Natal in April 1875 and 
pu.bliahod it to the _world before calling a conference to 
decide what that policy ohould be. He cGntraated the policy 
of the Li bera1e, a.nxiot.ts to g:rant large powers of self-
government to colonies, and refrain from interference ·;Ji th their 
domestic affairst with that of tb.e Conoervatives, ostensibly 
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despatch seemed to indicate a desire to interfere "and that 
largely" with the internal affairs of the colony, a.nd the 
appointment of Mr. Froude as Imperial delegate lent colour 
to tba suggestion as he was known to consider the colonies 
bad ha.d in a ome mat tera , e .. g. crown lands, too much power 
of oelf-gcvgrnment granted to them. (l) 
Proude had travelled in South Africa from August 
to December 18'74 in a private capaoi ty, but was by his own 
saying partly responsible for Carnarvon's d.ecision to hold 
a South African conference. <2) Cn hie bumpy journey by 
postcart he had come to the conclusion that there was much 
to be said for the Republics.(;) He noticed their success-
ful management of .native affairs and thought Langalibalele 
incidant would not have been possible in. their territOliies. ( 4) 
In particular the Orange Free State could complain of bad 
:f'ai th in the breaki.ng of tile Conventions by Bri tai.n. ( 5) 
He was a.ware of the folly of aliena,ting the majority of 
the Cape popula.tion by the dispute with the Ora.nge Free 
State, especially as responsible goverrun.e.nt had been 
granted. His views were known in the Oape as he had 
made speeches on hie tour a.nd had spoken in favour of the 
Orange Free State system of native policy rather than 
that of Natal in a speech in London on March 20th, 1875.( 6) 
If federation should take place in South Africa, 
Froude saw that the Dt1tch party would, be in a majority in 
a fad oral parliament and that Bri ta.in would have two 
alternatives ae to native policy. ohe could allow the 
aolcilists to carry out thair own policy, which would 
probably be the more severo system which th.e O:range Free 
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in which case she would have to govern the country aa 
India wan governed, keeping control of the m.ilitary and 
police force, a.nd being responsible :for the \'ihole 
administration. If an attempt ware made to combine the 
, two systems she wculd inevitably fi.nd herself in collision 
\ · with a responsible ministry.(!) 
Cn his arrival in Capetown he was surprised to 
find that tb.e matter of a conference had apparently been 
disposed of - and undertook the task of re-opening the 
question. Be suggested that the Governor might announce 
hie own opinions on a conference in the .Speech from the 
Throne, and also that he might dissolve parliament, without 
the intervention of the ministry. Barkly considered both 
these recommendations impossible, as they were in his 
opinion unconstitutional to act on the f'.irst would have 
meant the resignation of the ministry. He also thought 
it unconstitutional for the Governor i.n his capaoi ty of 
High Commissioner to make statements outside the colony, 
i.e .. i.n Griqualand West, wh.i.ch he could net have m.ade in 
the Cap·a, and r~lfused to a at o.n Froude • e later suggestion 
that he should d.o this. ( 2) 
Froude decided, that Darkly's attitude was one 
of hostility( 3 ) and ret'u.sing the hospitality of Governm.ent 
House, moved to a. hotel. (4.) Be proceeded to criticise 
Barkly's annexation of Griqua.land .\lest(5) and to hint 
that the Governor wee subservient to the miniaters.(G) 
The attack on tt1e G,overnor was a move to win over to the 
conference policy the Cape Dutch who bad sympathised with 
the .Republics. Barkly was not in .favour with the Republics 
after years of annoying correepond,ence with them, a fact 
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as President of the Conference. It ia hardly surprising 
that Darkly, represented aa he th.tJught, ~a the ciilef 
stumbling block to the conferenoe,(l) shuuld have 
sympa:thised w1 tb the ministerial protest against 
Frcude,( 2) and wished the wind taken out of his sails, 
. (his expression) by calling pa.rliament together early .• ( 3) 
Froude opened his campaign by speaking at a 
d.inn.er organised in his honour by members of the 
parliamentary opposition. Press comments on the 
dinner before hi::s a.rr~ ~ .. 31 hac1 considered it bad taste 
to honour Proude as H~~r Majesty•s representative in 
South Africa, wbet.l the Gover.nor by his commission was 
the hold.er of that position. ( 4) The Govern.or and the 
ministers did .. not attend.. tlclteno expostulated with. -
Froude for lending himself to a politica.l agita.tion .. (S) · 
Mr. J .H. Hofmeyr 'tr.~as one of the spealu'trs at the dinner. 
He wae interested. in tho pla.n for federation and thought 
the annexation. of Griqualand ·4t'eet and. the negotiations 
with the Republica bad been badly handled by the Gcvernor.{G) 
The aim in view WflS to enlist public sympathy 
for a conference. .Frou.de ex.preassd respect for Molteno • s 
views on .responsible government. The Prime .Minister had 
told him that having an official position he should not 
make poli·tical speeches but act through the ministry. 
However, he considered that since the conference was not 
to be held he had no o.ffioial position and that in 
advocating only the policy of the dispatch he was not 
introduoina any new subject or opposing the ministry. 
He attempted to counteract the opposition to the suggestions 
of the names of th.e delegates by saying that Mol ten.o 
might have had the mana.gement of the whole conference 
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and that the names mentioned were only recommendatiuns. 
He stated that Britain was anxious for the peace and 
security o:f.' S<...uth l1frice. since 1 t wus an important 
strategic pos1 tio.n. The need for reta,ining the Cape 
was felt to be ten times greater than in the days of 
Napoleon. (l) 
An attack on .Froude was mad.e in the Argus of . 
June 22nd, before hie speech at the dinner.( 2 ) He was 
thought to have inspired Carnarvon' a despatch. a.nd thus 
to be responsible for the clamour for Separa.tion which 
was beginning in the ~~astern provi.nce. A monster meeting 
and a petition for separation waa reported from Gra.hams-
town, ( 3) and another in Port Bliza.bath on July lOth 
at which a resolution. supporting federation wa.s carried. 
Be wao criticised for rc,using tho feelings of tho Dutch 
popu.la.tion. of the ;;est by expressions of t.Jympathy for the 
Orange .li'ree citato, preeum.a.bly on his former visit. ( 2 ) It 
was earcaat.ica.lly remarked after .frou.de had toured 
Stellenbosch, l?aarl and I.Jalmaabury that he had found 
perfect representatives in the 1'ieatern Cape of the brave 
Dutch who rcugh.t against the Spanish. in the 16th century. ( 4) 
S,peaking at a dinner arranged at iVorceJter, .l'rct.ti!~ again 
tried to assure .his audience that Britain did .not des.ire 
to dictate to the Colony, in. fact wished to leave the 
co.loniats to manage their own affairs while Britain 
prvtected tlle coasts of South Africa. Though he pointed 
to a future ,,;here a South. African state which could under-
take its external defence might be wholly independent of 
Britain if it so desired, and stressed this possibility, 
he stated that for tho present South A.frica wou.ld have to 
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Ca.rnarvon decided in July that i! th.e Cape would not 
jo.in a conference, perhaps one might be held in rratal 
wi t.hou·t h.er, ( 1 ) and thither Froud a journeyed in 
' August to malte arrangements. ~At the end of the month 
• 
. he wrote to Barkly from Pietermari tzbu.rg hoping that, 
consid.ering the amount of support for a conference that 
had. been shown in the Cape colony, the ministry would 
reconsider. its decision a'ainat attending, and announcing 
his return to Capetown.( 2 By this time all the 
newspapers, except the 11 Cape Argus", were in favour of 
a conference. ( 3) However, the ministers had not che.nged 
their mind.s ( 4 ) and a.s .Froude heard. from .'lolseley that 
Molteno would not give way he broke his journey a.nd 
attended meetings in Port Elizab.~th and· Grahamstown to 
urge Carnarvon's views on the Colony. (5) 
. Cisapproval was expressed. at these meetings 
that the Jape should not be represented at a conference 
if one were held at Pietermaritzburg and their object was 
to press the Governor to assemble parliament without delay • 
.Froude expected similar requests to be m.ade in the ,Veatern 
province and informed Barkly ttlat in such case he would 
have to communicate of'f'.icially ~"lith him to find out \Vhat 
he was going to do. ( 6 ) .Ha expla.ined tv the GO'vernor that 
hearing that there was no hope of changing Molteno's 
decision he had d.ecided that the only thing to do waa "to 
ask the p,eople if they accepted that resolution for their 
own. tl(7) He also allov1ed a ;rumour to get abroad throu.gh 
ilolseley that fjolteno· had been proposed and .had expressed 
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l!'roude' s propagu.nda was su successful that it began 
to appt::ar that the majcrity of the colonists were in favour of 
the plan fpr a conference, ·though it had been rejected by the 
government. . A special. session of parliament, to open 
Ncvamber lOth~ was decided upon by the ministry,(l) after some 
hesitat1on.< 2 Barkly's situation became an exceedingly 
difficult one. Froude wished to }mow \'lhat passed between 
the Governor and the ministry. The Governor could not tell 
him without the consent of the ministers who were unwilling to 
let F:roude know their plans as they rego.rded him as being in 
leagu.e with the opposition. ( 3 ) Carnarvon remi.nded. him that if 
there appeared to be a difference between public opinion and 
th.a deoisi on of parliament •. the consti tu.tional procedure would 
be to dissolve parliament an.d. let the country decide the issue~4) 
- The reason wby this course was not adopted seems to 
have been the fact that the ministry was to amre ox.tent pledged 
to annex Griq,ualancl :,eat, and also that tho a.l ternative to the 
~olteno Government was one pledged tc.. federation an~ the 
separation of the ;Sastern from the ilestern province.. Barkly 
agreed with Molteno that this would be a disaster for the 
colony.< 5> He thus induced ~olteno to modify the Heaolution 
censuring the Bri tiah e;ov·crnment for causing an u.noonsti tu.tional 
agitation and present it as an attack on .Froude, acting in tho 
name of that government. Ministers protested against hi·a 
extre.Qrdinary and unprecedented behaviour in stirring up an 
agitation against the government in a colony where respvnaible 
government had been granted. ( 6 ) A.nd they protested again 
after Carnarvon had written rebuking Molteno fo·r. {:l;i ving notice 
of a motion criticising t.he British governm.ent. (7) Ministers 
"respectfully su.bmi t, that they, as well as the Right 
Honourable the Secretary of State for the Colonies, 
are servants of Her Majesty, bound to give advice to 
Her Majesty's Representative in this Colony, without 
fear, favour or preju.dioe, even when such advice may 
be inconsistent with the opinions of Her ·Majesty's 
Advisers in Great Britain .. " (8Y 
The speeches made by Froudc had produced the 
disturbing impression that Carnarvon contemplated introducing 
a native policy which would cean a retrogression from the 
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ministry protested that though their system or native manage-
ment might not be perfect, .advancement should follow the 
principles already laid down. .Froude • s ideas they regarded 
as crude and impraoticable.(l) 
By hi a approval of .Frcude 's proceedings Ca.rna.rvon 
showed .th.a.t the Bri tiah government was prepared to coerce the 
Cape l'Jinistry. ( 2 ) It vms asserted that Froud.e ha.d n.ot done 
anything unconstitutional. t:inisters had been given the 
opportunity of being the instrument by which the Imperial 
policy should be made known. The sign1fican.t fact is that 
Carnarvon wao dcterrr:.ined to ma.ke hi:1 views know, whether the 
ministers acquiesced in them or did not (3) 
The Secretary of State toc>k adva.atnge of the oi tuatio.o: 
to clarify the matter of w.hat relations should ex·iot between 
Britain .and the re.aponsi.ble ministers at the Cape through the 
Governor and High Commissioner. Be wished it to be. clearly 
understood that it was 'for Britain to decide what were the 
intereats of South Africa as a whole, and not the Cape ministers. 
Th.e matters to be discussed at a conference were not confined 
to the ·cape and were urgent.< 4 > He implied that the Cape 
politicians did not possess sufficient breadth o.f outlook 
to appreciate his proposal. 
Barkly was criticised for not sending on the despatch 
of May 4th as directed 
"it was in ·the position which you hold as Her Majesty's 
High Commissioner aa well as Governor that I preferred 
to make the communication through you, but the time 
and manner of doing this was not a question left open 
to your discretiqn or to be decided by the advice of 
the ministers of one Colony." (4) 
He defended himself by.desoribing the situation in which he 
was placed at the time with regard to the ministry, also by 
indicating the position in which he had stood as Governor and 
High Commissioner aince 1872, ready to be advised by his 
ministers. The weakost pvint of his a.rgument was that the 
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to the House and thus it was known about elsewhere.(l} He 
was severely reprimanded for misinterpreting his position as 
B igh Commissioner. 
,.I am afraid, however, that it may not at all times 
have been sufficiently remembered that your. duties 
as Higb Commissioner cannot be subordinated to the 
local policy of your .advisers, and that even in 
matters affecting the Ca.pe alone you have obl.iga-
tions to Her Majesty's Government which no colonial 
minister can expect you. to overlook.~' (2) 
C During tbe Special dasoion. a possible defea.t of the 
min.istry was averted by Carnarvon's decision to hold a 
conference in London .. ( 3) ~ iies elution C)f the Assembly 
November 23rd, 1875, pledged. assistance in settling the 
matter of Griqualand 1ieat, (4.) and. Molteno sailed for ~nglan.d 
in July 1876. Carnarvon expressed himself satisfied with the 
Resolution and took pains to emphasise the freedom of the 
Cape government to attend the Lond.on conferen.ce or not. ( 2 ) 
LOn his arri'Val in England, Molteno found that the 
dispute between Britain and the Ora.nga Free State had been 
adjusted by the payment to the Orange Free State of £90,000 
compensation. not by a decision as to which party had right 
on ita side. Carnarvon refused to cede any territory though 
prepared to adjust the boundary, and. stated "each party must 
be left free to con.tinue to believe that its contention (now 
happily disposed of) has been well founded.n(5) As the 
transaction followed the decision of Sir Andries Stockenstroom 
in March, 1876, which had. substantiated the claims of the 
Orange Free State .the British government could not have 
retained the terri tory and made a settlement on a.ny other 
grounds. ( 6 ) The excuse for aettli.ng the matter before 
Molteno's arrival was the refusal of President Brand to submit 
the matter to a conference of delegates from British colonies 
a.nd the fact that ·the Ca}e could not have assisted at a 
financial transaction. (7 . 
Molteno had reluctantly tc consent to annex 
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and Wal·vis Bay. ( l) Though refusing to enter into a discussion 
on federation he said that ha would bring up the matter on 
his return to the Cape, stating for the meantime that he 
favoured a plan of annexing minor states to the Cape Colony 
and allowing for local administration in some matters.< 2 ) 
Nor would he diseuse the matter of the gun trade, though 
Barkly hoped he would correct the misapprehension imbibed 
from Froude that wages were paid in guns and tba.t they ware 
imported by hundreds of thouaands.< 3 ~ . 
It is plain .from Carnarvon's opening speech at 
the London Conference that Froude had accurately exfressed 
bis views aa to Imperia.l interests in South Africa~ 4) Diaraeli 
had attacked the Liberal attitude to colonies in 1872t(5) 
by 1676 the new spirit was manifest in tha statement 
ngngla.nd •••• accepts freely her poai tiqn as the paramount 
Power in South Africa.. with 1 ts du.tiaa and responsibilities.'' 
An ample measure of self-government might be granted to a 
federated state but control would be retained of certain 
par.ticular matters. (4) 
At the end of 1876 it was a.pparent that the Cape 
was still ·dependent on British troops for defence,< 6) and 
Carnarvon drew up the first draft of the Permissi.ve Federation 
·.Bill. ( 7) The Transvaal was against Sekhukhuni had made the 
subject of fed.eration more pressins. 
In April 1877 the Transvaal was annexed by 
Shepstone who had been sent with a Special Commi.ssion fer 
the purpose.(S) Sir Bartle Frere arrived at the Cape to 
take over from Barkly whose term of cf:flce had expired, with 
the particular object of federation. in view.(9) 
The Draft Bill.was designed a.s an enabling measure, 
to give a framework for federation, decisions on many matters 
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explained that it allowed fvr the incorpvrativn uf the 
legislature of Griqualand Neat with that of the Cape, and 
also for the desire ·of Griqua.land riest not to be subordinated 
to the Ca.pe Colony ao then constituted. Under the Bill it 
would be posei ble f·or the Orange Free State to :federate later 
v1itk,lout losing its individuality as a state or abandoning its 
local institutions a.nd customs. { l) 
The difficult matter of the na.ti ve franchise had 
been considered. It was acknowledged that uncivilised 
natives could. not be gi.ven electoral equality with the white 
population, but considered that natives qualified. by education 
and successful industry should. not be excluded. from all voice 
in the admiui.stra.tion of affairs. It was suggested that 
so:r:;e members of the Legislative Council migh't be chosen for 
their knowledge of na t1 ve feelings and requirements, that in· 
some cases nativea might vote in provincial council elections, 
bu.t that for the present they should not be given direct 
representation in tha Assembly. {l) 
Ministers fea.red lest they should not be allowed 
to incorporate Griqua.land ilest and observed that this idea 
seemed to have been abandoned.( 2 ) :riley noticed that costly 
machinery appeared to be envisaged for the government of the 
two areas a.nd the abolition o:f the existing constitution of 
the colony. Barkly commented that though he had thought of 
Griqu.ala.nd West as a province of a federal state, if the 
Secretary of State wished for an early settlement of the matter 
the Bill might be modified to allow for the alternative of 
annexation to the Ca.pe.(3) 
£A significant change had taken place in the attitude · 
of the Ministry to the m.atter of Griqualand Weat. From 
refusal to annex in 1872 they had passed to reluctance 
expressed by Molteno in 1876 and finally in 1877 to insistence 
that they should be allowod to annex tho colony.. The reason 
for the change seems to have been fear lost Cfarnarvon should be 
sucoeas:ful in bringing about a federation including Griqu:aland 
Heat perhaps without the Cape, and the plan for ultimate 
union by enlargement o.f the Cape legislature,. come to naught. 
( 1) G.H. 1/73 - December 14th, 1876 llo.299 - Carnarvon to 
Darkly. 
G.H. 15/l - January 22nd, 1877 - Minute of Ministers. 
G.H. 23/33 - January 22nd, 1877 - Barkly to Carnarvon. 
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In reply to the ministerial minute Carnarvon 
expressed himself satisfied to effect this object (i.e. the 
annexation of Griqu.aland West) in the way they propose" and 
called upon Ba.rkly as a man of experience in such. matters to 
calm ·the fears that federation would lead to the end of 
responsible government.(l) But ministers continued to 
deplore what seemed a plan to ehange the constitution of 
tho Cape. They st1ggested. the aimpler method of union by 
pros erving the Cape parliament and ad.ding to it reembers 
elocted by new states or coloniao, and were intent on 
annexing Gr1qualand ·;:ae.t. ( 2 ) 
Barkly tcld Molteno that nothing would be ga.i.ned 
by ta.king up such a.n atti tud.e since 1 t was diametrically 
opposed tc the plan laid dc..wn in tbo Bill and Carnarvon 
obviously could not ad. opt 1 t or regard the ministers as 
allies if they persisted i.n tb.ia view.(3) The !:iecretary of 
~tate thought federation a preferable form of union beeau.se 
of the diversities of custom, language and origin among the 
various South African communi ties. In such a system many 
local details might be discussed and administered loealJ.y. (4 ) 
Ministers o.ri ticiaed the franchise provisl.on:a c.t: 
the Dill, thougll agreeing with Carnarvon that the matter was 
a very difficult one. They thought if repreeen.ta·tion was 
according to whi to population, this would be a ha.rd.ahip to 
Natal and suggested provisions as in the old American 
aonsti tution. A change in the Cape fra.nohiae wculd stir 
up feelings of race which the government had sought to allay. 
They pointed out tha.t the franchise was bestowed irrespective 
of race or colour on pe.reons with the necessary qualifications 
in the Cape, the praatico had net boen f.ou..tld i.nconveniant, 
and ha.d worked well on the \\7hole. They recognised that the 
:rranchiee could not be at once extended in states wh.ere 1 t 
waa l.imi tad and rofe·r.red. to the problem of the future 
government of natives liv1o.f in the Transkci who had not 
been granted. the franchise. ·2 ) The di:fficul ty was the same 
.in 1877. ae in 1~2 when 1 t had been remarked upon by 
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Aek.ed for his cor.cmen.ts en the revised Draft Bill, 
Barkly added that he was not in favour of allowing the 
population to be reckoned in the fashion of the old American 
constitution a.s it would be difficult to apply in the Transvaal 
where the native population was not known and in Griqualand 
Nest where it waa fluctuating. He suggested that. civilisation 
and commercial activity should be considered besides mere 
numbers and the revenue of a state might be an indication of 
this "if these were multiplied by.the number of the white 
inhabitantst the respective profits would afford a. fair 
standard of ccnnparison- 11 (l) 
Following the interchange of opinions t a. clause 
was inoertcd in the Bill allowing for the future representation 
of native, and Carnarvon wrote "there is no subject within 
the whole range of South African policy which is more 
i.mporta.nt than. this. " ( 2 ) · 
flhen .Frere arrived in South Africa it was soon 
apparent that the ministry had decided on their opinion 
abolJ.t the revised Draft Bill and \Vere determined to stand by 
it. They remained convinced that the.ir ideas on union were 
preferable to Carnarvon's and held tenaciously to their plan 
to incorporate Griqualand West.< 3 > It seems that Carnarvon 
was try.ing to combine the two schemes which Froude had thought 
were incompatible, to create a responsible f'edera.l government, 
for So·ath A.frica, and yet retain control of native policy 
since this would. be reserved for Imperial assent, and control 
of Imperfal forces. ( 4 ) In desiring to enhance the Cape 
legislature to the parliament of South Africa the colonists 
aimed tc keep control of policy in their own ban.ds. 
Tbe Governor's deoire to in.fluence the decision of . 
the oabin.et was clear, but was fru.strated by a definite 
statement of the uaua.l proced.u:r.e in cabinet decisions - the 
Governor could not be present at diucussions, nor could his 
remarks on a draft be grounds for altering a minute. Lcol teno' s 
stand was the same which he had taken when Barkly sent a 
memorandum on Iangalibalele to the ministers. (G) He was 
later to object to Frere•a use of the Executive Council as 
G .H. 23/Y5 - February 15th, 1877 No .29 - .Barkly to 
Carnarvon. 
G.H • .l/74 - August l6t.h, 1877 !lo .. 412 - Carnarvon to 
Frere. 
G.B. 15/l - May 14th, 1877 - Minute of Ministers. 
Imperial Blu.e Book - 0.1732- Pages 45 and 51. 
G.H. 23/34 - April 17th, 1677 No.4 - Frere to Carnarvon. 
vide Chapter V. .Page 59. 
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contrary to cabinot practice.(l) 
Mention was made of federation in the Opening 
Speech., but Frere wa.s unable to ha:ve a statement included that 
the .Permissive Act would be considered with a view to a 
possible applice:t tion to a union of the colony with one or 
more of its neighbours. ( 2 ) In hia efforts to d.raw the Cape 
into a sobame for federation he indicated that refusal to 
take part in a conference might lead to a division of the 
colony, which he ltn.cw ministers .feared, and. the delay in 
approval of Cape bills for the a.rme:x:ation of GriquaJ.a.nd tlest 
a.nd the Transkei.an tet'ri toriea v~hich he knew they considered 
imperative. If there waa no-one to expound the Cape views 
a.t a conf.erence and .federativn was appr.oved rather tba.n 
annexation, encouragetr.e.nt would. be given to peoplo in favour 
of f'·edoration who wished to separate the Eastern from the 
~vestern province. It had been stated that annexation or 
federati..on would not occur unless states or colonies concex-ned 
were willing, even a unanimous vote in the Cape would not 
prove consent by the other party to the annexation.( 2 ) 
Finally; support waa obtained for the Permissive 
. .Bill by the inolus1o.n of a provision for the annexation of 
Gri.qua.land West to the colony-•(') and a bill for annexation 
drawn up. The matter was successfully handled in Griqualand 
West by Major Owen I..an)on and the Bill passed in June 1877. 
It ?HiS left to Frere(4 to decide whether to hold a conference 
on federation, the Orange Free State having stated its desire 
to remain 1ndependent,(5) but the war intervened before plans 
were made4 
Thus the Cape wae suocesoful from 1875 - 1877 in 
resisting effcrts to bring ebout a fcdoration in South Africa. 
')( The liverali ty of tht! Ca.pt!l nat:tve policy waa commanded by 
Carnarvon~ (6 ) but be was· prepared for a modification in the 
inte17osts of unity~ The Cape ministers tenaciously maintained 
that a change would be a. hard,sb.ip to tho native population. 
Though they may have been. entirely sincere in this belief, it 
must be recognised that colonists had benefited largely from 
the Cape system of native management,(?} and stood to gain 
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CHAPTER Vll. 
THEDISAUSSAL OF.THE MINISTRX- FEBRUARY 1~7~· 
The outbreak of war in September, 1877, put the 
Ca.pe d.efenoes to the test, which had not happened for 
twenty yeara 1 and drew atten.tion to the weakness of 
frontier administration. All waa confusion. 'rhere was 
no reprosen.tative of the "'Overnment tc oo-ord.ine:te tb.e 
. a ( ) 
activities of various departments.' 1 Agitated farmers 
feared lost the Ngqika and. kindred clane within "Ghe 
colony should rise against the government. {2)· Sir Bartle 
Frere wa.s extremely cr1 tical of provisions :for both 
defence{;) and governmen.t( 4 ) and. preas.in.g and energetic 
in making au.ggest1ons for permanently 1mproving.matte:r.a~5 ~ 6) 
They included reorganisation of the F.A.M •• the organisation 
of district police and legiala.tion to make disarmament 
possible. f)lerriman (Minister of Crown Lands and Public 
\Vorks) waa obliged to agree that serious fa.ul ts had been 
committed, though protesting that the Governor had framed 
a bill of indictment against past and present governments, 
unwarrantable in the circumstances of th.e country. (7 ) 
There was no serious d.isagreement from September 
to December 4th, i.e. during the Galekaland. campaign, 
between the Governor and the Ministry e.a to the conduct 
of the war and the way in which Imperial a.nd Colonial 
troops should be u.s ad.. Sir A. Cunynghame took over 
oommand of both Imperial and Colon.ial troops. Colonel 
G:riffi.tb, who succeeded Cornmand.ant Bowker in command of 
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the General directed the forces in the Colony.(l) It 
was, .however, made clear that Colonel Griffith's actions 
should not be fettered in a.ny way by the position of the 
General~ ( 2 ) 
The Governor who had happened to be at King 
Jilliamotown in September with reerriman and Brownlee, 
remained to dj.reot operations wi tb them. Be had. high 
praise for lLerriman's energy and ability in carr1ing out 
the functions of a Minister of Nar and Police.<; Daily 
meetings took place at which the Governor, ~inisters and 
the General decided what was to be done and issued orders 
though the appropriate civil or military channela.< 4) 
Such meet1.ngs saved delay and ensured unity of action. (S) 
The plan was :followed until th~e arrival of .Molteno at King 
~illiamstown on January 9th, 1878. 
~It is well to consider relations between the 
Governor and Prime Minister from November, 1877, when 
discussing the crisis of January-February 1878, as only 
then is it clear how repeated annoyances and delays,partly 
caused by distance, confirmed the opinion of both Frere 
e.nd Molteno that the other was obstructing him in the course 
of his duty and made each more determined that hia view of 
how the emergency should be met, should prevail. Difficulties 
arose over matters which had to be referred to the Prime 
Minister in Capetown. 
Fears lest the war ahould sfread into the colony 
~ere expr:lseed. eurly in October 1877( 6 and did not abate 
even when Gal.ekaland wa~'iepo:r;-ted to be nearl.y cleared by 
the end of the month. (?)_j By mid Nov,ember it was believed 
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the verge of civil war with the Ngqika .. (J.( Frere 
considered that the prompt settlement of Galekaland. would 
belp to calm the frontier but realised that the removal 
thither of tiaphasa (a Gcalaka chief who, with his followers, 
had £led to tho colony on the outbreak of war) would be 
a delicate operation.C 2 ) He .bcped te intr.?duca 332 
European families (German and Scotch) to hold small fa.rma 
in the territory near police poats.(3) A fortnight's 
delay was caused as Llolteno asked for further information 
about the ~uropean settler plan and cautiously considered 
the question whether the an..11exa.tion of Galekala.nd was 
contemplated and how t.be aettlers woald be govorned. ( 3) He 
did not think the move.roent of Llaphasa' o people would cause 
difficulty,{;) and suggested that the Governor should 
return to Capetown for consultation with the ministers 
there. ( 4 ) 
Molteno was anxious lest arrangements should be 
decided upon by the Governor and the ministers become 
little more than executive officerP which would mean the 
abandonment of responsible government.(5) He was inclined 
to disapprove of the Governor's plan to dloarm Maphaaa•a 
people and thought there was danger of a. high-handed and 
~ecessarily harsh policy being adopted towarde~he natives, 
":which we have not the power of carrying out."( 6)J Brownlee 
too, obj,eetad to the plan to disarm Maphasa who would then 
be defenceless against othor Gcalekas if r.Gfi'OVed to Galeka-
land but agroed to carry out this course d.f it were decided 
upon,to the beat of his ability.(?) 
Frere was impa.tient at the delay wh.iob was likely 
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( 
and unsettle Maphasa and refused to leave the frontier in 
the circumstances. ( l) His dec.ision was justified by th.a 
pa.nio which occurred in connection with the ram.oval of 
IJaphasa and IJaokinnon (who turned out not to be .a Goaleka) 
which wa.a ba.dly handled. by Brownlee, v1ho wae in poor 
health at tho ti:me. ( 2 ) 
The Gcalekaa returned from beyond the Bashes 
Ri·ver in Decem'ber after the war was believed over and 
Colonel Griffith had disbanded Native Levies(3) serving 
with him, and given permission to Volunteers and Burgb.ere 
to return home.( 4) Imperial troops were moved. into 
Galekala.nd to assist the F.A .. m.(5) Frere remained in King 
Williamstown as there was no representative of th.e Exe.cutive 
government present to co-ordinate information from. various 
centres and make d.eoisions about the disposal ·Of police 
or military foroea.( 6 ) He oonsid.ered that Molteno 
misunderstood the gra.vi ty of tbe s.i tu.ation. and urged upon 
him the appointment of a.n executive off.ioer, suggest1.ng 
Colonel Griffith, 
"you m.uet ha.ve someone here to whom all oa.n apply 
for advice and assistance and who would have 
power to issue orders to all where the intervention 
of police force or applicatlon for military aid 
wae necessary." (7) 
fJolteno suggested travelling to King ·Nilliamatown on 
December 7th. By December Jlat Frer'E! was urgi. ng this 
1 
) 
courae which had been delayed by a I'ailway inquiry. (Bl_/ 
Between tbeae dates, in addition to the danger in 
Galekaland. the danger within tbe colony increased. Khiva, 
a Gcaleka ·Chief whom ministers had recommended should be 
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the Ngqika location, December 26th(l) where with great 
speeches he roused his kinsmen to join the Goalekas in acts 
of violence.( 2 ) Martia.l law was proclaimed on December 3lat 
in two districts of the colony. <2 ) 
(Ministers determined on the outbreak of c.ivil war, 
that th.e Governor should not act with regard t.o the Ngqika 
affair·co.ntrary to tbeir adv·ice. (3 ) It is olaar that t:cltano 
and minietc1ra in Capetown. felt they were not fully informed 
of matters on tbe frontier, and that the government waa pasaed 
over and ignored.< 4) On December 25th Frere telegraphed the 
.Pri1ue Minister aokin6 that two o! the. military officers should 
be gazetted as Justices of the Peace or magistrates so that 
they might deal promptly with cases arising within their 
o omman.da .. ( 5) M.ol teno did .not think such appointments would 
be of any value, and delayed his consent for three days.< 6) 
Frere replied that he would not h.ave three times asked for the 
appointments if they had no use.(7) The delay may be ascribed 
to the fact that th.e G.o·ver.nor had not c oneul ted Molteno before 
enrolling two co~ps o~Volunteera under Imperial officers 
with detached rank.( 8j 
\lith the proclamation of martial law came new 
di·fficul ties ( .The Governor had w.isbed to proclaim v·arious 
d.iatricts and'eon:f'er power on troops supporting the police to 
d.iaarm tb.e inbabi tants, covoring any n.eoeosary use of force 
in excess of the la.w., b:f a e.nl'haequent act of indemnity. (g) 
His plan would nave left·in operation the ordinary courts of 
tho regions for ordj.nary offences (7) However, martial law 
was proclaimed a.a !aol·terlo. disapproved of Fr{rre 'S plan.,\but it 
was decided that magietz:·atea a.nd special oommissioner~were to 
accompany each column or body of troops to try oa.sea against 
the public order in the proclaimed districts "so ae ·to obviate 
ae far as possible the necessity for the exercise of the 
arbitrary powers of a court martial by unqualified persona.u(g) 
By t11is plan Frere hoped to prevent the use of drum-head court-
martial whicb he felt would often amount to lynch law, and 
bring disgra,ce upon the colony .• (lO) 
( 1) Memorandum on Sandile by Brownlee. Enclosures - June -
December 1878 •. G.H. 28/100. 
(2) G .H. 23/34 - January 1st, 1878 No.1. Pr·ere to Carnarvon. 
(3) P.A. Molteno. Vol.ll - December 30th, 1877 -Memorandum 
of Attorney-General. Page 287. 
· (4) Ibid - December 17th, 1877 - Telegram, Molteno to 
Merriman. Page 274. 
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(8) P.A. Molteno, Volume 11. Page 271. 
{9) G .. H. 23/34 - January lst 1878 No.1 .. Frere to Carnarvon. 




(Molteno dioagreod with tho Governor's 
Attorney-General advocated severity towards 
viewa and with 
rebels -
.tt .Ve consider that all re bela taken with arms in hands 
should be tried by drum-head court-martial and shot 
without dele.y; that persons who have been engaged 
in the rebellion but who lay down their arms should 
be summarily tried by the commissioners and sentenced 
to death, such sentence not to be cnried into effect 
until approved by the Governor." (l) 
The Governor refused to have em,ything to d with such trials, 
aak.ed if 1.000 rebels were captured instead of 1,000 cattle 
the day before they should be shot without marcy or trial, 
and inquired how a Commandant in the field could distinguish 
·between Gaikas and Goa.lekaa born in the colony, thus rebels 
and those born beyond the Kei, thus anemies?( 2) The Attorney-
General considered tha.t colonial Gaikas and Tslambis should 
be regarded as rebels who had turned against a government which 
had treated them with the utmost consideration. He expressed 
as great a horror ·Of bloodshed as the Governor but thought 
a few military executions would stop the rebellion and eave 
many li.ves and gt'ea.t expense. (3) During the debate, a.fter 
the :ministry had been diamisoed, F'rere became a.warc that all 
tl'le members of the ca.binet f'Hld n.ot been in agreement on the 
matter of rn~rtial law, and oo~plainod thnt tho At~orne~­
Get1eral 's views had not been fully explained to h:tm. ( 4 · It 
seems that tho Attorney-General had not wished to proclaim 
martial law. 
The .matter of reinforcements ia an important o.ne 
when considering relations between the colonial and Imperial 
authorities. By ·the end of September 1877, 61r A. Cunynghame, 
writing of the deficiencies of his force, remarked that it 
would not ba prudent to call troops from .Natal or the Transvaal 
leaving it to Frere to decide whether to call troops from 
Britain. ( 5) On October lOth h.e reqo.ested that reliefs for 
l/13th and l/24th Regiments should be sent at once.( 6) The 
day before .Frere had informed the Becreta.ry of State that if 
the war spread into the Colony an addition to the regular 
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much loss o£ lite, and eu.gg(~sted that the reliefs ahc>uld 
be sent, ao that they would be in the colony for a while, 
together with the regiments to be relieved.{l) By the end of 
October Brownlee stated tb.at the colony would require tho aid 
of two or three !mperi.a.l Regiments before the war would be 
concluded, thus agreeing with. .lfrera and the General. (2)( ln 
November, writing of the necessity to enlist Volunteers, he 
mentions the ",expected a.rri val .of troops from England," flhich 
sugfests that he a.t least knew of the plan and approved of 
it .. 3) Molteno knew of the suggestion about the reliefs too. 
H.e suggested that the General seemed to wish to gather a 
large f.orce before striking a blow, and thought such a plan 
too expensive. He wanted a quick sharp defeat of the enemy 
without delay, before volunteers became disorderly and they 
and their horses tired out.(4) '\. 
News from Natal caur/od Frere tc telegraph to 
England ea,rly in December the n.eceeaity for complying with 
hio request for ircope(5) and. ha mentioned the n ..oed for 
cavalry. (6 ) Molteno reocgnis.ing the neceaeity for in.creaaed 
foroea, wrote to Frore th~t the Attorney-General ha.d. suggested 
raising them u.nd:er tbe Burgher Force hct ,. but that he thought 
this would be too slow a prcc.edure. H.e advised that Native 
Levies should be enrolled from among colonial tribes, these 
being eu.bjecta should undertake their share of the defence of 
the Colony. { 7) He suggested that Mfe.ngu should be used to 
suppress a rising among the colonial Ngqika if it occurred. 
Frere, however, thought it r1ould not be wise to use Mfengu 
Levies to preserve peace in the colony, except under very 
carefully chosen officers a.n.d he thought few men. c. ould be.~· ound 
who did not have decided sympathy with one tribe or ancther, 
and who had a reputation among natives for impartiality.(B) 
Carnarvon upheld Frere's opinion on Native Levies 
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another he thought most undesirable even f~r the sake of 
economy and agreed with the opinion of Brownlee tb.at native 
a.llies would tend tc look upon 'themselves as indispensable 
and enemies to look upon the government which needed such 
allies, with contempt.(l) 
6rere pressed the need for several hundred mounted 
riflemen, on Molteno, shculd o.ivil war occur. ( 2 ) and reported 
the. t Griffi tb could. not move wi th.ou.t reinforcements when the 
Gcalekaa returned over the :Bash.ee.(3) The remaining men of 
the 24th an.d. 25th Regiments were called from Capetown. (3} A 
plan. was formed to land 250 troops and 9 officers at Mazeppa 
Bay( 4) but they were eve.ntually landed. at East London. Frere 
disagreed with the opinion o~ j~ol teno and. the Genera.l as he 
could not find definite ~vidence that a. landing had ever been 
effected at Mazeppa Ba.y ao.d thought tb~riak of placing the 
men at this position was too great.(5)~ 
The preparations on the fro~tier were described as 
"uncalled for and entirely b(~yond the e:x.igencies of tbe case 
as things at present sta.nd,n on December 20th by Molteno, who 
thought neither the Imperi.al government nor the colony should 
be burdened by unnecessary expenses, ( 6 ) but by .December 26th 
Frere was again telegraphing his ueed for men.(7) The reply 
was that recourse should be had· to the .Burgher Act and Native 
Levies as before suggested. Molteno ~ought the force 
available had been under-estimatad.(S~ 
However, Volunteers asked to be relieved by January 
lOth and they and Bllrt;;hers '1mel ted away" as they felt inclined~ 9) 
The Galekaland clearance had to be begun over again and the 
Governor told Molteno how little reliance could 'be placed upon 
the F.A.M. who had not acquitted themselves well in recent .· 
encounters with the enemy in December. "Your opinion of these 
men is founded on their condition .in Sir Walter Currie' a 
time - bu.t they are now so difference, mostly untrained U!ds, 
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oan be relied on fer field aervice."(l) Requirements were 
estimated. at 800 Burgher cavalry and as many European foot 
soldiers, if the re'bellion was tc bo ended speedily and life 
and expense spared. ~~rare asked Molteno to support a request 
for Im.perial troops. (.2 ) 
(Molteno re.fu.sed the request a.a be felt that infantry 
men coul~e raised in the colony in less time than it would 
take troops to come frvm England, and that th.ey would be 
effective for the work tu be done in the absence of cavalry, 
which could not be r"ised because of the drought.( 3) On 
December 3let Frere told the Secretary of State that it 
seemed the colony was unable to meet the requireme.nta of the 
General and that unless troops were sent the campaign would 
be prolonged and more suffering caused. (4 ) Cn January 9th 
despite Molteno's refusal to support his request, he ask.ed 
for the reliefs of the two regiments to be sent at once and 
that the corps in the country might be retained. { 5 ) In 
another despatch of the !lame day he deaoribed the threatening 
aspect of affairs on the Zulu.border which made him. anxious 
to eee tha power of tho government daciaively establi.shed. on 
tho Cape frontier. There was much evidence by this time· of 
connection between distant and apparontly unconnected 
outbrea,ka, and Frere thc-ugbt tbo beat way of discouraging 
combinations among the tribes was a speedy reasaertio.r1 of the 
power of the government~ At that, he hoped to be able to 
sand troops to N'ata.l. ( 6 ) 
Gol teno arrived i.n King \llilliam.stown on January 
9th, and within two days Frere was inquiring about military 
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con~uct w.i thout. co-operation or cc...ntr~l. from the mili tar1 
of!l.oers, (l) and declined. any responsl.b:&.li ty for them. (2 
/ A series of conversations bega.n o.n January lOth 
between 'lrz.ere and Molteno, from which the G-overnor understood 
there was dissatisfaction that the control of operations 
ha.d passed to the Imperial o.fficera., who were felt to· be 
less efficient for the work in hand than colonists and likely 
tu wage war 1n an ex·pensive fashion. This was alleged to be 
the reason why Volunteers had come :forward. so slowly to 
answer the call fvr reinforcements. It was suggested tha.t 
the General and Imperial troops should be confined to the 
Transkei, and the rebellion in the colony put.down by 
colonial forces led by Colonel Griffith, who would be under 
the direct control of the ministry. Reinforcements from 
Britain were not needed for any colonial purpose and Molteno 
suggested that the Governor should return to the Ca.pi tal.(;} 
Relatione becaffie perceptibly strained when ~oltano 
objected to a note from Frere who as~ad him "to be so kind 
as to run your eye over tho note I mada and let me know 
whether it accura.te ly r~p:rosen te the conclusions you ox pres sed 
to me.n The objection was that the note was contraY"y to 
th.6: UtJual practice of fc;..rma.l minutes following cc.nversations 
between Governor and Prime Minister.and a departure which 
might lessen the freedom of exchange of opinion.( 4) The 
Governort though wishing to use the present note as the basis 
ot' a report to the .;)ecretary of' :.ltate{ _agreed net to follow 
this practice if tlolteno disliked it. 5) But he was 
obviously annoyed by the Prime Minister's remark tllat from 
a. uoursory 'la.ncen the note did not seem to be wholly 
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11he mili ta.ry offi.cers disagreed with the 
Ministerial decision that no reinforcements from Dritain 
were necessary, and did not wish. to evacuate Imperial 
troops from the colony till tile lines of communication 
with the Transkei were held by adequate colonial fcrcea.(l) 
They reported on difficulties over commissariat arrange-
menta.( In December ~'rere had proposed a concurrent daily 
audit for th.e sake of e oonomy, but Molteno h.ad o b j eo ted. { 2) 
Ounynghame thought the civil arrangements :for the supply 
of colonial troops had ca. used much. extra coat to the colony. 
In January 1 t was objected that com.peti tion in the markets 
sent up prices, (3) and tha.t the Colonial commissariat . 
kept breaking d.own so that tb.e I.mperial departments had 
to aupply deficienc1es.< 4> The system of dual command 
was also objected to.15) 
On January 17th Colonel Griffith was appointed 
Commandant General of all colonial forooe(G) a.n.d it was 
proposed to plaoe -under hie central a.ll colonial forces 
-~7est of the Ka1 (?) who would thus be under thc~le 
dircotic1.n and co.nt.rol o.f the colonial government) 8 ) 
It was held that the G<..;vernox· b.ad no special powers ever 
Colonial forces as Commander-in-Chief', but could only act 
on the advice of the ministry. (Frere objected on military 
g.ro\Ulds to the arrangements for two independent m.ili tary 
commands.(9) He also considered the ministers to be· 
acting unconstitutionally in making them. 
He considered that in accordance with the 
constitution, the Goverrwr and Commander-in-Chief should be 
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out the duties of Minister of war might not direct forces 
in the field, or asswne personal command without reference 
to the Commander-in-Chief or the General Commanding in the 
field.(l) This is the basis of objections to Merriman's 
acts 1n conducting operations in the Ngqika location and 
North of it, leaving the Governor and military authorities 
"ae it \Vera in quara,ntine., out off from anything like full 
and unrestrained. commun1cation.''( 2) 
Griffith's position Frere considered illegal, 
since he was independ.ent of any coneti tuted m111 tary 
authority!t The office was unknown to. and not ennctioned 
by parliament, and .might never be sanctioned. ( 2 ) . Be 
/suggested tb.at Molteno consult the Attorney-Gen~ral .. (l) 
~olten.o resisted the suggestion saying that the cabinet 
was collectively rcnponaible for all it did and he was 
ready to take the r.esponaibility.< 2 > On January 28th 
.F1rere asked for precise detailo of the relationship between 
Commandant Griff.i th and the Governor and Camn:ander-in-Chief 
of Her Majest1'a forces in peacetime and in wartim~, and 
his daties.(3 Molteno suggested resigning but later 
asked lea,ve to withdraw his suggestion, when li'rere 
remarked that Molteno could hardly expect him to accept 
his advice if it was illcgal.( 2) It was presumed he 
would consult the Attorn.ey .... General. (Molt~no read( 4) a 
memorandum on ·the Governor's constitutional position 
repeating the view of the cabinet that he held .no 
constitutional powers ae Commander-in-Chief, hia Commission 
as Governor includ.ed. all powers whioh he posses sed·. 
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:forces under the .m111 tary commander as they believed 
this would create discon.tent if attempted, and tend to 
paralyse their exertiono and usefulne.ss. The Governor 
was free ·to move or dispose Imperial troops but should 
inform the colonial government when doing so.(l) 
In another Minute of January 28th, Frere 
referred to the fact that the rebellion seemed to be 
spreading among the Thembu in the colony, rathe:r· than 
subsid.ing, and that a.s large scale opera. tiona seemed to 
be in progrose, the area where they were going should be 
. placed under tho O.ffieer Co:mreanding in these provinces. ( 2 ) 
( Ho cottld get no fllrther renponec from Molteno than that 
Ltbe situation was grave.(;) 
Ministers then formally stated on. January 31st, 
on receiving the despatch of December 27th from the 
Secretary of State, that this was the first formal notice 
that r.eitlforcementa bad been called for, that tbey had 
received. and while appreciating the motives of the 
:Jecretary of State in sending them, stated. that the colony 
was equal to the task of defeating Rhili and subduing the 
colonial rebellion without such aaeiatance.< 4> 
!his was the view of t:te ministry despite 
the General's opinion that .reinforcements vJere necessary 
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whole of th.e N'gqiku and Thembu locationa.(l) Frere 
req,uested a.n early reply to the question whether 
Merriman or the Commander-in-Chief should be in control 
of forces raised in the colony an.d undertaking operations • 
. Referring to Gr1ffi th • a position, Frere said he had all 
along bean in fa.vour of giving to the Command General 
greatly enlarged powers as compared Vii th Commandants 
of Police, or Du.rghers and Volun.teers bu.t that it had 
never occurred to him tba.t it was proposed to vest 
Griffith. wi•tb. powers indepenft.ent, of the ordinary mili ta.ry 
authorities till Molteno had a~sured him that this \"iS.S ao. 
( An Bxeoutlve Coun.cil meeting was summoned for 
the next"aays Molteno refused to diseuse the Governor's 
minute £:lnd protested that the summoning of the council 
without notice to the Prime h:inister was unp:recedanted. .. (2 ) 
He had previously objected to the presence of the 
Governor and General Comma.nd.ing at meetings of t~e 
Ex eo uti ve Council where policy was discussed. as being 
contrary to cabinet procedure. Frere thought this 
course expedient in wartime.(;) 
( 
Thus it transpired that the ministry, refusing 
. to r4;s1e;n, was dismissed on February 2nd,(G) a.fter 
persisting in i.ts desire to use ·colonial forces to put 
down. t.b.e rebellion and not to place th.ese under military 
control, and going so :far as to ata.te that if their 
arrangements v1ere likely to embarrass the military, the 
Imperial troop.s should be withdrawn from Galekaland to 
their garrison positions. (Frere th.oug.l:l .. t this would be 
lunacy} ~ 4 ) They argued. that a responsible ministry 
should conduct operations paid for by the colony and not 
an. Im.perial officer, over whom they had no control. ( 5) 
{ 1) A.2. 1878 - Ja.nu.ary 31st, 1878 - l~inute of Frere to 
Llinisters. Page 24. 
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heir argumen" was a strong one c no t ituti nally 
and was stren thened by the opinion f the ·ttorney-
General t hat the office of Commandant General was a l egal 
ne .(l) Ye t alth u t he minister s had pr t est ed a t 
i nfringements of t heir rights by the Governor, their 
stand was not i nspired nly by principle. ·ention has 
been made several times of their d s ire to limit expe s e, 
hi ch was an i.mporta nt r eason for advoea ti t he use of 
t ive Levi s d col onia l t roo ps. The state of t he 
f ina nces ben t h e ne mi ni ~ t era t ok over was such tha t 
t he .., ve . nor ask d t e Secra ta r y o ,)tat to b f rbearing 
in t e .a t t e f pay nt ex pens e t e c ol ny , t e r-
i e i t uld be 1 p ssibl e t r t b . fovernment to o ry 
on t he war d m et 1 e 11 bi ities . 2 ) 
h G v .rnor i ns isted t hat cp r • t i ' ns o nd cted 
y t he milita ry under t he 0ommand r-in- hi ef r e i n f a ct 
under t h control of t e Cabinet ho could dvis e t he 
.ov rnor in 11 a ttar s , which dv1ce he was bound to t ake. 
ut he uestion d t h ri ht f t he .tri me rinister to assign 
duties t o a collea ue, i.e. erriman, which the l aw 
ass i gned to t he Govern 'rand Commander-in-Ch1ef.( 3) 
1a actions we r e j s tifi d by the Seoreta.ry f 
' tate ho t hc..u ht the rime ini s t er liable t bide by t he 
cc s t1tut1 n and t hus not j ustified in crea ti an ffice 
unkncwn to the constituti n (i.e. Commandant General) in 
opposition t o the Governor ,. and giving its holder owers 
superior t t he G ve:rnor in military matters.< 4 > 
The stand of the ministers on their constitutional 
ri ghts as circumvented by the sta tem n.t tha t in t he ape 
r esp nsible g vernment was limited, due to t he peculiar 
( l) 
( 2 ) 
~~~ 
A.4. 1 78 - Page 14 . 
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condition of tb.e colony and adjacent territories. In view 
of hie position as High Commissioner, Frere was expected to 
"do all such things as you lawfully can, to prevent 
the recurrence of any irruption into Her Majesty's 
po.sseasions of the tribes inhabiting the adjacent 
territori.es, and to maintain those poaaessions in 
peace and. safety. n 
Surprise was expressed that Molteno had not subordinated his 
opinions to Frere's, as the suppression of the outbreak 
Qconoerna either directly or indirectly tbe interests 
of large nurr;bers of Her Majesty's subjects _in South 
Africa, living altogether beyond the jurisdiction of 
a.ny single colonial adminiatra ti.on. n ( 1) 
Frere had been aware of the danger of the Zulu 
power and tbe effect which reverses on the C~pe frontier or 
long oontj.nu.ed hostilities would have upon the safety o:f 
other colo.niea. ( 2 ) His opinion YUle shared by Carnarvon who 
:feared lest a failure to check the outbreak on the Cape border 
would encourage Cetywa.y,o in his dispute with the Transvaal. 
He directed that should the Zulu king attack, all a-vailable 
troops were to be sent to Natal '•at wh.a tever sacrifice" as 
a defeat of the Zulus wou.ld dishearten other tribes and thus 
make for the safety of the Transvaal and the Ca.pe Colony. ( 3) 
The eolo.nial government was severely cr1 ticised 
for .not undertaking its defence, which it was bound to do on 
the grant of respo.nsible government, and the need for which 
had been. pointed out by the General several years previously .. 
Of 2,364 men in the field. in December, 1877, 1,421, i.e. more 
than half, were .Impe.rial troops, and War Of:f'ice comm.ents on 
colonial troops, were most unfavourable. It was pointed out 
that the Cape was not a new colony struggling against over-
whelming odds, but one where the revenue was £1,500,000 per 
year and the population 250,000 whites. The enemy was a 
tribe of 60 t 000 people. The Ca.pe had had ample warning and 
done nothing. ( 3 ) 
~
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Parliament acquiesced in the dismissal of the lr1inistry. 
By 37 votes to 22 the following motion was carried, -
"The Houoe, having before it, papers connected with 
the late charge of the Ministry, does net see th.at 
the doctrine that the Governor controls the colonial 
forces under the advice of his ministry, has been 
called. in question by the Governor; but o.n.· the 
contrary is strongly affirmed and the House is of 
tho opiaion tha.t under all the circumstances of the 
ca.ee, the Remova.l from office of the la.te Ministry 
was unavoidable .. " (1) 
Cit was known that the Imperial v.iew of the High Commission weakened ?.lol teno • s argumen.t about responsible government. ( 2) 
During the debate on the dismissal; r:ol teno protested 
tb.at the queDtion at ioeue was the legality of the dismissal, 
which could only be dc!-snded if tho ministry had acted 
unconstitutionally, and not the conduct of the war, on which 
parliaiJHllltt not the Governor was bound ~o decide .. ( 3) 
But in reality it was the cond·uct of the war to which 
the Governor had objected, th.ou,gh this was not the consti tu-
tional reason for the dismissal. Th.us the opinion that the 
refusal to a.oce,pt Imperial reinforcements led to . the dismissal, 
bae some validity.< 4~ During the Galekaland campaign Frere 
had remarked the lack of force at his disposal to make a. 
settlement of matters that would be permanent.( 5) 'Nhen 
calling tor reinforcements when civil war h.ad broken ou.t he 
expressed fears lest the war should develop into one of the 
old type of :t'ron:ti.er affairs and be ended simply by the 
exhaustion of both sides. which meant that once they had 
recovered, a similar struggle would begin aga1n.< 6> His 
repeated assertions that Imperial troops would prevent delay 
in restoring order and loss of life indicate bis desire to 
end the war by a. decisive displa,y. of force. A campaign with 
Imperial troops meant war in an orderly fashion. It must be 
remembered that tho Galekaland ca.mpaign b.ad exposed the 
weakness cf the F .A.M. and th.e lack of discipline among 
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Frere criticised the campaign undertaken by the 
ministry in the Ngqika location. It ha.d cleared the country 
of its i!.lhabi tants, many cattle .had been captured. and many 
of the enemy slain, but he did not believe that the result 
had been to check the rebellion and end the war, except by 
e.xbaustion and desola.t.ion. (l) He tho"U8ht that their duty 
o:t loyalty to tbe government should be made clear to all 
living within the colony and. that th.e government should. under-
take the task~( 2 ) When :Merriman, pressed by excited frontier 
farmers, had advocated stern measures towa.rd.s the Ngqika.. 
Frere had pointed out the duty of the governmen.t to govern, 
proteot and improve its aubjeets, not to alay them. ('3) Hie 
.policy was a display of force to oonvinoe the rebels that 
their cause was hopeless, to be followed by d1sarmament.< 4) 
Only t!:J.en would it be possible to govo:rn tbe Eastern frontier 
districts in an effective manner. 
Yet to argue that the dismissal was caused by the 
refuse.l of the colony of reinforcements, is to a tate only 
part of the reason, though it m.ay have been the immediate 
cause of the dismissal since by refusing the troops the 
ministers merely em.phaeisod their statement that they were 
prepared to cond11ct operations and to be responsible for them. 
The governor disapp.roved of operations carried on contrary tv 
his advice and the advice of tho General which were likely 
to endanger Imperial troopa.(5) More particularly he saw 
that the colonial operations were extending the war, which 
was at all costs to be avoided~(5) lest other colonies should 
be endangered. The extension of the war was noticeable by 
the end of January. ( 6) Ad.ded to these reasons was the fact 
that the ministers had consistently opposed Imperial policies 
since 1875.(?) It seems more reasonable to ascribe the 
dismissal.to a combination of these factors than simply to 
the protest against reinforcements. 
The view tb.at the affair in the Thembu. location was 
not aeri(;US enough. to warrant the dismissal of the ministry 
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it wa.a caused by the refusal of the troops(l) which Frere 
was planning to uae in Natal. 
However. the importance of the operation may be 
gauged from the numbers of men involved. Mr. Hemming, Civil 
Commissioner of King Williamstown,set out on Ja.nunry 22nd 
with '373 European and 38 coloured Volunteers. (2) He was 
joined by 50 special coneta,bles and 200 .natives. After 
reverses to this force following a sharp encounter en January 
24th and reports that tha rebellion was spread.ing, Hemming 
cabled :for arms, ammunition, men and provisions.. Colonel 
Griffith then took command and with Commandant Frost proceeded 
against the chief whose kraals were roached on February 4th 
(thus the operations wore by no means concluded. on February 2nd 
when the diamisaal took. place), with Frost were 320 Volunteers 
and 680 Mfengu. He engaged the enemy of whom 120 were killed. 
Griffith's force met with. stubborn resistance and ."great 
numbers" of the enemy were killed. 2 1 JOO head of cattle and 
6,000 sheep and goats were capturea.< 2 The losses of the 
enemy were estimated at from 180 to 200 and th.e colonial 
force operating under Griffith at about 2,000 men altogether 
by a correspondent f'ro.m Queenstown.< 2> 
Frere wrote that the operation though commenced as 
a measure for supporting the police in executing warrants for 
arrest of persons charged with arson, theft and assault, was 
really a military operation on a very large scale, the columns 
.of Europeans employed. being quite as strong as those usually 
employed in the present war. Hemmin? had honestly confessed 
he had no experience 1n such matters. 3) 
Sir A. Cunyngba:me wa.e "lost in astonishment at all 
these milita:ry operations being undertaken without my knowledge 
or concurrence" and predicted disaster. (4 ) 
It may be remarked that Frere had warned Ministers 
previously, against .illegal action, pointing out tha d.ifference 
between. war in Galekaland and war in tho colony where actions 
had to he legally juatit.ia.ble .. Rather significantly he had 
pointed out that party spirit on the frontier ran high, 
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donn, "the greater wou.ld be the certainty of some of your 
colle,uea having to answer at the bar :for what they had 
done. n l) Griffith himself had doubts wheth.er he might 
not f.ind himself facing a charge of murder. ( 2 ) 
Frere took advantage o:f the doubtful legal position 
of the ministers in. conducting la.rge scale operations within 
the colo.ny in districts whore martial law had not been 
proclaimed, tc dismiss them while the operations were in 
progress. 
Tho real dispute between the Go·vernor and the 
min.istry ·was over the con.duct of the war. Ministers wished 
to condllct a short sharp cam.paign with F .. A.M. assisted by 
Volunteers and Burghers whom they could d.ireotly control. 
'.l'hey consid.ered these forces mere efficient for colonial 
warfare and lese expensive than Imperial troops. 
Frere deprecated the methods of colonial troops .. 
which he thought cruel and likely to exha.ust both sides. 
rather than inflict a defeat. He wished to mak.e a decided 
show of force which would discourage future resistance. 
His reasons were two - fear lest a dragging or undecided wa.r 
on the Cape frontier should jeopardise the safety of other 
South African communities, and the desire to make a.vigorous 
attempt tc govern and civiliae the enemy. 
; The best that can be said for the ministers is 
that as' long aa they co11ld and whenever thei.r rights seemed 
to be infringed, thay protested lest the Governor should 
make' usc of an emergen.cy to carry out policies without their 
advico. 
'2he o.ri.sie of the war demonstrated the close 
connection between ree.ponai ble government and respon.si bili ty 
for d.e:fe.noe. In the last resort, Bri ta,in could bring 
pressure to bear on the Cape 1! its policies were such as 
to endanger otllar British colonies in South Africa. 
( 1) 
(2) 
tlol teno .Papers - !1ovember 25th, 1877. 
Molteno, .Page 91 - 107 .. 





( If the occasions on w.hich the Cape Government 
differed seriously from the British Government, are compared, 
three things are particularly noticeable, the eatiafaotion 
which wa.s felt in the Cape about the syotam of native 
management there, tho Cape d~airo to;. re!!lain isol.ateo from 
the troubles of other reg1cns and the recurrence of the 
matter of ~cfenca as a au.bject on 
were held·) 
whioh different opinions 
In 1872 the Cape was unwilling to inherit a 
quarrel with the Orange .Free State by annexing Griqualand 
i/eat while th.e ownership of portions of it was in dispute./ 
.Bri t.ain was criticised for :failing to undertake responaibili_ty 
for the tribes on the Nortbe.rn Cape frontier a.nd making the 
Conventions with the Republic as well aa for u.nd.ertaking 
responsibility by the reception of Waterboer as a British 
subject.(l) The criticism of British policy suggests 
complacency. The Cape was unwilling to undertake th.e 
government of a territory which it was obvious would be 
extremely difficult and preferred to reap the advantages 
of customs dues at her porta and. trade with the region while 
avoiding the coat of administration. Though a Resolution 
o! 1872 had allo\ted the uee of the F .A.M. at the diamon~ 
fields. when the respon.sible ministry declined to annex in 
1873, they stipulated that the F .. A .. M. should be withd.rawn 
from the regictL( 2). 
In 1674 thou.gh there wa.s sympathy at the Cape 
when Lansalibalele•e escape caused alarm in Natal, evinced 
by the passage o.f tb.e bill, to imprison the chief en Robben 
leland, there was determination that no inconvenience should 
be caused to the Cape by the mistaken system o:f native · 
management which obtained in Natal. Cape politicians thought 
the Natal system most unwise and were anxious lest 
Langalibalele should escape from the mainland and dietar-
bances result on the Eastern frontier and in the Transkei. 
In other words, the Cape defences might be put· to the test 
vide Chapter lV. 
Barkly Papers - January 14th, 1873 - Minute of Ministers • 
. Page ll. 
vide Chapter V, 
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and Cape involved in expense. Tbis seems to ha.ve been 
a more profound objection to removal from Robben Island than 
the muah advertised question of Imperial interference in the 
internal affai:r.s ot a. self-governing colony~ 
The complacency with which native affaire in the 
colony and Tra.nekei wara viewed is obvious in 1875.. There 
seems to have been a genuine objection to a uniform native 
policy in South Africa as impracticable, and a. definite 
belief that the appointment of :f'roude as the Imperial 
representative at a conference meant that the systems of the 
Republica were favoured rather than. that of the Cape. / 
liow~ver, approval of the Cape policy was implied by the 
changes brought abou.t by Wolaeley in native affairs in .Natal, 
since they .tended to bring the system there into line with 
that in the Cape. (l) It was a rare moment of humility 
when ministers protested that though their system might not 
be perfect, developme.nt should be along the lines which had 
been followed for the.past 20 years. Oape desire to retain 
their tradition can also be seen in 1877 when objection was 
made to the draft of the Permissive Federation Bill on the 
grounds that ·to disfranchise natives who held the Cape 
franchise vmuld be a hardship. ( 2 ) 
1\ha Gax;e desire to remai.c. independent of the 
responsibili.ty for native affairs in Natal is apparent in the 
refusal to take part in the conference of 1875. In particular 
the defence of Natal \'9lite to be avoided~ Tho Cape would not 
·underta.ka to pay tha po.ssibla .oost of the new British poli.oy. 
Cnoe age.in. the desire to e.void payment for defence liea at 
the base of prcte.ats against Bri tiah intet'ferenoe and the 
unconstitutional proceedings of Mr .• l'1roud·e~ (3) · 
A oha.nge came in 1877 whe.n war demonstrated the 
lack of success of native policy in the Cape. F-rere, the 
British x·epresen.ta.tive, could .now .criticise Cape methods oi' 
carrying out the policy inaugurated by Sir George Grey, and 
it had to be admitted that there had been· faults. It would 
seem that lack of vigour in carrying out the policy was 
admitted, bu.t not that the system might have i.nherent def'ec·ts. 
The settlement a£ter the war, for example, the sale of the 
(l) 
~ 5~ 
Walker - Page 364. 
vide Chapter Vl. Page 77. 
vide Chapter Vl. Page 72. 
f 
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Ngqika landa in the colony to Europeans and the removal 
of the Ngqika to Galekaland where frontier quarrels had led 
to the war of 1877. shows that the same policy was favoured 
after the war. which had been responsible for it. (l) 
The attitude of the Cape ministry to the problem 
of tho war alao illustrates their d.eaire to roz:Ja.in an isolated 
oommUJ'li ty. Frere • e unders'l:a.nding of the connectiort botween 
the war on the Eastern frontier and the situation in Natal 
and the Transvaal does not seem tv have been appreciated by 
the ministry who were determined in January 1676 to conduct 
the war witbou.t co-operation with t.b.e military authorities, 
by methods which had been proved inefficient in the Galeka-
land campaign.< 2) · 
The exchange of opinions on Cape defence in 1876 
when war seemed likely on the Eastern frontier may be 
considered a prelude to the later situation. In 1876 the 
secretary of State d.oubted whether the defe.nces were adequate. 
His doubts were justified in 1877 when Frere had oooasion 
to criticise the F.A.M., the Burghers and Volunteers.(;) 
The emergency created by civil war in the Colony 
at the same tim.o .:1a a second Tranakeian campaign had to be 
ti.ndertaken, led. to open <lisagreeme.nt between the Governor and 
ministers ever matters of defence, and the dismissal of the 
ministry. Protests againat dictatorial action on the part 
of the Governor which violated tbe constitutional rights of 
a. reepona.ible ministry WJSre (!1oa~ly linked with the ct~lonial 
desire to limit expanse. 'l'he Governor's policy was seen to 
be oootly.(4) The irnpreesi.on obtained ia that the Cape 
government used tht~ matter of native policy as an excuse to 
oppose Bri tiah policies whicb might en.tail expanse. This 
is particularly evident in the speoierus remarks made about 
the gu.n trade and the improbability of native combinations, 
in reply to the invi tatio.n to take part in a conference in 
1875, and in the unwillingness to federate with other 
regions.(5) Since the Cape system of native policy .had 
benefited colonists at least as much aa native.a, it cannot 
be maintai·ned that the desire to continue the· tradition 
vide Chapter 11 -Page 27. 
vide Chapter Vll Page 95. 
vide Chapter lll - Page 41. 
vide Chapter Vll - Page 86. 
vide Chapter Vl 
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was activated by a particular feeling for native needs. In 
their labour to civ11ise and give jus·tice to tribe.s within 
the colony and beyond, many indiv~duale, for example Brownlee 
and magistrates, despite the criticisms of Frere, were 
diligent; but since the government did not boldly confront 
the task of frontier administration and defence, with the 
result that some tribes even retrogressed in civilisation, 
the oppositi-on of the Molteno ministry cannot be defended 
on the grounds that :British plans might have changed a 
satisfactory state of affaira.(l) 
It ia possible to indicate by reference to the 
.four crisis points the increasing pressure which. Britain 
brought to bear on the Cape colony in her desire to be 
relieved of the expense o! retaining troops in South Africa, 
in other words, to me.ke the colonists responsible for native 
policy in South Africa. It is also noticeable that the 
British government by 1875 was realising that Britain oould 
not abandon her re-aminant position in South Africa and by 
1876 was realising that she would still ha,ve to provide for 
internal defence avon i£ federation were achieved. 
In 1872 a Liber:al. government hoped to be Telieved of 
the burden of Cape defence by granting responsible government 
a.nd leaving the cape to decide its own policies and provide 
for ita defence. Federation would make conditions safer in 
the Cape as the Republics would not be free to decide their 
own .native policies, and federation would relieve Britain 
of the expense of Natal. Republican expansion had been 
checked by the annexation of GI·iquala.nd Rest in 1871, by its 
incorporation in the Cape, .Britf.i:ill would be spared the expense 
of governing the territory. Ilow,ever. the responsible ministry 
refused to take over Griqualand \'lest and Britain was unable 
to withdraw troops .in 1872. Dut her desire to withdraw 
from responsibility tor Cape affairs is apparent in the 
approval of the Secretary of State of Darkly•s view of the 
High Commission. 
A change of attitude is noticeable uncler the 
Conservative government which took office in 1874, when 
Carnarvon obliged. the Capo to do his bidding about the 
imprisonment of Ia~al.tbalelP! and ralat ions became atra.ined 
on this account.< 2> 
vide Chapter 11. 
vide Chapter V .... · Pa,ge 57. 
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When the Cape was able to reject the .British plan 
to hold a confe.re.noe ·to discuss native affairs and federation -
matters becoming pressing because of changes among the natives 
in South Africa - it began to seem that responsible govern-
ment would prevent the result it was intended to secure. 
Colonial-Imperial relations flare embittered by what seemed 
autocratic and unconstitutional expedients on the part of 
the Secretary of State, to the colonists, and meaner to bring 
about a policy which was essential if native ware were to be 
avoided, to the Secretary of State, concerned lest Britain 
should be made to pay for policie$ abe could .not control. 
The censure of Barkly in 1875 tor misunderstanding 
his poai tion of High Comm1ssi.oner indicates the British desire 
to exert a positive influence in South African affairs. The 
aim in view waa still to remove on.to the colonists the burden 
of administering G:riqualand llest and providing for the 
defence of Natal, after D"..aking arrangements which would make 
fQr the safety of the sc,uth African stu tea and colonies. 
The approval of' Ii,roude •a campaign indicates the belief of 
Carnarvon tha.t :roiJf.Hmslbl'i govor.1.1.mcnt had been granted too 
soon to the Cape ooloAy.. A respomsible ministry was not to , 
be able to bau.lk an Imperial policy v;1th impunity. British 
intervention in Sou't;h African affairs continued with the 
pursuit of the plan for a federal state after 1876, in th~ 
annexation of the 7!ransvaal Hepublice, and tbe rev.ival of 
the plan for a conference under Sir Bartle Frere. Federation 
in 1877 would not eliminate Bri tiah .influence., since Britain 
was to retain control of native affairs and defence.(l) 
~ The approval of Frere•s dismissal of the ministry 
in 1878 on the grounds of the High Commission which he held 
is evidence of the .British sense of responeibili.ty for South 
African affairs a.t this date and the d.esire to minimise the 
independence of the Cape. By failing to make adequate 
provision for d.efence the Molteno minist·ry gave the Governor 
an excuse to obtain other ministers who might be more amenable 
to Imperial polioi~a~ 
'l1he friction batwoon the Colonial and Imperial 
governments J<rooe .from the anomaly of a oelf-governing 
community irresponsible for 1 ts policies since it had not 
vide Chapter Vl .. 
vide Chapt.er Vll. 
assumed full respons.ib.ili ty for its defence. Th.e mili ta.ry 
and numerical strength of' the natives in South .Africa made 
it essential that Britain should provide troops if the 
Cape forces were inadequate, if only for the sake of other 
oolo.nles. In such circumstances .Bri ta1n was prepared to 
coerce the Cape despite the protests of responsible m.inisters 
that such ac·tion waa u.nconet.i tu.ti.onal. 
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